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Foreword

Tseng Kuo-fan, the subject of Jonathan Porter's monograph, has been
central to the history of nineteenth-century China. Suppressor of the
Taiping Rebels, he was one of the first great fuan-lien ta-ch'en (militia
ministers) permitted to break the Ch'ing "law of avoidance" and serve in
his native province of Hunan. There he not only created the base for a
vast regional military alliancewhich eventually captured the Taiping cap
ital at Nanking in 1864; he also was the first major official consistently
to sponsor military modernization. Consequently, his policies have be
come a measure by which many historians have sought to judge the pre
cise character of the political disintegration of the late Ch'ing dynasty.

To Mary Wright, for instance, it was Tseng—more than any other
Chineseofficial—who best embodiedthe guiding principles of the "T'ung-
chih Restoration" (1862-1874).* Utterly loyal to the Manchu throne
because it represented the traditional order he sought to defend, Tseng
reknit the fabric of a societywhichhad been deeplyrent by civil war. But
because the thread Tsengusedwas solidly Confucian, the orderhe helped
restore merely postponed necessary social changes. Indeed, he did his
work so well that the fall was all the greater in the end: as the dynasty
toppled in 1911 it carried the traditional political order with it.

To other historians, however, Tseng's undermining was not so inad
vertent.2 His loyalty to the dynasty did keep him from usinghis personal
armies against the throne. But direct action—a coup—was not the his
torical issue. The dynasty eventually fell because it could not control the
provinces, and Tseng, after all, was the progenitor of nineteenth-century
regionalism, the first in a long line of powerful viceroys like Tso Tsung-
t'ang,Li Hung-chang, ChangChih-tung, orYuan Shih-k'ai, eachof whom
took China one step farther toward warlordism. Wright had emphasized
Tseng's shortsighted reliance uponmenof talent rather thanuponinstitu
tions; these historians stressed his creation of administrative precedents
for political decentralization.

i Mary C. Wright, The Last Stand of Chinese Conservatism: The T'ung-chih
Restoration, 1862-1874. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1957.

2See, for example, Lo Erh-kang, "Ch'ing-chi ping wei-chiang-yu te ch'i-yuan"
(Origin of personal armies during the Ch'ing period), Chung-kuo she-hui ching-chi
shih chi-k'an (Collectanea of the economic and social history of China), 5.2:235-
250 (June 1937); and Franz Michael's introduction to Stanley Spector, Li Hung-
chang and the Huai Army: A Study in Nineteenth Century Chinese Regionalism.
Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1964.



The first of these precedents was likin, a special tax levied upon com
mercial goods after 1853. Likin gave provincial officialslike Tseng a new
source of revenue apart from taxes budgeted and controlled by the central
government, and so presaged the combined fiscal and military powers of
the tu-chiin (military governors) of the late Ch'ing and early Republican
periods.

Personally controlled armies were the second institutional innovation
stemming from Tseng Kuo-fan's suppression of the Taiping Rebellion.
Emulating famous generals like the Ming official, Ch'i Chi-kuang, Tseng
Kuo-fan compensated for the inadequacies of the regular military estab
lishment by recruiting his own army from among village "braves" who
were indoctrinated into a hierarchical network of companies each loyal
to their own commanders. Tseng's Hsiang Army was far from identical to
Yuan Shih-k'ai's Peiyang Army with its professional officers' corps or
Chiang Kai-shek's party army dominated by the "Whampoa Clique," but
over the run of the century Tseng's military units certainly did appear the
first in a definite succession.

In recent years these three institutional accompaniments of regionali-
zation have been carefully scrutinized by a younger generation of Ch'ing
historians. David Pong,3 for example, has argued that likin (which was
soon ingested by the central government) alone failed to provide sufficient
income for the armies of Tseng Kuo-fan. Indeed, Tseng was so fiscally
dependent upon the central government that it took him years of delicate
negotiations to divert regular provincial revenue to his own quarter
masters. Moreover, as Philip Kuhn has shown, Tseng or Li Hung-chang's
regional armies have been confused with another kind of local militari
zation.4 Most historians had mistaken Tseng's Hsiang Army for an oi>
ganized conglomerate of rural gentry militia units. But the two were
actually quite distinct. In fact, regional authorities and gentry leaders
often competed for the same resources, thwarting each other's develop
ment.

Similarly, Tseng's mu-fu has come under close observation. Kenneth
Folsom's Friends, Guests and Colleagues? demonstrated that "tent gov
ernment" was not just a mid-nineteenth century creation. Because the
Ming and Ch'ing governments had decided to reduce government ex
penses by replacing many officially appointed district clerks with local
help, hsien (county) government increasingly depended upon each mag
istrate's own private staff— a phenomenon repeated at the provincial

3 David Pong, "The Income and Military Expenditure of Kiangsi Province in the
Last Years (1860-1864) of the Taiping Rebellion," Journal of Asian Studies,
26.1:49-66 (November 1966).

4 Philip Kuhn, Rebellion and Its Enemies in Late Imperial China. Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1970.

5 Kenneth Folsom, Friends, Guests, and Colleagues: The Mu-fu System in the
Late CKing Period. Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1968.
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level. This was not to say that Tseng or Li Hung-chang's mu-fu was a
nineteenth-century reincarnation of Ch'i Chi-kuang's military secretariat.
Rather, theirs was a transitional institution, especially crucial as it per
mitted the regular bureaucracy to employ technological advisors—even
Westerners—without being forced to alter the classics-oriented civil ser
vice systemuntil long afterits time had really run out.

Dr. Porter's monograph plays upon many of these historical themes.
Above all, like Folsom's work, it focusses upon the mu-fu. But rather
than viewing "tent government" as a check upon technocracy, Porter
sees it as abetting rationalization, foreshadowing the "modern" bureau
cratic structures of the twentieth century. For, Porter shows that the
mu-fu wasnot a wholenor single unit. Rationally structured, it was more
or less segmented into an inner "tent government" and an outer sub-
government, so that Tseng's mu-fu and his more formal private bu
reaucracy can actually be regarded as separate institutions. The mu-fu
may have later kept technocrats in their proper Confucian place, but its
institutional development under Tseng was technical and rational in the
purest Weberian sense of those words. Yet, curiously enough, this was
not because Tseng himself so intended. In fact, Porter's work suggests
how unclear was the distinction between "traditional" and "modern"
during this period, since so committed a Confucianist as Tseng could
base his personnel evaluation atone and the same time upon k'an-hsiang
(physiognomy) and functionally oriented examinations.

K Tseng's search for human talent (jen-ts'ai) cannot be entirely sep
arated from his creation of new institutions, then both of the primary
themes discussed earlier basically remain correct. But in this sense Tseng
Kuo-fan neither saved nor destroyed an old order; heunwittingly helped
fashion a new one. For, Porter would have us conclude that if there is a
key word for Tseng's impact upon the history of the later Ch'ing, then
it is neither restoration nor regionalization, but rather rationalization.

Frederic Wakeman
Berkeley
April, 1972
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I

Introduction

Tseng Kuo-fan was a pivotal figure in China's modern transformation.
He came at a critical juncture of traditional and modern China. As a
"scholar-general" he represented the best that the old order had pro
duced, at a time when it was in decline; yet as an innovator he repre
sented much of the new as well, which he helped to begin. He defended
the old order earnestly and faithfully, but his specific efforts on its behalf
were the beginning of a shift of emphasis and a new orientation in that
order.

Tseng Kuo-fan was called out of temporary retirement at home in
Hsiang-hsiang, Hunan, in early 1853 to assist in organizing provincial
militia forces in defense against the local rebellion and banditry which
had arisen in the wake of the northward passage of the Taiping rebels
through Hunan intheprevious year.1 From these rather small beginnings,
Tseng wenton to become the chief guardian of the old order against the
Taiping assault and the principal agent in theultimate suppression of the
rebellion. The means by which he accomplished this task was the crea
tion of a supraprovincial military organization, and the fiscal and admin
istrative structure necessary forits support and direction.

The Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864) was a watershed in the process
of China's transformation.2 The rebellion itself contributed to China's
political, economic, and social disintegration in the nineteenth century.
At the sametime, the measures used to suppress the rebellion stimulated
the development of new institutional forms. The rebellion presented
theCh'ing state withachallenge which theregular military forces, in their
moribund condition, were increasingly incapable of combatting. Under
these circumstances the Court sought supplementary means to stem the
progress of the rebellion. It turned especially to regional initiative and
cooperative action on a semi-official plane to halt the spread of local
social and political disintegration.8 Once set in motion, the process of
regionalizing authority ultimately developed beyond the government's

1 Ta-CKing Wen-tsung Hsien-huang-ti shih-lu [Veritable Record of the Hsien-
feng Reign of the Ch'ing Dynasty] (8 vols.; Taipei: 1964), II, 1015. 8 January
1853.

2The best general study of the Taiping Rebellion, which will not be detailed
here, is Franz Michael, The Taiping Rebellion: History and Documents, Vol. I:
History (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1966).

3This topic is comprehensivelydiscussed in Philip Kuhn, Rebellion and Its Ene
mies in Late Imperial China: Militarization and Social Structure, 1796-1864 (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1970).

13



ability to direct and control it effectively. The failure of the government's
own institutional means of control, its default in this crisis, was therefore
the basis for the appearance of new institutional phenomena, including
military, economic, and bureaucratic forms. In the long run, the sup
pression of the rebellion became muchmoresignificant for China's trans
formation than was the rebellion itself.

The personal regional armies that developed during and after the
Taiping Rebellion not only aggravated the disintegration of China's tra
ditional imperial order but also influenced China's adaptation to the
problems of modernization.4 Because the first and most obvious threat
to China in the nineteenth century came in a military form, principally
from the West, China's response was initially conditioned by a military
emphasis. Militarization, developing within Chinese society in response
to primarily internal problems of change, also reinforced this emphasis at
this time.5 Repeatedly thereafter, military questions took precedence in
China's transformation, such that it is possible to speak of a rising mili
tary trend in modern China running into the present and displacing the
predominant civil emphasis of late-traditional China. But less dramatic
and obvious institutional changes, and adjustments which accompanied
these developments, were equally significant. Particularly important in
the context of the Chinese bureaucratic tradition of the humanistic, culti
vated generalist was the emergence of an explicit emphasis on specializa
tion and technical expertise.

This is a study of the "private bureaucracy" which developed under
Tseng Kuo-fan's direction, and the institutional departures which it fa
cilitated in the process of China's modernization in the nineteenthcentury.
Tseng's army itself, its structure and operations, are beyond the proper
scope of this subject. His administrative structure evolved from the first
to servethe purposes of his military operations; but Tseng's activities in
the suppression of the TaipingRebellionwere not limited to the creation
and direction of his army or his military campaigns. His organization
grew to be much more than a purely military one and its scope tran
scended that of the army.6

4 Studies of this subject include Stanley Spector, Li Hung-chang and the Huai
Army: A Study in Nineteenth Century Chinese Regionalism (Seattle: Unversity
of Washington Press, 1964); Lo Erh-kang, Hsiang-chiin hsin-chih. [New Treatise
on the Hsiang Army] (Taiwan: 1951), and Wang Erh-min, Huai-chun chih
[Treatise on the Huai Army] (Taipei: 1967). Franz Michael's introduction "Re
gionalism in Nineteenth-Century China" in Spector's study is a useful general treat
ment of the topic.

5 Cf. Kuhn, 9.
6The best work in Chinese on the specific subject of Tseng's Hsiang Army and its

origins is Lo Erh-kang's study cited in n. 4 above. In English, William J. Hail,
Tseng Kuo-fan and the Taiping Rebellion (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1927) discusses Tseng's rise and describes his military campaigns. Other, earlier
works in a more traditional vein include Wang K'ai-yiin, Hsiang-chiin chih

14



My purpose is to examine the institutional foundations of Tseng's
organization; his innovations, primarily in the areas of personnel and
finance; and the significance for China's modernization of the institutional
changes which arose from his organization. Tseng's contribution to the
process of modernization was conditioned by the character of its institu
tional background.

Inevitably, Tseng encountered the problem of mobilizing resources, of
both materiel and personnel, in order to overcome the inertia and immo
bility inherent inthe inflexible official system. Achieving this mobilization
required that he reach outside the scope of regular official practice for
effective organizational means. He began essentially with two institutions
already at hand and available to him as semi-official adjuncts to the offi
cial bureaucracy: the local militia corps (fuan-lien) and the official's
personal staff (mu-fu). In the case of the militia system, Tseng built on
foundations already well prepared by others.7 Nonetheless, as far as the
court's explicit mandate was concerned, the fuan-lien was Tseng's nomi
nal starting point, and it was the basis for the creation by him of a new
military force on a scale surpassing this original local orientation. As for
the mu-fu system, it was the basis from which Tseng elaborated a per
sonal administrative apparatus.

As Tseng's starting point for the creation of his private bureaucracy,
the mu-fu was an administrative practice already firmly established among
regional officials in the Ch'ing period.8 The mu-fu in itself was a rela
tively informal, amorphous, and highly personal institution, but what
grew outof it under Tseng's hand was much more formal, structured, and
impersonally organized. The mu-fu could not ultimately contain this evo
lution, but it was still the source. Just as Tseng departed from the fuan-
lien model of local defense to develop aregional army, he also departed
from the mu-fu model ofadministration to develop aprivate bureaucracy.

While Tseng's administrative apparatus was developing, his mu-fu
persisted as its core. Consequently personal and impersonal qualities
coexisted in his organization. Personal ties and friendship exerted apow
erful influence on the working ofChinese institutions and society. I sug-

[Treatise on the Hsiang Army] (Taipei reprint: 1964); and Wang Ting-an, Hsiang-
chiin chi [Record of the Hsiang Army] (2vols.; Taipei reprint: 1964).

7See Philip Kuhn's study, the seminal work on this subject, which discusses the
process of militarization leading up to and including Tseng's activities. Kuhn sug
gests three levels of militarization arising from local militia practices, in parallel,
orthodox, and heterodox hierarchies. In the orthodox hierarchy, the levels are
fuan-lien, yung forces (characterized by greater mobility and professionalism),
and the regional army. Tseng's achievement was to develop the third level from
the second. Fora synopsis of thisthesis, see Kuhn, 166-167.

8The only extensive treatment of this subject in any language of which I am
aware is Kenneth Folsom, Friends, Guests, and Colleagues: The Mu-fu System
in the Late Ch'ing Period (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968). I am
mdebted to Folsom's pioneering study for helping to illuminate the way forward.

15



gest that impersonal, organizational factors ofcomparable significance, in
addition to this personalism, affected China's process of modernization.9

Kenneth Folsom has studied the application of the mu-fu system, pri
marily under Li Hung-chang. My perspective on the problem sometimes
conflicts with Folsom's. This conflict is in part terminological, in part
substantive. Folsom seems not to recognize explicitly the process of struc
tural evolution of the mu-fu into something which can no longer be in
telligibly characterized as amu-fu.10 Perhaps this is only aterminological
conflict of view, however. More importantly, Folsom seems to under
stand the mu-fu as itself a key element of policy, the potential solution
to China's problems in the nineteenth century. He concludes that its
potential was aborted because, inspite ofits flexibility, it was too imbued
with the assumptions of the traditional order.11 But it was really only
one traditional basis from which to approach China's modern problems
(the fuan-lien was another). The question is notwhether the mu-fu was
abortive or not, but how its application affected China's modernization.
New institutional forms and emphases evolved from mu-fu practice.
These forms and emphases presupposed assumptions distinct from those
of the traditional order, and were not abortive in the long run. Folsom
does stress the growing emphasis on professionalism and expertise, a
theme which this study will develop further.

Tseng Kuo-fan's activities involved him in a paradox. The more he
acted to defend his threatened culture and society, the more he affected
the substance of that culture and society. It is unlikely that Tseng fore
saw the full consequences of his actions. He was certainly aware that his
organization was extraordinary; hemay have dimly appreciated his para
doxical position. In several specific and individual cases hewas indeed a
conscious innovator—in financial measures, and the adaptation of west
ern technology, for instance. But the full measure of his contribution
to China's transformation was beyond his appreciation.

It isnotnecessary to regard Tseng as consciously innovative to under
stand his activities as leading to innovation. Tseng hadno desire to initi
ate fundamental institutional change. He began by following well estab
lished patterns of activity and applying proven models of organization.
Taken individually, many of hismeasures did not amount to innovation.
But thewholeis sometimes greater thanthesumof its parts. Collectively—
and here the magnitude of Tseng's operations may have been critical—
his activities and organization became innovative.

Tseng Kuo-fan's extraordinary efforts to defend the old order in a

9The rationale for Folsom's study is the existence of a pattern of personal
relationships in the behind-the-scenes operation of the traditional Chinese official
world, informing itsreaction to China's modern problems. Ibid., Preface, 16ff., 64,
66, 72, 95.

io Cf. ibid., 58-59,124, 195.
nibid., 32,57,95-96, 195.
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critical period contributed to the emergence of a new kind of career in
China's subsequent period of transformation.12 New organizations and
enterprises emphasized a new type of bureaucratic personality. Profes
sionalism and specialization, as themes in China's modernization, took
their cue from the mu-fu system and were promoted by Tseng's private
bureaucracy.

12 Cf. Lo Erh-kang, 73.
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II

The Mu-fu: An Ambivalent Tradition

The mu-fu system was an important adjunct to the Chinese bureaucratic
tradition, yet it has attracted relatively little systematic study because of
the elusive character of materials dealing with the subject.1 The study of
Chinese institutional history has largely proceeded from easily approach
able and extensive collections of explicit documentary records—laws,
procedural regulations, descriptions of official institutions, official com
munications and reports. In contrast, sources for the study of the mu-fu
are far less approachable, or oftennon-existent. The mu-fu system seems
to have flourished as never before in the late-traditional Ming and Ch'ing
era. But in partbecause of its personal character, and in part because its
presence was taken for granted, it remained virtually unrecorded. Thus,
although the mu-fu was ultimately tied to the practical operation of the
official system, its form seldom surfaced in official documentation.2 In
stead, one has to approach the institution through the medium of glean
ings from extra-official writings such as essays, memoirs, biographies, and
diaries.3 Even here, problems arise from the obscure nature of the insti
tution which, with the rare exception of revealing personal accounts,
frequently allows onlybrief and cryptic reference. All too often in biog
raphies, for instance, one is confronted with an unelaborated statement
that the subject entered someone'smu-fu.4

i There is no definitive and systematic study of the mu-fu institution per se, its
origins, nature, and development, such as there is for the examination system, the
guilds, the salt administration, or the land tax, to name only a few. The Chinese
studies cited below are all articles of limited scope. Folsom's work is limited to a
particular period and context, and relates principally to Li Hung-chang. Important
studies of Chinese institutional history in English often barely take the mu-fu
system into account: For example see Mary C. Wright, The Last Stand of Chinese
Conservatism: The Tung-chih Restoration, 1862-1874 (Stanford: Stanford Uni
versity Press, 1957), 92; and Chang Chung-li, The Chinese Gentry: Studies on
Their Role in Nineteenth-Century Chinese Society (Seattle: University of Washing
ton Press, 1955), 31. These two seminal studies are noteworthy for treating subjects
on which the mu-fu system had an important bearing.

2 Cf. Ho Ch'ang-ling, ed., Huang-cKao ching-shih wen-pien [Collected Essays]
on Statecraft during the Ch'ing Dynasty] (3 vols.; Taipei: 1963) [hereafter cited
as CSWP], I, 647; Min Erh-ch'ang, ed., Pei-chuan-chi pu [Supplement to Collected
Biographical Epitaphs] (60 chuan; Peking: 1923) [hereafter cited as PCCP],
55:15a-b.

8Chang Ch'un-ming, "Ch'ing-tai ti mu-chih" [The Mu System of the Ch'ing
Period], Ling-nan hsueh-pao, IX, 2 (June 1949), 33.

4 PCCP, 18:14b, 25:18b, 50:2b, 56:17b-18a; Miao Ch'uan-sun, ed., Hsii pei-
chuan-chi [Further Collected Biographical Epitaphs] (86 chuan; n.p.: 1910)
[hereafter cited as HPCC], 38:27b.
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Studies of the mu-fu as an institution and a practice have had as
virtually their sole antecedent (and a relatively recent one at that) the
handbooks on local administration written by Wang Hui-tsu in the late
eighteenth century.5 This fact, as well as the paucity of early explicit
commentary on the mu-fu, is illustrated by the section dealing with mu-fu
secretaries in the Huang-ch'ao ching-shih wen-pien, an encyclopedia of
the theory and practice of administration first published in 1827.6 The
preponderance of the material in this section comprises selections from
Wang Hui-tsu; only one selection of less than one page in length is by
another writer. A rising interest in the mu-fu, reflecting its expanded ap
plication in the late Ch'ing period, is visible in a sequel to this work
dating from 1888, which contains selections of much greater variety and
scope.7 But here again, the quantity of material is very small. Rising
interest in the mu-fu is also evident in the less formal, and likewise less
dependable Ch'ing-pai lei-ch'ao? This anecdotal compilation presents an
extensive array of entertaining excerpts, a large number of which relate
to late nineteenth century mu-fu practice.

Among the more recent explicit studies of the history and nature of
the mu-fu (as distinct from less analyticalcollections of advice and anec
dotes), that of Chang Ch'un-ming takes its point of departure from Wang
Hui-tsu and relies heavily on him throughout.9 Current work on the
mu-fuhas expanded somewhat in outlook, but is still representedby very
limited work in Chinese, Japanese, or English.10 The objective of the

5These two works, Tso-chih yao-yen and Hsueh-chih i-shuo, may be found in
Chang T'ing-hsiang, ed., Ju-muhsii-chih [EssentialKnowledge for Entering the Mu-
fu] (Chekiang: 1892),Wang Hui-tsu's biography appears in Arthur W. Hummel, ed.,
Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing Period (2 vols.; Washington: Library of Congress,
1943-44; reprinted Taipei: 1964), 824-826.

« CSWP, I, 646-657. See note 2 above for the full citation. For a description of
this work, see Frederic Wakeman's article in Ch'ing-shih wen-ti, I, 10 (February
1969),8-22.

7Ko Shih-chun, ed., Huang-ch'ao ching-shih wen-hsii-pien [Further Collected
Essays on Statecraft during the Ch'ing Dynasty] (2 vols.; Taipei: 1964) [hereafter
cited as CSWHP], I, 475-478.

s Hsu K'o, ed., Ch'ing-pai lei-ch'ao [Classified Miscellany of the Ch'ing] (48
vols.; Taipei: 1966 [originally published 1917]), XI, mu-liao-lei, 1-23. Selections
in this work include no attribution of origin.

a Chang Ch'un-ming, 33. This thoughtful and interpretive critique remains one
of the best articles on the subject.

10In Chinese, Miao Ch'uan-chi appears to be the principal student of the mu-fu
system (see Bibliography for his published articles). I am indebted to Professor
Miao, of the National Political University, Taipei, for the assistance he has
extended to me in the study of the mu-fu. In English, as far as I am aware, pub
lished study of the mu-fu is limited to Kenneth Folsom's work and Ch'ii T'ung-tsu,
Local Government in China under the Ch'ing (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1962). Folsom's chapter on the traditional mu-fu seems to be mainly a
synthesis of Chang Ch'un-ming's article, and Ch'iian Tseng-yu, "Ch'ing-tai mu-liao
chih-tu lun" [On the Mu-liao System of the Ch'ing Period], Ssu-hsiang yu shih-tai
yueh-k'an, XXXI (February 1944), 29-35; XXXII (March 1944), 35-43. In Japa
nese, there is Miyazaki Ichisada, "Shindai no shori to bakayu," Toybshi-kenkyu,
XVI, 4 (March 1958), 1-28. This article was not available to me.
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present chapter is not, however, to attempt a comprehensive study of the
mu-fu institution generally, but rather to examine someimportant aspects
of it as it had emerged by the nineteenth century, especially in the con
text of China's modern transformation.

To call the mu-fu an"institution" or a "system" raises the question of
its basic definition. The use of the term mu-fu to refer to an informal
office goes back to pre-Ch'in times.11 There was littlecontinuity in its use
before the Ming, however.12 A fundamental change in its application oc
curred about the beginning of the Ming. Because it was not part of the
statutory bureaucratic structure of the Ch'ing, the mu-fu lacked any offi
cial definition. Nonetheless, it gradually became an established practice
in the provincial administration of the Ming-Ch'ing period. By the time
of the nineteenth century, it was recognized asa permanent institution.13

Apart from this progressive institutionalization of the mu-fu, it is
equally possible to speak of the mu-fu career as a "tradition": mu-fu
service was not uncommonly communicated from master to disciple as
a special vocation and a respected learning.14 Moreover, the mu-fu career
became thelocal specialty of natives of Shao-hsing, in Chekiang province.
Actually, Shao-hsing natives were by no means prevalent in mu-fu posi
tions, but the colloquialism "Shao-hsing master" (Shao-hsing shih-yeh)
came to describe mu-fu secretaries from that area.15 Consequently, in the
eyes both of its patrons and of those who entered its service, the mu-fu
represented an identifiable career and its followers composed a distinct
institutionalsub-class often with its own espritde corps.16

Attempts to understand the mu-fu through an analysis of its nomen
clature havenot beenparticularly enlightening. In fact, it is questionable
whether it is meaningful or useful to examine the connotations of the vari
ous terms, and their components, associated with the mu-fu—e.g., mu-fu,
"tent government"; mu-pin or mu-k'o, "tent guest"; mu-liao, "tent col
league"; mu-yu, "tent friend."17 The only basic distinction which can be

11Ch'uan Tseng-yu, XXXI, 29.
12 Folsom, 33-38.
13 Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai hsing-mu shu-yao" [A Discussion of the Legal

Secretaries of the Ch'ing Period] reprinted from Chung-kuo fa-chih shih lun-chi
[Collected Articles on the History of the Chinese Legal System] (Taipei: n.d.), 323;
and by the same author, "Ch'ing-tai mu-fu chih kuan-mu kuan-hsi yii mu-fu lei-
pieh" [The Relationship between the Official and the Secretary, and the Classifica
tion of Secretaries in the Mu-fu of the Ch'ing Period], Ssu yii yen, VII, 1 May
1969), 37.

14Cf. CSWHP, I, 475. Ch'ih Chuang, "Ch'ing-tai mu-pin men-ting" [Secretaries
and Gatemen of the Ch'ing Period], Ta-lu tsa-chih, V, 2 (July 1952), 15.

15Cf. Hsu K'o, XI, Mu-liao-lei, 2. Wang Hui-tsu was a native of this locality.
But as Ch'ii T'ung-tsu has pointed out, it is erroneous to assume that all secretaries
were from Shao-hsing. Ch'ii, 268-269, n. 169.

!6 Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai hsing-mu shu-yao," 339.
17 For example, Ch'ih Chuang has drawn a distinction between mu-liao, sup

posedly implying a subordinate relationship to the patron, and mu-pin, implying a
position of equality and special honor. Ch'ih Chuang, 15. The term for the military
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made is that between mu-fu, designating the institution generally or the
organization specifically, and the other terms, designating persons serv
ing in the mu-fu. As these latter terms became conventionally inter
changeable, whatever distinctions they may have possessed originally
were obliterated in practice. Consequently their application has been
much less precise than their variety might otherwise suggest. This impre
cision is reflected in the extent to which the primary term, mu-fu, for ex
ample, has been applied as a comprehensive label for the most diverse
phenomena, including even such ramified organizations as those of Tseng
Kuo-fan and Li Hung-chang which greatly exceeded the scope of the
normal mu-fu.

The denotations of this terminology have implications often quite dif
ferent from those of its connotations. The connotations of friendship and
personal relationships in such terms as mu-yu and mu-pin (applied to
personnel servingin the mu-fu), for instance, have tended to obscurethe
functional or subordinate technical role of persons entering these posi
tions. The principal ambiguity involved in interpreting the mu-fu hinges
particularly on this discrepancy between the denotative and connotative
aspects of its terminology. I do not intend to suggest here that personal
relations did not in fact pervade the mu-fu system. The basic question is
the compatibilityor priorityof two values—friendship and technicalcom
petence. Were these values compatible? And did one have priority over
the other? This may also be expressed as a question of equality or sub
ordination in mu-fu service. What was most important about the mu-yu:
his personal friendship and equality with his patron, or his technical
proficiency?

Naturally, neither equality nor subordination alone contains the whole
truth of the matter. The personal integrity and self-esteem of the mu-fu
secretary, whose informal credentials as a learned man and an adminis
trative specialist demanded that he receive honored treatment, have been
repeatedly emphasized.18 The mutual respect theoretically entailed by
his position required that the mu-yu remonstrate with his patron con
cerning the latter's deficiencies or errors, and that he resign if his remon
strance went unsatisfied.10 Of course, from the mu-yu's point of view, the
connotations of friendship and respect in the terms which described his
role may have been an attractive rationalization for his subordinate po
sition. At the same time, it seems likely that few patrons took the cynical
view that a secretary was merely a functional subordinate. Given the
pervasive influence of the ideals of human relationships in the tradi-

government of the Shogun,which flourished throughthe Tokugawa periodin Japan,
is identical with the term mu-fu in Chinese.

is Cf. CSWP, I, 650; CSWHP, I, 475; Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai mu-fu chih
kuan-mu kuan-hsi...," 27; Folsom, 48-49; Ch'ii, 108.

i» CSWP, I, 651; Ch'ih Chuang, 16.
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tional Chinese political and social system, it is not possible to dismiss
as merely a question of vantage point the ambiguity involved in the mu-fu
relationships.

The expectation that the self-respecting mu-yu should not be a mere
"yes-man" was no hollow idealization.20 Yet after all, the primary moti
vation for recruiting mu-fu secretaries was their knowledge and special
proficiency in the complexities of administration and their practical assis
tance with the burdens of office.21 Where their personal status relative to
their employer was concerned, much depended on the relative eminence
of the official in question aswell as on the variable status of the type of
function served withinthe mu-fu.22 In spite of their ideal representations,
therefore, such terms as mu-yu and mu-liao have in practice come to de
note positions of formally subordinate technical service. This was clearly
the casein the structure andoperation of Tseng Kuo-fan's mu-fu.

Apparently sensing the inherent ambivalence in mu-fu service, Wang
Hui-tsu attempted to reconcile the personal ideal of friendship and loy
alty based on mutual respectwith the impersonal ideal of technical com
petence founded on experience and training, through a pragmatic com
promise. He suggested that reliance on the mu-yu and implementation of
his advice by the official depended on the mu-yu's proven competence,
and that the mu-yu's self-esteem and integrity insured that he would
render faithful service to the official.2* In Wang Hui-tsu's time, at least,
this was probably a convincing rationalization.24

The Interaction of "Public" and "Private" in the Mu-fu

In viewing the historical evolution of the mu-fu system, it has been gen
erally agreed that the mu-fu which emerged in the Ming-Ch'ing period
was a new institution fundamentally different in character from its pre
decessors. This novelty of the later institution depends on the distinction
between the official or quasi-official status of the earlier system and the
essentiallyprivate nature of the mu-fu in the Ming-Ch'ing period.25 (This
being the case, the utility of examining the terminology of the earlier in
stitutionin orderto understand the lateris allthe more questionable.)28

20See Chap. IV for cases of a mu-yu'sremonstrance with Tseng Kuo-fan.
21 Ch'ii, 108-109.
22Certain types of mu-yu were more highly regarded than others: the legal and

financial mu-yu (hsing-ming and ch'ien-ku) were most important, and within the
range of some positions such as the "Correspondence secretary" (shu-ch'i) there
could be various alternative names and grades sometimes reflecting different status.
Miao ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai mu-fu chih kuan-mu kuan-hsi . . .," 29, 31.

^ CSWP, I, 651.
24Some further problems related to this ambivalence will be suggested and dis

cussed in Chap. VII.
25 Chang Ch'un-ming, 32.
26Cf. John R. Watt, "Theory and Practice in Chinese District Administration:

The Role of the Ch'ing District Magistrate in its Historical Setting" (unpublished
Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1967), 464, n. 27.
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A number of reasons have been advanced to explain the emergence
of the characteristic Ming-Ch'ing mu-fu system and why it flourished
particularly during the Ch'ing period. These reasons may be organized
into several main categories:27

(1) Insufficient subordinate personnel. The insufficient number and
low status of the subordinate official personnel supplied to provincial and
local officials in this period, coupled with the untrustworthiness of the
clerks serving in the local yamens, necessitated private hiring of personal
secretaries.28

(2) Complexities and burdens of office. The increasing complexities
and technicalities of public administration, especially in the areas of law
and taxation on which an official's conduct in office was judged, as well
as the quantitative burden of public duties such as official communica
tions, necessitated relying on skilled personnel to assist the official in his
duties.29

(3) Conditions of official selection and appointment. Lack of practical
training in administration in the preparation of prospective officials for
their public duties, and the unfamiliarity with local conditions and cus
toms in the area in which the official was posted, were an additional
impetus to retaining secretaries competent in these matters.80 These two
factors arose from the impractical orientation of the civil service exam
inations (particularlywith the development during the Ming-Ch'ing peri
od of the "eight-legged" examination style), and from the "law of avoid
ance" which required that officials not be posted to their home province.

(4) Historical and institutional factors. The increasingly restrictive and
narrow path to an official career stimulated the popularity of the mu-fu
service as an alternative career for those who were unable or disinclined

^This arrangement has been adapted from Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai
mu-fu chih-tu chih ch'eng-chang yuan-yin" [Reasons for the Growth of the Mu-fu
System in the Ch'ing Period], Ssu yii yen, V, 3 (September 1967), 25-33, 41. Sim
ilar observations, as cited below, have been made by other writers, but Miao's is
the most comprehensive treatment.

28 See particularly ibid., 27; also Chang Ch'un-ming, 35, 42; Miao Ch'uan-chi,
"Ch'ing-tai hsing-mu shu-yao," 328-329; CSWHP, 1,476-477.

2»Cf. CSWP, I, 650; CSWHP, I, 476. In this respect, C. K. Yang's statements
that "the size and qualitative complexity of most bureaucratic offices were still
comprehensible to the non-specialist," and that "the main regulatory force was
the moral order, not formal law or a highly specialized administrative apparatus,"
appear to over-simplify the situation. C. K. Yang, "Some Characteristics of Chinese
Bureaucratic Behavior," in D. S. Nivision and A. F. Wright, eds., Confucianism in
Action (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1959), 141, 145. Thus John Watt
stresses the legalistic constraints and pressures on the local administration of the
district magistrate. See his "Ch'ing Emperors and District Magistrates," Ch'ing-shih
wen-fi, I, 8 (May 1968), 16-23; and "Leadership Criteriain Late Imperial China,"
Ch'ing-shih wen-fi, II, 3 (July 1970), especially 24-25. See also his unpublished
Ph.D. dissertion (cited above^ n. 26), which discusses at length this conflict be
tween moral and legal rationales for administration.

so CSWP, I, 650; CSWHP, I, 475.
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to adjust to the arbitrary demands of that path.31 A great expansion in
the number of sheng-yuan (holders of the lowest examination degree) by
the late Ming, unmatched by a proportional enlargement of the quotas
for the higher degrees, aggravated the frustrations of the examination
system.32 Furthermore, following the Manchu conquest, the mu-fu of
fered an opportunity for employment to those who refused formal official
position under the conquerors.33 Another factor, also bearing on the
complexities and burdens of administration was the population increase
in China from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century. Not accompa
nied by any corresponding increase in local official personnel, this in
crease seems to have added substantiallyto the quantitative complication
of local administration.34

As these conditions affecting its development clearly indicate, in form
and rationale the mu-fu system of the Ch'ing period was an extra-official
supplement to the official bureaucratic system. As such, it flourished in
an area where the public demands of the official world and the private
interests of the individualofficial overlapped. In its response to deficien
cies in the bureaucratic system and the burdens of a bureaucratic career,
it served a public function; but in its promotion as well as its immediate
allegiance, it remained a private staff. This dual role imparted to the
mu-fu its special character and significance.

"Public" (kung) and "private" (ssu )area familiar polarity in Chinese
political thought. One historian, in evaluating the strengths and weak
nesses of Chinese political history, has suggested that these two themes
interacted to define its course.35 In this sense, "public" and "private" are
seen as two fundamental categories of political dynamics: impersonal
"administrative system" (chih-tu), characterized by definite structure
and formal clarity; and personal "means" or "measures" (fa-shu), prac
tical implementation without established definition or structure.36 With
the development of centralized political power and autocratic control in

31On the exclusiveness of official recruitment through the examination system,
see Watt, "Leadership Criteria in Late Imperial China," 20 & 27.

32See Ho Ping-ti, The Ladder of Success in Imperial China: Aspects of Social
Mobility, 1368-1911 (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1964), 174-182. Ho notes
that the total number of sheng-yuan increased from approximately 30,000 in 1438
to approximately 600,000 at the end of the Ming. In contrast, the chin-shih totals
remained stable through the same period. Ibid., 189.

33Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai mu-fu chih-tu chih ch'eng-chang yuan-yin,"
31-32.

34 Cf. Watt, dissertation, 22.
35Ch'ien Mu, Chung-kuo li-tai cheng-chih te-shih [The Good and Bad Points

of the Successive Periods of Chinese Political Development] (Hong Kong: 1968),
116.

86See John Watt's dissertation for another discussion of this interesting dichot
omy in the Chinese political tradition. Watt's treatment is focused primarily on
forms of landholding, from Chou feudalism through the enduring Legalist-Con
fucian economic and political dispute subsequent to the Legalist abolition of feudal
ism. Watt, dissertation, 275-287.
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the Ch'ing state, private influence as represented by such informal insti
tutions as the mu-fu stood out in sharper contrast against its public
background.37

Although the mu-yu had no officialstatus, he handled officialbusiness,
andrepresented aprivate means forthe implementation of publicpolicy.38
There were various schemes to regularize and legitimatize mu-fu either
by formally incorporating it into the regular official structure, or by con
necting it to channels of official recruitment (as was done before the
Ming).39 Any such schemes were doomed to failure, however. Officiali-
zation of the mu-fu would have vitiated its purpose as far as the official
who employed it was concerned. As I have suggested, there was more to
the secretary's role than mere functional subordination. The trust and
personal allegiance involved in the mu-fu relationship had their own
utility. Especially as centralized control becamemore rigorous under the
Ch'ing, the official needed dependable personal retainers. In this sense
(but probably only in this sense), the mu-yu's function was analogous
to that of the eunuchs serving the Ming emperors or the bondservants
serving the Ch'ing emperors: their entire allegiance was owed to their
patron. If it had been merely functional subordinates that the official re
quired, the government might have provided them. In fact, in a limited
way, it did supply them in the form of the clerks which served every
yamen. Here, in the differentiation of clerks and secretaries, the polarity
of public and private stands clearly revealed. As the clerks, who were
themselves originally a kind of private staff, received increasing official
recognition through the Ming, a cleavage developed between the public
underlings attached to the office and the private underlings of the offi
cial.40 The officialcould not function without his private staff.

The mu-fu consequently remained an unofficial adjunct to the official
structure. Because it straddled the institutional boundary between the
visible public sector and the cryptic private sector, public and private
interestsoften ceasedto be clearlydifferentiated in its operations:

Having been invited by his host, the mu-yu was the host's private
staff, and the object of his loyalty was his host, not the nation. The
work he did was called public affairs but was actually private busi
ness, so that when private and public were the same, then public
comprised private and conversely private comprised public. His ob
jective was not how best to accomplish matters, but how to perfect
appearances, rectify improprieties, and enable his host to evade re-

87Cf. ibid., 279-280. Here, for instance, Watt suggests that the private domain
"developed an institutional formation" through the clan system from Sung times.

38 Cf. CSWP, I, 647; PCCP, 55:15a.
3»Ch'uan Tseng-yu, XXXI, 30; Ch'ii T'ung-tsu, 115. See also Hsu K'o, XI,

Mu-liao-lei, 1; and CSWHP, I, 476, for examples of such proposals.
40Cf. Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai hsing-mu shu-yao," 324-329, and "Ch'ing-

tai mu-fu chih-tu chih ch'eng-chang yuan-yin," 32.
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sponsibility. The financial secretary was absorbed in the apportion
ment and juggling of funds, so that his host not only would not
incur any liability but best of all might make a little profit. The legal
secretary was concerned not with equitable justice but with avoiding
official attention. To take public as private, to take private as public,
neither one nor the other yet both together—this may be said to be
the special characteristic of the mu-yu system.41.

Despite the obvious hostility of this passage, the ambiguity of the alle
giance and influence of the mu-fu is well illustrated here.

From its intermediate position the mu-fu could exert an influence,
whether for good or for ill, in either sector. Wang Hui-tsu believed that
the mu-fu secretary ought to have a responsibility to society, to mitigate
the possible oppression of the officials.42 Whatever the actual case, both
the welfare of the people in general and the reputation of the official in
particular were affected by the secretary's actions.48 That both public and
private interests were served by the mu-fu points to the main significance
of the institution: its capacity to exert a critical influence on its institu
tional environment, derived from its intermediate position, which finally
made it practically indispensable.44 As in the case of other comparable
elements of the Chinese social and political order, this very ambivalence
was the key ingredient responsible for the influential role played by such
institutions or groups.45 Mu-fu practice exhibited a principal mode of
political activity in traditional China: private means to accomplish public
ends. To the extent that public ends and private means were differenti
ated in this way, private means could freely be expanded. In this mode,
institutional changes accompanying modernization in the nineteenth cen-
trury thus tended to remain confined within the limits of their traditional
framework. A latent feature of this pattern was the possibility of private
recruitment and hiring for public service. As it became an accepted ad
ministrative tool, the mu-fu was the stock-in-trade of regional officials.
Tseng Kuo-fan started from this point.

Officialism or Professionalism?

Because the mu-fu was not structurally incorporated into the legalistic
framework of the bureaucracy, it was potentially free from many of the
debilitating constraints imposed by the increasingly petrified official sys-

41 Chang Ch'un-ming, 49.
42 CSWP, I, 651.
43 Ibid.

44 Cf. Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai hsing-mu shu-yao," 329.
45 Philip Kuhn's study of the fuan-lien system particularly comes to mind in this

respect. A central theme in his treatment is the ambiguous nature of the t'uan-lien
practice. Similarly, Ch'ii T'ung-tsu and Chang Chung-li emphasize the mediating
role of the gentry elite which pervaded activities in the margin between the official
and non-official spheres of society and politics. See Ch'ii T'ung-tsu, chap. X, and
Chang Chung-li, 32-70.
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tern. The continuity and stability of the more than five hundred years of
the Ming-Ch'ing epoch (1368-1911) was the most decisive influence on
this institutional petrification. Several salient themes characterized the
process: increasingly rigid social stratification and immobility; the op
pressive growth of autocracy and political centralization of the imperial
institution since the Mongol conquest preceding the Ming; a rising cul
tural and political formalism, most evident in the sterility of the exam
ination system and particularly of the "eight-legged" examination style;
the stifling influence of intellectual and cultural orthodoxy, which by the
end of the Ming amounted virtually to a failure of creativity in Chinese
civilization. Of course, onemaypoint to specific exceptions—early Ch'ing
empiricism, possibly—but against the cumulative weight of these adverse
factors theycould have slight effect. By thenineteenth century traditional
China hadreached a point not somuch of disintegration but of stasis.

As a flexible adaptation to the rigorous and formalistic bureaucracy,
the mu-fu was capable of continual evolution. This mutability allowed it
to assume various forms, from a simple personal secretarial staff to a
complex and diversified private apparatus. Nevertheless, to the degree
thatit was necessarily responsive to the demands of the system it served,
it could also not help but be strongly infected by the pervasive spirit of
that system.

Thus a further ambiguity emerges. On one hand, the mu-fu system
might be regarded as a shadow—or reflection—cast by the official sys
tem in its own sterile image. In this sense, it unavoidably included the
worst features of the official system. On the other hand, the mu-fu might
be seen, by virtue of the adaptability of the institution, as a fertile breed
ing ground for new careers not encouraged by the old official system.
Concisely stated, the mu-fu developed contrasting tendencies towardster
ile officialism and vital new professionalism.

One can detect a rising note of criticism and disenchantment with the
mu-fu system in the shift of emphasis between the relevant sections of
the Huang-ch'ao ching-shih wen-pien (1827) and its sequel the Huang-
ch'ao ching-shih wen-hsii-pien (1888). The changing view of the mu-fu
mirrored there tells one side of the story of the progress of the institution.
In contrast to the idealizations of Wang Hui-tsu, which compose the ma
jorityof the section on the mu-fu in the earlier work, the latercommenta
tors focused on the disadvantages of the system and the decline of the
tradition, even extending to problems of corruption. A decline in the
competence and ability of mu-yu, and cliques and combinations among
mu-yu to the detriment of public administration, were singled out for at
tack.46 Whether or not these views were a fair representation of the gen
eral conception of the time, their selection for inclusion in the later com-

4« CSWHP, I, 475-477.
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pendium reflected aninimicaljudgment of the mu-fu in the late nineteenth
century when its use, and abuse, had greatiy expanded. Such criticism
does not appear in the prior collection, which predated that expansion.

More drastic criticism came from one modern scholar who found it

necessary to reject the mu-fu system as a practice in no way worthy of
modern emulation. In a scathing indictment which did not stop at prob
lems of decline and corruption traceable ultimately only to particular
faults of individuals, Chang Ch'un-ming saw the mu-fu as responsible for
perpetuating a kind of bureaucratic perversion, confusing means with
ends in administrative practice. In his view, while the mu-fu served the
official system, it elevated production of public documents over actual
performance of public affairs. The flow of official communications is in
dispensable in the operation of any public administration, but in assisting
this function the mu-fu made of an administrative means an end in itself.47

But this officialism in the orientation of the mu-fu tells only one side of
the story. On the other side, the history of the mu-fu constantly reveals
its role as a training agency, from which specialized careers developed.48
In this sense, the mu-fu tradition embodied a tendency toward profession
alism in contrast to the fundamental nonprofessional orientation of the
official bureaucracy.49 However, the possibility that a mu-fu career could
become a profession raises the question whether it was indeed a primary
and permanent professional commitment, or rather only a secondary and
transitory occupation leading to a different primary goal.

Certainly a significantnumber of mu-yu were drawn from the ranks of
aspiring scholars and even degree-holders who looked to the mu-fu for
expedient temporary employment and possibly useful supplementary prac
tical experience.50 Many of these people, for whom the ultimate focus of
their attention remained achievement of official status through the exam
ination system, continued to concentrate on becoming adept in the ac
cepted areas of classical learning.51 But equally significant were the large
numbers who found in the mu-fu a permanent resting place or a last re
sort after failure in the examinations, or who were indifferent to a regular
political career.52 Such men sometimes hoped to achieve success through
their association with the success of their patron. A mu-fu career could
still be taken seriously as an end in itself. Those who took up a career as
a legal secretary often exhibited a genuine professional commitment.53
Two basic career types thus coexisted in the mu-fu tradition, though

47Chang Ch'un-ming, 49-50.
48Cf. Ch'ih Chuang, 16; Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai hsing-mu shu-yao," 346-

347, 357; Chang Ch'un-ming, 38; Ch'u T'ung-tsu, 95, 108-109; Folsom, 47.
49For further discussion on this important contrast, see the concluding chapter.
50This view is exemplified by Ch'ii T'ung-tsu, 107.
51 CSWHP, I, 475-476.
52Chang Ch'un-ming, 44. Examples of this type may be found in Hummel, 65,

238-239, 636, 641, 666, 814.
53Chang Ch'un-ming, 38; Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Ch'ing-tai hsing-mu shu-yao," 360.
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by no means were they equally numerous. This duality echoed the am
bivalence, discussed above in this chapter, between the orientations of
personal friendship (implying equality) and technical proficiency (imply
ing subordination).54

Probably the critical factor promoting this dual potential in the mu-fu
was the progressive narrowing and closing of the early liberal channels of
advancement from private secretarial service into official careers before
the Ming period.55 As pointed out above, the mu-fu of the Ming-Ch'ing
era, unlike its earlier antecedents, was an essentially extra-official institu
tion. In the absence of officially recognized procedures, it provided few
or no opportunities for direct advancement into the bureaucracy. Conse
quently the mu-fu career was correspondingly depreciated in the eyes of
those who sought access to official careers.56

Henceforth two alternatives were open to those who, for one reason or
another, still wished to enter mu-fu service. One was to use the mu-fu as a
temporary base, especially for the material support it offered, from which
to attempt to enter the bureaucracy through the prescribed (and increas
ingly restricted) avenue of the examination system. The other was to
make of mu-fu service a permanent professional career of a new and
different kind. Throughout the early Ch'ing, the first alternative was much
more important and attractive than the second. The second alternative
took on new significance in the nineteenth century because of new stimuli
and opportunities of a new order. Furthermore, with the disintegration of
the traditional order, and the tarnishing of its former attractions, achieve
ments of status in the old manner lost much of its compelling force. In the
late Ch'ing the adaptability of the mu-fu institution and its latent profes
sionalismbore fruit by respondingto new demands for specialization.

54It seems to me that Folsom has failed to do justice to this dual potential
inhering in the mu-fu. He has recognized the adaptability of the mu-fu system in
the context of the rigid bureaucratic system, but he has not explicitly distinguished
the complexities within the mu-fu tradition itself. Viewing the mu-fu as a rela
tively homogeneous entity, therefore, has apparently given rise to many of the per
plexities in his treatment of the institution. In particular, see Folsom, 95-96; and
also 39, 195.

55Chang Ch'un-ming, 31-32.
56 PCCP, 55:12b-13a.
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Ill

The Recruitment of Talent

The nature of its function demanded that the traditional mu-fu emphasize
the character of the men it recruited to its ranks. To the degree that the
success of an official's career rested on the ability and judgment of his
secretaries, his selection of talent was critical. Rather strict criteria, often
conceived in terms of the traditional Chinese concept of the mean, were
applied to the personal character of a secretary.1 If he were especially
aggressive, he would tend to be too obstinate and uncompromising; but if
his personality was weak, he would be too easily influenced by others. But
if a choice between the two poles had to be made, the aggressive man was
preferable, for he possessed the courage of his convictions and could be
relied upon. It was for this, after all, that one employed private secretaries.

Any conscientious official, then, was bound to give considerable thought
to the selection of the men who worked under him. Traditionally, the re
cruitment of talent was the basis for all other activities: if only the per
sonnel of any office were properly chosen, the organization could be ex
pected practically to run itself. This goal corresponded to the fondest
dreams of officials imbued with the Confucian tradition. In their view the

traditional Chinese polity was a government of men, not a government of
laws. It was men who made and controlled laws. Laws could not, or
should not, control men. They, instead, were governed by something
higher, the moral order with its social and psychological manifestations.2
Actually, of course, legal constraints were an important element of the
Chinese political and social system, and they bore heavily on the public
careers of officials in the Ch'ing.3 The eminence of the legal secretary in
the mu-fu is additional evidence of the importance of law in administra
tion. Nonetheless, the humanistic conception of political activity continued
to exert a powerful influence on officials into the nineteenth century. A
perfectly marvelous efficacy was attributed to the judicious and able
selection of men—talent was everything.4

This abiding faith in the efficacy of the proper selection of talent be
came all the more emphatic in the persisting crisis, within and without,

i CSWP, I, 650.
2Cf. Yang, 141; Max Weber, The Religion of China (New York: Macmillan,

1964), 102.
3 See Chap. II, n. 29.
4 For an example of the persistence of this stereotyped view into the present,

see Ch'en Ch'i-t'ien, Tseng Kuo-fan p'ing-luan yao-chih [The Essentials of Tseng
Kuo-fan's Suppression of the Rebellion] (Taipei: 1967), 27-28.
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which challenged the Ch'ing dynasty through the nineteenth century.5
Biographical writings for the period dote on the idea of talent: its dis
covery, appreciation, and employment. Nothing seems to provide a better
occasion for verbal hand-wringing and remorse than the loss of talent
through premature death, unavoidable circumstance, or ineptness on the
part of those seeking it.6 Possibly more than ever before, talent was a
precious commodity. Not only was there an increased demand for per
sonnel both on the part of the regular government institutions (loss of
life in the Taiping Rebellion was a significant factor) and on the part of
the new irregular organizations such as the militia forces, but a demand
for new types of personnel was emerging in response to new problems
related to foreign affairs and modernization in the nineteenth century.
The issue then became what kind of talent was most desirable and how
to recruit it.

Tseng Kuo-fan's Use of Men

For Tseng Kuo-fan, no less than for any other official, the recruitment of
talent was the foremost problem requiring attention.7 Tseng himself was
imbued with the traditional view of the efficacy of talent: "Presumably,
this being a government of men and not a government of laws, if the men
are correctly obtained, then military funds will steadily become more
abundant."8 The search forcapable personnel to staffhis increasingly com
plex militaryand fiscal operations demanded unceasing effort on the part
of Tseng as well as his subordinates.9 The biographies of the men who
passed through Tseng's service frequently testify to the success of these
efforts. Many of these biographers, it is true, are the successful ones and
usually wrote from this viewpoint. But this observation does not negate
the remarkable official success of so many persons whosecareers received
their impetus under Tseng. One has only to consult a list of high officials
of the late nineteenth century to discover the names of many of Tseng's
former secretaries.10 In retrospect hisenterprise became singularly notable
for this one achievement: the use of men.

5 Mary Wright, 68-69.
e Cf. HPCC & PCCP, passim.
7 Tseng's diary for the period 5 April 1845 to 17 July 1858—possibly the most

important source for his initial recruiting of subordinates—is lost. Official memori
als submitted by Tseng during this period, by the very official character which
pervades their content, contain little useful information in this regard. Hail, who
relied mainly on such material for his study, thus has practically nothing to say
about Tseng's personal mu-fu organization or his subordiantes generally. Chao
Lieh-wen, whose diary is the other principal "intimate" source for this subject,
joined Tseng only much later.

8Tseng Kuo-fan, Tseng-wen-cheng-kung ch'uan-chi [The Collected Works of
Tseng Kuo-fan] (5 vols.; Taipei: 1965) [hereafter cited as TWCKCC], "Tsou-
kao," 140.

9 Cf. TWCKCC, uShu-tu," 25-26.
10 See, for instance, Yen Mao-kung, ed., Ch'ing-tai cheng-hsien lei-pien [A

Classified List of High Officials of the Ch'ing Period] (2 vols.; Taipei: 1966). Also,
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In his ability to recognize talent, Tseng Kuo-fan exhibited the mark of
ideal political virtue according to the traditional formulation. Tseng was
widely respected and admired among his contemporaries for his appre
ciation of men's character, a reputation which not only assured for him
excellent reviews by subsequent historians, but also stood him in good
stead in enlisting support for the job of suppressingthe Taiping Rebellion:

At the beginning of the Hsien-feng reign [1851-1861] war rose in
the empire. Although the treasury was exhausted, it was insufficient
to support the armies, so that taxes on commerce were devised.
Tseng Kuo-fan was particularly famous for his ability in recognizing
talent, which coursed to him as spokes to the hub of a wheel. All
those whose capacities he measured and employed were chosen from
the literati; he did not rely on officials. The abundance of such men
employed in both public and private spheres allowed his army to
flourish without want.11

A part of his reputed virtue was his humility and modesty with respect
to talent, both the inadequacy of his own and the worth of other men's.12
It was expected, as a matter of course, that officials in their reports to
the throne would denigrate their own abilities. Official disclaimers of abili-
ity may have been pro forma, yet in Tseng's case they reflected a real
disposition to rely on others. To dominate and thus to eclipse the men he
chose for various tasks would have defeated his purpose. This is not to
suggest that he did not constantly have his fingers on the pulse of his
operation, to which his diary ceaselesslytestifies. But he was able to heed
advice from, and to delegate authority to, his capable subordinates.

The attraction of good and capable men was only one side of the coin.
The cultivation and effective employment of these men was equally nec
essary. Not unexpectedly, Tseng was if anything even more accomplished
in this practical application of talent. As one of his erstwhile private sec
retaries described it, this was truly the brilliant art of a great statesman:

Down to recent times the rejection of practical experience and the
prizing of examination degrees repeatedly became a precedent con
fining outstanding men, as a narrow avenue of advancement. Only
Tseng Kuo-fan, in meeting the crisis of the age, made excellent tal
ent the means of quelling and settling troubles. Selecting it, he was
like a great carpenter: from blocks for printing and fine woods to
odds and ends of scraps, there were none that he did not collect.
Forming it, first he measured it with standard rules, next he chiselled
and shaped it, and finally he rubbed and polished its grain. Using

a table showing the ranks and official positions or both reached by 182 of Tseng's
personnel is given by Lo Erh-kang, 83-92.

nHPCC, 45:20a. For other enthusiastic evaluations of Tseng's character cf.
Bland & Backhouse, China Under the Empress Dowager (London: William Heine-
man, 1911), 64-65; & Yung Wing, My Life in China and America (New York:
Henry Holt, 1909), 142, 147-148.

& TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 32, 33.
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it, then as pillar, rafter, eave, joist, hinge, threshold, bolt, and wedge,
all positioned in the best manner, each man went forth as he had
intended. Thus it was that he was able to turn Heaven's axis and

change the customs of the age.13

Tseng Kuo-fan, engaged in the very battle for survival of his culture
as he knew it, was not prepared to leave the cultivation of talent to mere
chance. In fact (as noted in Chapter VI), Tseng's mu-fu became an active
agency for the training and deployment of talent in his organization.

The Problem of Recalcitrant Talent

To his contemporaries who shared his ideals, Tseng Kuo-fan's evident
greatness of character was itself a point of attraction for talent:

There were living in his military headquarters at least two hundred
officials, gathered there from all parts of the empire, for various
objects and purposes. Besides his secretaries, who numbered no less
than a hundred, there were expectant officials, learned scholars,
lawyers, mathematicians, astronomers and machinists; in short, the
picked and noted men of China were all drawn there by the mag
netic force of his character and great name.14

It would be incorrect to infer, however, that the recruitment of talent was
always as effortless as it may have seemed in retrospect. Some prospects,
despite the magnetic attraction of Tseng's character, were reluctant to
serve in any capacity.

Of one of his secretaries, Tseng once lamented: "How ironic! This
man may not be moved as a subordinate, and cannot be moved as a
guest!" 15 Here was the fundamental dilemma in enlisting recalcitrant
individuals in the cause—outright coercion was inappropriate and polite
invitation unavailing. This problem, which reflected the basic ambiv
alence between mutual friendship and functional subordination in the
secretary's relationship to his patron, haunted Tseng's recruitment efforts.

For many prospects, all that was required to move them was the
polite formality of an invitation. Others remained aloof. It sometimes
happened that such aloofness enhanced public regard for the man. This
was the case for Fan T'ai-heng whose gravity and reluctance in the face
of keen competition for his talent made him all the more desirable.16
Tseng wrote several letters to Fan at the capital, asking Fan to join him,
but was firmly refused. When Fan had returned home to mourn the

13Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, "Hsii Tseng-wen-cheng-kung mu-fu pin-liao" [On the
Members of Tseng Kuo-fan's Mu-fu], in Tso Shun-sheng, ed., Chung-kuo chin-
pai-nien shih tzu-liao ch'u-pien [First Collection of Materials on the Last Hundred
Years of Chinese History] (Taipei: 1966), 134-135.

« Yung Wing, 148.
iSHPCC, 45:16b.
16Fan T'ai-heng, a native of Lung-ch'ang, Szechwan, served in lesser central and

provincial posts. HPCC, 44: lla-b.
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death of his father, Tseng sent a messenger carrying a letter and a gift
of money to Fan, who was finally moved to come out of mourning and
serve. The acquaintance of literati of this type was widely cultivated.
Like Fang Po-t'ang, they might lend a hand only from a feeling of duty
in a crisis or as a mark of esteem for like-minded Confucian officials such
as Tseng Kuo-fan or Hu Lin-i.17 Fang, for one, made a point of refusing
to serve in any position that he considered too rustic.18

The most important group of recalcitrant individuals, because it in
cluded the kind of men in whom Tseng was most interested personally,
was that of the literati and scholars who regarded an active military or
political life as an unwanted diversion from their real purposes. Since he
was himself rather reluctant at times, Tseng appreciated these men's
distaste for an active career. But he also desired their company as it
helped alleviate the unpleasantness of his own task.

Unfortunately, one can only speculate on what fears may have influ
enced some potential recruits to hold back. In the beginning, some may
have regarded Tseng's enterprise as dangerously insecure; even worse,
from their point of view, as his organization developed, the possible polit
ical implications may have repelled others.19

Even where a strong personal bond existed, Tseng was not always able
to prevail against an obstinate disinclination for an active political
career. Thus, although Liu Hsiang had been a student of Tseng in Peking
and had greatly respected and admired his teacher, later (in 1860) he
refused a summons to serve in Tseng's mu-fu; this in spite of the fact that
Tseng dispatched Li Hung-chang and Li Yuan-tu, two of the biggest
names in his organization, to persuade him.20

Some men did serve against their true inclinations. Lo Hsiian was one.
Drafted by Tseng in 1854 to prepare documents in his mu-fu, he was
thereafter in constant attendance on Tseng, often through extreme dan
ger and hardship, ever ready with his brush to take dictation.21 But at

"Fang Po-t'ang was a native of T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei. HPCC, 80:21b-22a.
^ HPCC, 80:22a.
w See Chap. VII.
20 Liu Hsiang was a native of Nan-feng, Kiangsi. He had thoroughly imbibed

Tseng's teachings, to the point that he was known to be disinterested in fame
or personal advantage, a factor which ironically may have reinforced his refusal.
HPCC, 81:4b-5a. There seems to be an implicit feeling among the biographers of
the men of this period, writing as they were with the benefit of hindsight, that no
one in his right mind would refuse a summons from Tseng Kuo-fan. After all, they
reasoned, look at the careers to which such a summons could lead! In the case of
Liu Hsiang, his biographer, perversely "rubbing it in," makes the point that all
the others who served under Tseng were rewarded by having their names splashed
on the pages of history, while only Liu was content to fill out his life teaching.
One suspects that the biographer does not really believe this supposed contentment,
for he attributes Liu's refusal of Tseng's summons to the misconstruction of Tseng's
meaning by his emissaries. HPCC, 81:5a.

21 Lo Hsiian was a native of Hsiang-t'an, Hunan. In one instance, Tseng in
tended to commit suicide following a defeat in battle. Lo Hsiian and Li Yuan-tu
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heart Lo had a strong preference for the quieter life of a scholar and
wished to continue his studies for the examinations. He obtained leave
from Tseng to return home, but as peace at this time was impossible, he
was never free from demand.

Accomplished scholars most attractedTseng. Wu Min-shuwas a much
sought-after literatus notedfor his ku-wen scholarship.22 Tseng Kuo-fan,
a principal advocate of this literary school, was particularly keen on
ku-wen scholars, andhe regarded Wu as outstanding in this respect. But
although they formed a sincere friendship, he was unsuccessful in enlist
ing Wu directly into the services of his mu-fu. Like many such scholar
acquaintances of Tseng's, Wu never occupied more than a peripheral
position with respect to the more formal parts of Tseng's organization:
these were free spirits, drifting in and out of his headquarters—brilliant
literary lights, but not the serious drones of Tseng's operation. Accom
panying Tseng for awhile, Wu would tell stories from the past and at
tentively inquire about military problems; but when pressed to partici
pate seriously, he would depart.23

MoYu-chih was another of these unhampered literati, to whom Tseng
was drawn by his scholarly interest.24 They met quite by accident in a
bookstore in 1847, andchanced to bring up the subject of ku-wen. Upon
learning thathis new friend was from Kweichow (a poor southern prov
ince), Tseng exclaimed: "Can there really be this kind of ancient learn
ing in Kweichow?!"25 Although they became fast friends then and there,
Mo never remainedlong with Tseng.26

Such men as these added to the brilliance of Tseng's retinue and
served him in a personal capacity, but it is questionable whether they
were important to Tseng's organization in any functional way. They
were not specialists in any sense. Approached as friends, they remained
equals—notsubordinates. Recruitment of specialists for the sake of their
particular competence alone would require a different approach. Con
sequently, to the degree that speciahsts were increasingly sought, two
contrasting approaches to talent emerged. In practice these two ap
proaches were frequently combined, just as the relationships of equality
and subordination coexisted in the mu-fu. But with the expansion of
Tseng's organization the contrast became more explicit.
(his biographer, a colleague at this time) forcefully carried Tseng to a small boat
and in the night escaped to safety across the river amid the glare and din of the
battle's aftermath. HPCC, 63a: la, 2a.

22 Wu Min-shu, chin-shih 1844, was a native of Pa-ling, Hunan. HPCC, 80:4a,
5a. The ku-wen style, at which he was adept, was an ancient literary form popular
in the Ch'ing, often characterized by balanced structure and formalistic emphasis,
and particularly propounded by Tseng Kuo-fan.

23HPCC, 80:4a-6a.
24 Mo Yu-chih, chu-jen 1831, was a native of Tu-shan, Kweichow. HPCC,

79:17a-b.

25 Ibid.
26 HPCC, 79:19a.
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Methods of Recruitment

In discussing Tseng Kuo-fan's methods of recruitment, it mustbe under
stood from the beginning that they were essentially ad hoc. Various
means were employed, but taken together these did not amount to a
systematic effort. Moreover, with one exception noted further on,Tseng's
recruitment lacked any institutional formulation.

The various routes by which talent was brought to Tseng may be de
lineated as follows:

(1) Tseng's initiative. We have seen alreadythat Tseng was an aggres
sive recruiter. He invited, summoned, and cajoled men whose reputations
he had noted or whose characters he had personally observed, to serve
in one or another capacity. Writing letters and memoranda, making lists
of prospects, and interviewing personnel occupied a significant portion of
his regular activities.

Tseng's early acquaintances were an important source of his first
recruits. Liu Jung and Kuo K'un-tao, for instance, were his closest ad
visors in the early years of his operations, based on their previous friend
ship with him.27 Later his closest followers were men who came to him
by other routes.

Besides the attractions of Tseng's character and his brilliant follow
ing of sympathetic literati, Tseng could and did use other active lures.
We may recall, in the case of Fan T'ai-heng noted above, that he re
sponded to Tseng's invitation after Tseng had sent him a gift of money.
Such material inducements to serve in Tseng's organization were not
taken by their recipients as dishonorable bribes (Tseng was no cynical
buyer of souls), and these were all menof integrity that he was interested
in. One of Tseng's better-known secretaries, Ch'en Shih-chieh, was the
recipient of Tseng's generosity and assistance when they were acquaint
ances in Peking in 1851.28 Chronically in need of money, Ch'en was
unable to return home upon the death of his father: Tseng helped him
out. Later, in 1853, when Tseng was ordered to raise militia to fight the
Taipings, he called on Ch'en's services. No doubt the latter had not for
gotten their earlier friendship, for while he was still in mourning, he
yielded to Tseng's blandishments to become a confidential advisor.29

(2) Direct approach to Tseng. A less common route by which talent
came to him was the direct approach to Tseng of persons seeking serv
ice under him. Liu Jui-fen, for instance, approached him in Anhwei in

27 For these two men, see Chap. IV.
2« Ch'en Shih-chieh, native of Kuei-yang, Hunan, was a promising but indigent

student at Peking at the time. HPCC, 29:18b-19a.
2» Ibid. The requirement of the mourning period, whichwas twenty-seven months

fora parent, was frequently an obstacle to the full utilization of talent. Tseng Kuo-
fan himself was reluctant to heed orders of the Court and organize militia in
Hunan during his mourning for his mother in 1852.
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1860 with some timely plan, for which Tseng regarded him as quite re
markable and subsequently used him.30 Similarly, Hsueh Fu-ch'eng sub
mitted a lengthy document on his own initiative in response to Tseng's
summons for worthy and capable men. Tseng found this exceptional and
invited Hsueh to join his staff. Here he assisted in critical military plan
ning and became a star in the later period of Tseng's mu-fu.sl Both Liu
Jui-fen and Hsueh Fu-ch'eng were launched from this beginning into
important diplomatic careers.82 When Tseng was ordered in early 1853
to organize local militia in Hunan, Li Yuan-tu anonymously wrote a long
letter to him.33 Having discovered the identity of the author, Tseng sub
sequently interviewed him, ascertained his experience, and used Li in
military planning. Personal connections apparently played no part in
influencing Tseng in this process.

(3) Taiping defections. As an unofficial institution the mu-fu also
offered opportunity for service to Taiping defectors. Although this was
probably not a quantitatively significantroute of recruitment, Tseng made
conscious efforts to encourage such defections.34 While of course these
efforts were motivated in part by purely military considerations of weak
ening the enemy, nevertheless there was another significant practical
effect:

This class of men, from their previous service in the Taiping army,
were fully cognizant of the true situation within the Taipings. After
they returned to allegiance, having at heart fully atoned for their
crime, they exerted exceptional energy and repeatedly exhibited
unusual merit. This was considered to be converting the enemy's
strength to one's own ends. If at the time of submission there had
been no mu-fu to receive and collect such persons, so that they
must instead rely on regular channels of official employment, they
would have been irresolute and reluctant. Not only would the door
to submission have been blocked, but the pent-up frustrations of
wild beasts would have arisen among them.35

Perhaps the most distinguished example of such recruitment from the
very ranks of the enemy, is Ch'eng Hsueh-ch'i, who after serving the Tai
pings, defected and thereafter served as a brilliantly successful com
mander under both Tseng Kuo-ch'uan and Li Hung-chang.36

30 Liu Jui-fen was a native of Kuei-chih, Anhwei. HPCC, 32:7a-b.
31 Hsueh Fu-ch'eng was a native of Wu-hsi, Kiangsu. PCCP, 13:1a.
32 Hummel, 331-332, 522-523.
33 Li Yuan-tu, chii-jen 1848, was a native of P'ing-chiang, Hunan. HPCC,

39:la-b.

54TWCKCC, "Wen-chi," 149; uTsou-kao," 507-508, 615.
35Miao Ch'uan-chi, "Tseng Kuo-fan mu-fu sheng-k'uang yii wan-Ch'ing ti-fang-

ch'iian-li chih pien-hua" [The Flourishing of Tseng Kuo-fan's Mu-fu and the
Development of Late Ch'ing Regional Authority], Chung-shan hsiieh-shu wen-hua
chi-k'an (Taipei), 4 (November 1969), 331.

36Ch'eng Hsueh-ch'i was a native of T'ung-ch'eng, Anhwei. HPCC 51:16a. See
also Hummel, 115-116.
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(4) Personal recommendation. This was certainly the most important
route in Tseng's recruitment of talent. Personal connections were the
normal basis for entrance into the mu-fu system. In times of crisis, when
talent was more urgently sought, personal connections naturally were
exploited as leads to recruitment.

Tseng formalized the recommendation process so far as to order the
gentry and people of Liang-Kiang to recommend talent when he became
Governor-General there in I860.37 Of course, this means of obtaining
personnel had a tradition dating back as far as the Han or before.38
Usually the names of prospects came to him through the recommenda
tions of subordinates or the good word of friends (sometimes for their
own relatives).

Li Hung-chang brought his old friend Ch'en Ai to Tseng's attention in
this manner.39 Escaping the Taipings, Ch'en found himself at Ch'i-men,
Anhwei, where Tseng had located his headquarters in 1860. Ch'en
paid a visit to Li, who subsequently spoke of him to Tseng. The very
next day as they again were together, Li said to Ch'en: "Tseng is avidly
searching for scholars. You have executive ability (fu kan-lueh), but with
an aged mother, are you then to count yourself among the refugees?" He
had not finished speaking when Tseng pulled back the curtain and
entered. Tseng, having bowed very respectfully to Ch'en, sat and pro
ceeded to examine him in rigorous detail on military planning. Con
sequently he detained him in his mu-fu, and Ch'en, unable to decline,
tearfully lamented: "As my mother is old I really cannot bear to abandon
her day or night—this distress is unendurable." "Assuredly you will not
be bowed by this distress, now just when military problems are so com
plicated," Tseng challenged him.40 Not willing to let a prize catch off the
hook, Tseng was successfully adamant.

Ch'en Ai in turn recommended his friend and "classmate" Chang Hsi-
jung to Tseng when Chang visited him at Tseng's camp at An-ch'ing in
1863.41 At the same time, Chang had also called on Tseng, but not find
ing him at home, had left his card. Later, Tseng questioned Ch'en Ai
about him: "I have heard of Chang's personality, that his conduct is
unreasonable. How would you describe him?" After Ch'en had described
his character at length, Tseng noted: "Since you are his close friend,

37Tseng Kuo-fan, Tseng-wen-cheng-kung shou-hsieh jih-chi [The Manuscript
Diary of Tseng Kuo-fan] (6 vols.; Taipei: 1965) [hereafter cited as Diary], 887.

38 For the formalized use of recommendation in the Han, see Franklin W. Houn,
"The Civil Service Recruitment System of the Han Dynasty," Tsing Hua Journal
of Chinese Studies, I (1956), 139-148.

39 Ch'en Ai, a native of Shih-tai, Anhwei, returned home to teach and support
his mother during the rise of the Taiping Rebellion. HPCC, 45:15b.

40 HPCC, 45:16a.
41Chang Hsi-jung, chii-jen 1852, chin-shih 1853, a native of Ling-pi, Anhwei,

who entered the Han-lin Academy, was a kung-sheng student of the same year as
Ch'en Ai (1849). PCCP, 32:26a, 27a.
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what you say of him naturally must be accurate." The next day Tseng
went with a retinue of followers to return Chang's visit.42 From this intro
duction there resulted a long and successful association.43

A possibly dubious advantage derived from the self-perpetuating char
acter of the personal recommendation process, which these two examples
illustrate. To the extent that it brought more people to Tseng's notice,
it facilitated recruitment. But it must also have risked encouraging the
formation of cliques among secretaries. Apparently this problem did not
arise for Tseng. But evidence for this sort of phenomenon is very elusive.
The most one can say is that no evidence exists indicating the formation
of cliques among Tseng's secretaries. However, one factor which may
have discouraged their formation was the mobile character of Tseng's
operation—it was not tied to any locality or placed directly within any
larger bureaucratic official hierarchy which would have encouraged the
growth of cliques.44

Personal ties notwithstanding, Tseng sought to maintain a direct con
trol over the type of men he took into his service. The kind of interview
thatTseng gave Ch'enAi, described above, was the most important form
of review that he exercised over the selection of talent. This was an
examination of the subject's character and ability, ultimately based on
standards other than those of personal ties, which could confirm or cor
rect the impression derived from other sources, including personal rec
ommendations. Tseng used the interview in another way—for the review
(for purposes of grading and promotion) of his junior military officers.45
And, while his standards for judgment may not always have been objec
tive, they were systematic and regular.

From Chao Lieh-wen's account of his interview with Tseng in 1861,
one acquires a more satisfactory insight into the nature of Tseng's inter
views than the traditionally laconic biographies reveal.46 They discussed
the administration of the salt monopoly at some length. Then,

The Commander asked about barbarian affairs, so I replied with
all I knew of them. Again he brought up the general situation of the
empire, and I suggested that trained militia ought to be relied on.
The Commander was of the opinion that militia were not appro
priate for handling the present rebels. When we came to discuss
means of restoration of the situation, he only frowned.47

Later Chao sent Tseng a couple of "barbarian books"—Chao was par-

42 PCCP, 32:27a.
43 PCCP, 32:28b.
44 For the differences between Tseng's organization and the official bureaucracy

in this regard, see Chap. V.
45 See Chap. V for a discussion of these interviews.
46 Chao Lieh-wen was a native of Yang-hu, Kiangsu. PCCP, 26:1a.
47 Chao Lieh-wen, Neng-ching-chii jih-chi [Neng-ching (Chao Lieh-wen)'s

Diary] (6 vols.; Taipei: 1964), 619.
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ticularly known as an expert on foreign affairs. Clearly this interview was
a grave matter, touching on subjects with which Tseng was actively con
cerned.

Evaluation based on interviews, and on a person's experience and
writings, provided a more rational foundation for the selection of per
sonnel than purely personal connections could do.48 After all, it was prac
tical experience and competence that interested Tseng, qualifications
which personal connections could not guarantee, though the latter cer
tainly might assist in bringing talent to light. To handle the multifarious
problems which arose in his operations, Tseng required a large and
diverse staff, for the selection of which considerations of character, com
petence, and knowledge were preeminent. He could not afford to let
these crucial factors be eclipsed by personal ties.

Indoctrination or Expertise?

A basic problem in China's modernization has been the tension between
the orientations of the generalist and the specialist—or between virtue
and ability. Under the challenge of a competitive Western culture and
the Taiping assault on the Confucian tradition, ideological and cultural
commitment acquired a new urgency. At the same time, the need for
meeting the West's material impact and suppressing the Taiping Rebel
lion brought a demand for technicalcompetence. Which did Tseng Kuo-
fan value most: ideological commitment or technical proficiency?49 In
deed, was this choice possible for him?

The civil war interrupted many promisingcareers of study for the civil

48 "Rational" activity is to be understood here in the Weberian sense, as action
based on knowledge and characterized by impersonality. See also Chap. VII, n. 15.

49At this point it is necessary to say a word about the use of the term "ideology"
in the present study. Although admittedly a highly charged word, I have gained
courage for my application of the term from an apparent lack of any consensus on
its definition. In its basic sense, "ideology" means "a systematic scheme or co
ordinated body of ideas or concepts esp. about human life or culture" (Webster's
Third New International Dictionary of the English Language, Unabridged, 1967,
1123), or, a form of "comprehensive patterns of cognitive and moral beliefs about
man, society, and the universe in relation to man and society" (Edwards Shils,
"The Concept and Function of Ideology," International Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences, 1968, VII, 66). Ideology may involve distortion: "Ideology consists of
selected or distorted ideas about a social system or a class of social systems when
these ideas purport to be factual, and also carry a more or less explicit evaluation
of the 'facts'" (Harry M. Johnson, "Ideology and the Social System," ibid., 77).

Specifically, two points must be made concerning the term "ideology:"
(1) "Ideology" may have a neutral, not a pejorative sense: "A schematic image

of social order" (Johnson, quoting Clifford Geertz, ibid., 76).
(2) "Ideology" and "science" (or "technology") are sometimes regarded as

antithetical, especially in the Marxist sense. See Julius Gould & William L. Kolb,
eds., A Dictionary of the Social Sciences (New York: 1964), 316.

Although these two points are somewhat contradictory, the term as I will use
it includes elements of each sense: not strongly pejorative (especially not involving
the pathological distortion which Shils elaborates in his article); and as a polar
concept with science or technology. Thus ideology may be seen as a rubric for a
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service examinations and service atthe capital. Candidates returned home
to organize defense, or to support and protect their families during the
crisis. Having abandoned official careers in this way, work with private
organizations and various unofficial efforts ultimately became an alterna
tivemeans of public service for such persons. They thus formed a ready-
made reservoir of talent. One problem facing Tseng Kuo-fan, therefore,
was how to tap this potentially valuable source of hidden talent. It was
largely with this object in mind that, as part of his active search for sup
port, Tseng appealed to this amorphous group:

If there are any resolute young men who respond to the summons
for patriotic volunteers to helpour campaign, this office will amply
provide emoluments. If there are any superior men who, cherishing
the Way and pained by the depredations of China by the Christian
religion, are angrily aroused to protect our Way, this office will re
ceive them into its mu-fu and treat them as honored teachers.50

But such persons mightnevertheless perish at the hands of the enemy,
upholding their traditions yet unhonored by the nation for their loyalty.
Tseng was painfully aware of the sacrifice of worthy men in this great
domestic upheaval, and of the debtowed to themby hiswhole class:

My virtue is slim and my abilities few. I rely only on the two prin
ciples of loyalty and truth as the basis for leading the army on the
march. Above are the sun and the moon. Below are the demons and
the spirits. For the quick there arethe vast waters of the Long River.
Among the dead there are the souls of the loyal officials and ardent
scholarswho have already died for their country.51

The lament for departed martyrs could be much more than a mere
formaUty by which to salve one's grief at their loss. If such fine figures of
loyalty and public spirit should pass unrecruited in their time, at least
they might inspire others. If only their stories could be brought to light,
they could serve as paradigms of the resolution and character that was
required by the crisis at hand.52 In the Confucian tradition the emulation

system (or systems) of cultural and moral traditions, in contrast to scientific and
technological systems.

Seen in this way, including the basic definitions given above, Confucianism may
be regarded as an ideology. I have somewhat freely (but aptly, I think) equated
ming-chiao, in the passage quoted from Tseng and later on, with "ideology." Wil-
helm translates this term (his "slogan") as "civilization." It means approximately
"the morality inhering in the social relationships, and the teachings of the sages.
See Tz'u-yuan (Taipei, 1968), 270; Kuo-ytt tz'u-tien (Taipei, 1966), 384; Moro-
hashi, Dai Kanwa jiten, II, 827.

so TWCKCC, "Wen-chi," 148-149.
si Ibid., 149.
52 The kind of persons which the biographers glorified for their loyalty and public

spirit included the following:
Tso Shu-te, when the Taipings invaded his village, obstinately guarded his

family grave, though all his neighbors had fled into hiding. The rebels were so
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of virtuous models was part of the educational process, a means to in
culcate virtuous behavior.53 The glorification of worthy and virtuous men
could be a practical process of indoctrination in this manner, to instill in
others the same ideals which had motivated them.

Tseng consequently established a kind of ideological organization, the
"Office for the Promotion of Loyalty and Public Spirit." 54 His purpose
was two-fold: to honor the memory of publicheroes who might otherwise
pass into oblivion; and to encourage, by these examples, similar sterling
qualities in other men. The appearance of Ch'en Ai inspired Tseng to
formulate this systematic approach to indoctrination.

Tseng Kuo-fan had particularly devoted serious thought to the man
ner and influence of able men. Without relying on their spirit of
loyalty and public spirit it would be impossible to suppress the de
generate customs of the age and extirpate the root of rebellion.
Now, finding Ch'en Ai, he was extremely pleased, and decided that
in the villages and towns that had suffered the calamity of the rebels,
there still must be many who had not met death. Ch'en, as a high-
principled man, could serve to gather together and inquire into these
persons, not only to make manifest those who had died, so that none
might be forgotten, but also with the hope that more such fine men
might be discovered. Ch'en consequently did not decline to serve,
and the establishment of the Office for the Promotion of Loyalty
and Public Spirit resulted from this.55

It is tempting to view this office as having the practical objective of
scouting talent. The sources are not clear on this point, however. There
is very little information on how the office was organized and operated.
Tseng's formal memorials on the subject of the "Loyalty Office" stress
its function of glorifying martyrs who died fighting the Taipings.56 To
extract the maximum benefit from these models of public virtue, it was
necessary to have authoritative sanction. Only the Court could provide

moved by this demonstration of filial piety that they brought him food and money,
but he refused them all. Finally, they departed with sighs, sparing the houses of
the village from burning because they did not want to harm the place where such
a filial son resided. HPCC, 82: lOb-11 a.

Hu Tse-shun, a district Sub-Director of Studies in Anhwei when the Taipings
took An-ch'ing in 1853, had said that in time of great crisis one could only hold
fast to the principles of loyalty and public spirit. He believed that to protect his
village and requite his nation were included in his official duties, and he applied
his teaching to his family as well as to himself as a responsibility. HPCC, 63:18a.

53 Donald J. Munro, The Concept of Man in Early China (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1969), 96.

5*Ts'ai-fang chung-i chii. I have rather freely, and possibly tendentiously, trans
lated ts'ai-fang (literally, "to collect" and "to inquire into") as "promotion." The
literal translation for chung is "loyalty." But i, translated here as "public spirit,"^
has a complexity of meanings, including "moral sense" or "sense of fitting duty."
Cf. ibid., 51.

65 HPCC, 45:16a.
5e TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 348, 382.
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the posthumous honors which would recommend them as examples to the
nation. The "Loyalty Office" may also have been intended to attract
public-spirited individuals to Tseng's cause, through the indoctrination
provided by the emulation of virtuous models.

The establishment of the "Loyalty Office" reflected Tseng's concern
for moral and ideological commitment. In order to "suppress the degen
erate customs of the age and extirpate the root of rebellion" it was essen
tial to enlist the support of those individuals who were uncontaminated
by this malaise and still held fast to the traditional values of public mor
ality and responsibility. Tseng was quite disturbed by this degenerate
character of the times. In a conversation one evening with his friend
Wu Chia-pin, theydiscussed the principles of study. To "hear the Tao in
themorning and die [contented] in theevening," as the saying went, was
certainly not a simple achievement, Tseng suggested. Those who hearthe
Tao must not only have true knowledge but also sincere faith to benefit
thereby. "If those of my generation are without self-confidence in the
first place, and if their minds already lack discipline, how can they hear
the Tao?," Tsengasked rhetorically.57

Especially where recruitment of support was involved, he was con
cerned with the decline in character evidenced by his own class.58 To
them he eloquentlyappealed:

From the timeof Emperors Yao and Shun and theThree Dynasties
until now, through successive generations the sages have sustained
ourideology and esteemed the social relationships. The positions of
lord and subject, father and son, high and low, honored and com
mon, are as orderly and inconvertible as cap and shoe. But the ban-
dids of Yueh, taking their clue from the outer barbarians, venerate
the religion of God. From their bogus lords and ministers down to
their soldiers and mean people, all are called brother. They say only
Heaven is called father. Besides this, all the people's fathers are all
brothers and all the people's mothers are all sisters. Farmers are un-
,able to freely cultivate in order to pay taxes, as they call all the
fields the fields of the HeavenlyKing. Merchants areunable to free
ly trade in order to seek profit, as they call all the merchandise the
merchandise of the Heavenly King. Scholars are unable to recite the
Confucian Classics as they have other theories of a so-called Jesus
and the New Testament. All of China's several thousand years of
propriety, morality, and social relationships, of literature and law,
aresuddenlydragged in the dust andutterly destroyed. How can this
beonly achange in our Ch'ing Dynasty? It isthemost extraordinary
transformation in our ideology since its creation, for which our Con
fucius and Mencius weep in their graves. How can any literate man

57Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 632.
5&Cf. Helmut Wilhelm, "The Background of Tseng Kuo-fan's Ideology," Asiat-

ische Studien, HI (1949), 91-100, for a brief discussion of the intellectual climate
of the time, especially pp. 96 ff.
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still sit quietly withhis hands in his sleeves and not think of doing
something?59

It is only natural that he should have cast his statement of the crisis in
ideological form. But the spirit pervading this appeal, with its sense of
cultural and moral commitment, illuminating Tseng's whole conception
of his task and his inspiration for the creation of the "Loyalty Office,"
raises an important question. How did practical experience and com
petence as acriterion for the selection of talent fit into this context?

In the traditional polity which Tseng was staunchly defending, the
Confucian generalist with hismoral orientation was the all-important po
litical actor. Specialists occupied a secondary place in this system.60 Be
cause Tseng shared these traditional assumptions concerning political
activity, he could at least be expected to exploit such expertise. He cer
tainly found it important to employ specialists in his operations; but it
seems that for him the critical factor in the effective rectification of this
great crisis in the old order was the mobilization of other indoctrinated,
public-spirited generalists.

Yet I have already suggested that Tseng had a pragmatic interest in
recruiting men with practical experience and competence. Ideological
indoctrination could not elicit expertise. How essential were the actual
ideals embodied by the models of virtuous character which were sought
and presented for emulation by the "Loyalty Office"? Were those same
ideals expressed in his high-sounding summons really, after all, his ulti
mate concern in the promotion of talent? In fact, there were two com
peting themes inTseng's approach to enlisting men's support: ideological
virtue, and technical proficiency. These remained unarticulated for Tseng.

59TWCKCC, "Wen-chi," 147-148.
«o See Chap.VII for a further discussion of this problem.
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IV

In Tseng Kuo-fan's Mu-fu

The mu-fu institution in general and Tseng Kuo-fan's mu-fu in particular,
characteristically tolerated a considerable diversity of personalities and
interests. No uniformity produced by some inflexible standard of behavior
is apparent among his followers. Of course, there were long-standing tra
ditional criteria, as well as modern exigencies (some noted in the preced
ing chapter), which affected the sort of men recruited for mu-fu service.
Given the personal corruption which was a salient feature of the regular
official bureaucracy and which sometimes infected the irregular mu-fu
institution, some kind of screening of prospective secretaries was desir
able.1 Such screening was meant to ensure an integrity of personal moral
character, but did not preclude a good measure of eccentricity among the
members of Tseng's staff. Tseng welcomed self-reliance and independence
of thought.

Included in Tseng's immediate retinue were friends, companions, stu
dents, advisors, military officers, and delegates to satellite or parallel
organizations and offices, plus a staff of lesser orderlies, adjutants, mes
sengers, guards, clerks, and servants of various descriptions. With the
exception of this lesser staff which constituted a more permanently estab
lished group, these people were not constantly all under oneroof, nordid
they continuously follow Tseng onhis campaigns. In fact, a large part of
his regular correspondence was with these men. Some drifted in and out
out his company, others were steadily in attendance. But there were no
clearly defined limits to this group and no precise distinctions existed
between, for instance, companions and advisors. This is not to say that
nodistinctions existed atall—personal and familial relationships between
Tseng and some of his followers did exist.2 But such ties did not become
a basis for a clear mechanical organization of priorities or functions.
Without fixed location, size, duration of service, or functional hierarchy,
this "inner mu-fu" of Tseng's was informal and unstructured.

The term "inner mu-fu" will be used here to describe the loose con
gregation of friends, advisors, and consultants who were the most impor-

iOne can hardly pick up a book on the political history of traditional China
without reading about official corruption. Hsiao Kung-chuan, Rural China:
Imperial Control in the Nineteenth Century (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1960) conveys a monotonous impression of local official corruption, and
Ch'iiT'ung-tsu briefly discusses its extension to the mu-fu (pp. 113-115).

2For an example of marriage connections which developed between Tseng Kuo-
fan and two of his followers, cf. Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 461.
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tant intimates and associates on whom Tseng relied, as distinct from the
"outer mu-fu" of lesser functionaries and attendants, who though no
less essential, were less involved in the higher-level processes of the
mu-fu. This dichotomy parallels a familiar conceptual polarity in Chinese
political thought, between "inner" and "outer." This was applied, for
instance, to the Inner Court of intimate associates of the emperor as
against the Outer Court of regular bureaucratic officials attached to the
court; or to the "inner officials" (of the central government) as against
the "outer officials" (of the provincial administrations). The emphasis
in this chapter will be on this "essential mu-fu," leaving the "outer mu-
fu" and the rest of Tseng's more structured and more formalized organi
zation to be examined in subsequent chapters.

It should be noted that this approach differs distinctly from other
studies of the mu-fu system. Kenneth Folsom's definition of the mu-fu is
very broad: in the case of Li Hung-chang he includes practically every
onewho had any personal or subordinate relationship with Li. This defi
nition is an instrument too blunt for the analysis of the manifold and
component character of the mu-fu system, or to explain the dynamic
growth of theinstitution far beyond itsoriginal scope and meaning.3 Such
a broad construction masks significant differences, both quantitative and
qualitative, between the traditional mu-fu and the sort of organization
that developed under Tseng Kuo-fan and Li Hung-chang later. Other
treatments that have classified the members of Tseng's mu-fu and de
scribed their functions have given a false impression of regularity and
structure in this inner mu-fu, and should be taken with a grain of salt.
The lists of Tseng's mu-yu that have been compiled by both Hsueh Fu-
ch'eng and Yii Yu-ti include men with the most tenuous relationships
with Tseng, along with those who had a more properly functional and
formal relationship.4 Both types are part of the "inner mu-fu" as defined
here; but a proper appreciation of its amorphous character and its indis
tinct outlines must be preserved. These characteristics are in sharp con
trastwith the formality of Tseng's private bureaucracy. One point of this
chapter is to elucidate the comparison, which later chapters will provide,
between the mu-fu from which Tseng started and the elaborate apparatus
he created.

The Inner Mu-fu

In the evening I went to Governor Lo [Ping-change's place and
talked awhile. Afterwards I conferred with Tso Chi-kao [Tso Tsung-

3 Cf. Folsom, especially 122-124.
4Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, "Hsu Tseng-wen-cheng-kung mu-fu pin-liao" and Yii

Yu-ti, Tseng Kuo-fan mu-fu pin-liao nien-p'u [A Chronological Account of the
Members of Tseng Kuo-fan's Mu-fu] (unpublished bachelor's thesis, National
Taiwan University, 1960).
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fang], Liu Hsia-hsien (Liu Jung),Wang Jen-jui (?), and Kuo I-
ch'eng [Kuo K'un-tao] and we came to a decision on the movement
of the various detachments of troops. Made out a list of these. Also
made out lists of various tasks to be apportioned, and of the boats
we would need to use.5

Thus Tseng recorded in his diary for 23 July 1858 discussions with his
staff in preparation for setting out from Ch'ang-sha, Hunan, only a few
days later (29 July). This activity marked the important resumption of
his personal leadership ofthe campaign, following his retirement inMarch
1857 in mourning for the death of his father. Thesediscussions were also
part of a significant process of reorganization of the whole effort under
Tseng's second command, dating from this period.6 With the exception
of Lo Ping-chang, Governor of Hunan, the menwith whom he conferred
were all members of his inner mu-fu.

One of the participants in these discussions, Kuo K'un-tao, exemplifies
the type of man included among Tseng's consultants and advisors.7 Dis
appointed in the examination competition, he made instead a career of
mu-fu service—remaining persistently disinterested in the fame of an
official career, which his elder brother Kuo Sung-tao was meanwhile suc
cessfully pursuing. But Kuo gained valuable experience in military and
fiscal administration in his service as a private secretary. Together with
Tso Tsung-t'ang, Kuo was invited toenter the mu-fu of Chang Liang-chi,
Governor of Hunan, when the Taipings invaded the province in 1852.
They continued to serve Chang when he became Governor-General of
Hunan and Hupeh, but when Chang was cashiered they left his service
and entered the mu-fu of the new Governor of Hunan, Lo Ping-chang.8

Both Kuo K'un-tao and Kuo Sung-tao had been acquaintances of
Tseng Kuo-fan as students in Peking in 1844.9 When in 1852 Tseng was
ordered to raise an army tomeet the Taiping invasion of Hunan, he took
Kuo K'un-tao as well as his colleague Tso Tsung-t'ang into his mu-fu
where they handled problems of military supply. In his subsequent ser
vice with Tseng, Kuo not only specialized in military logistics and finance,
butparticipated in general strategic planning as well.10

Another participant in the preparations for the new campaign was Liu
Jung.11 Liu, although very able, was unmoved by the attractions of an
official career. While still young he exhibited remarkable abilities, and

5Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 449.
« Hail, 203, 208.
7Kuo K'un-tao was a native of Hsiang-yin, Hunan. HPCC, 17:13b.
sIbid., 17:14a-b.
»Ibid., 17:14a.
10 Ibid., 17:15b-16a. For Kuo as a steady consultant of Tseng Kuo-fan, see

Ilonf^U?;f^n, Diary> 484' 490' 555> 563"565> 5<#, 571, 575, 581, 582, 584, 585,
589, 594, 596.

n Liu Jung was a native of Tseng's home town Hsiang-hsiang, Hunan. HPCC
27:9a.
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with his fellow townsman Tseng Kuo-fan pursued the study of the Sung
Neo-Confucian philosophers. Later he was tapped by Tseng for service
as an advisor on the training of militia, in which he had gained earlier
experience in Hunan with Lo Ping-chang and Wang Hsin.12

Kuo K'un-tao and Liu Jung became the closest counsellors of Tseng
Kuo-fan, were regularly in his attendance, and divided between them the
two most important competencies. Kuo handled problems of financial
administration and supply; Liu handled problems of military administra
tion and training. These two men had both preferred the relatively anony
mous career as advisor and consultant to the public attention of the offi
cial bureaucracy. Both were also mu-yu in the literal sense—friends and
associates of Tseng, who relied on them for their particular ability, as
well as for their judgment in general matters ofpolicy.13 The relationship
between such men and Tseng was notone of simple friendship, however.
Their functional positions and special competencies were real and impor
tant, but these necessarily implied the subordination of the secretary to
his patron.

The result was a subtle blending of therelationships of equality, based
on friendship and early associations, and subordination, based on func
tional positions in Tseng's operations. This blending is responsible for
thelack of clear definition of form inthis segment ofTseng's organization.
As much as any other person, for instance, Kuo K'un-tao was Tseng's
most intimate confidant. Even so, such arole was less than awholly glam
orous one ofhigh-level policy discussions, conversation on philosophical
and personal subjects, and social get-togethers with visitors and other
secretaries—although these aspects were certainly not missing.14 Kuo
was also constantly engaged in routine secretarial work for Tseng, includ
ing the drafting of memorials, proclamations, and letters.15 Following his
departure from Tseng's immediate company late in 1858, Kuo main
tained aregular correspondence with him.16 That he was apparently still

12 l^id
13 Kuo K'un-tao and Liu Jung served directly with Tseng for the first few years

from the beginning of his organization in 1853-1854 through most of 1858. In
that year they both apparently lefthis immediate suite. Liu departed for home on
17 August 1858. (Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 463.) Kuo left some time shortly after
30 December 1858. Ibid., 596.

14 See, for instance, ibid., 449, 453, 542, 574, 579, 593. #
is Ibid., 447, 464, 482, 494, 517, 519, 522, 538, 550, 571. Tseng assigned Kuo

Kun-tao to managing official documents, in a listing he made of the members of
his retinue and their duties. Ibid., All. m

wibid., 617ff. passim. It is not clear what task was engaging Kuo from this
time, although he appears tohave been acorresponding member of Tseng's mu-fu.
Tseng's mention of his last recorded conversation with Kuo, of 30 December 1858,
however, seems to imply that Kuo may have been quitting his service. Ibid., 596.
Yii Yu-ti states that Kuo left Tseng's service after Nanking was recovered and the
Taipings were suppressed, avagueness reflecting that of the other sources. Yu Yu-ti,
18. In any case he seems to have served more than ten years continuously as a
private secretary with Tseng Kuo-fan and other officials. HPCC 17:16a.
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an active member of Tseng's mu-fu while absent at this time also points
up the flexible form of the inner mu-fu, and the indefinite tenure of its
members.

Soon after Kuo K'un-tao departed, Tseng memorialized the court re
questing the transfer to his camp ofLi Jung, aminor official of theBoard
of Rites.17 Li subsequently became a constant advisor to Tseng in this
later period, in part filling the vacuum left by the absence of Kuo K'un-
tao.18 This was no exact substitution of personnel—the composition of
the mu-fu constantly shifted as new men arrived and others departed. It
was from this period also, for instance, that Li Hung-chang entered
Tseng's mu-fu, and after Li Jung arrived a few months later (in July
1859), the two of them were joint consultants for a while, sometimes
referredto by Tseng as the "two Lis."19

In a sense, Li Hung-chang also took up where Kuo K'un-tao had left
off, charged with the supervision of official communications.20 Whereas
li Hung-chang, on the strength of hisearlier experience in raising militia
in Anhwei, went on to become a satellite military commander under
Tseng, Li Jung moved directly into the General Staff, where he served
as a military planner as well as an envoy or agent.21 In this capacity he
seems to have been a kind of troubleshooter for Tseng to be sent out to
unitsin the field. Thus when Tseng apparently suspected the reliability of
a military commander, he sent Li as a temporary joint commander of the
unit, charged with overseeing communications.22 This sort of commission
by no means made Li Jung a military commander in his own right, and
he remained essentially a member of Tseng's inner personal staff. Here
again, in this case of Li Jung, a practical subordinate role was mitigated
by a much less definable relationship of special intimacy preserved by
the inherited mu-yu ideal.

Much has been made of the mystique of the relationship within the
mu-fu between the mu-yu and his patron. From the sense of personal
friendship and equality which the term mu-yu connotes, the secretary has
ideally been likened to a respected and honored teacher and an intimate

17 Li Jung, a native of Chien-chou, Szechwan, chu-jen 1843, chin-shih 1847,
entered the Board of Rites as a chu-shih from the Han-lin Academy. Yii Yu-ti, 24;
Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 692. Tseng memorialized on 13 February 1859, and re
ceived approval from the Court for the transfer on 17 March 1859, but it was not
until 2 July 1859 that Li Jung finally arrived. Ibid., 619, 635, 692.

is Cf. ibid., 786, 790, 925. In the first example Tseng sought and subsequently
followed his advice, not sending off an energetic letter he had written to Hu Lin-i,
resisting the latter's repeated requests for reinforcements which could not be spared.

19 Ibid., 710-736 passim, especially 727 and 736. Li Hung-chang saw Tseng on
13 January 1859 and apparently entered the mu-fu about that time. Ibid., 603;
Folsom, 82.

20 Folsom, 83. See ibid., chap. IV for a discussion of Li Hung-chang's career as
a secretary to Tseng.

2i Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 739, 757, 771, 775.
22 Ibid., 797.
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friend of his patron rolled into one.23 For a patron as extraordinary and
eminent as Tseng Kuo-fan, however, any approximation to such an ideal
within his own mu-fu was apt to be unusual. While he may have con
formed to the polite conventions in inviting men intohis service, Tseng's
scholarly credentials and prestige were clearly such that for most of his
colleagues he was the point of attraction and focus of aspirations: many
were his friends but few could claim to be his teachers.24 Those whose
relationship withTseng did approximate the traditional stereotype, there
fore, are worthnotingfor theirdistinctive position andunusual role.

Ch'en Nai was just such a friend.25 In fact, the apparent informality
and special nature of their friendship leads one to doubt whether Ch'en
Nai could be madeto fit into anycategory except that of the ideal mu-fu
relationship. Practically from the moment of his arrival in Tseng's camp
in December 1859, Ch'en was frequently inTseng's company, referred to
for his opinion or instruction on privy and public matters alike.26 When
he was not off on some errand away from headquarters, Ch'en was a
constant "chess" companion for Tseng.27 Sometimes he provided Tseng
with advice on his health, taking his pulse or diagnosing a brief illness,
or they discussed philosophical subjects such as the theories of mystic
diagrams and geomancy.28

The really important function that Ch'en Nai fulfilled for Tseng was to
serve as a moral corrective and restraint. Of course, this essential service
was also rendered to some degree by other men at various times—by
such close secretaries as Kuo K'un-tao and Li Jung, for instance. But
from no one else as much as Ch'en Nai is the responsible and sincere
remonstrance aimed at the improvement and cultivation of one's friend's
character, which was so much a part of the true ideal of friendship, so
explicitly set forth by Tseng:

After lunch, Tso-mei [Ch'en Nai] wrote a memo urging that my
memorial impeaching Tz'u-ch'ing [Li Yuan-tu] not be inappropri
ately harsh. Subsequently I asked him to speak to me personally.
By indirection, he emphatically reiterated his entreaty. Therefore I

23 See Chapter II.
24 Hsiao I-shan states that Tseng's leadership and eminence were already recog

nized by the local officials upon his arrival in Hunan in 1852, and that people
flocked to his service, therefore. Hsiao I-shan, Tseng Kuo-fan chuan [Biography
of Tseng Kuo-fan] (Taipei: 1952), 122. Certainly, this was all the more true as
his subsequent success became famous.

25 Ch'en Nai was a native of Li-yang, Kiangsu. Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, "Hsii Tseng-
wen-cheng-kung mu-fu pin-liao," 131.

2«Ch'en Nai arrivedat Tseng's camp at Su-sung, Anhwei on 12 December 1859'.
Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 780. On 2 September 1859 Tseng had sent one of his
orderlies to Kiangsu to invite him to come, with the gift of one hundred taels of
silver travelling money. Ibid., 121.

27 The game they played (wei-ch'i) is an equivalent of the Japanese game of go.
Cf. ibid., 807, 808, 809, 810, 822, 823, 826.

28 ibid., 783, 784, 804.
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deleted several sentences from the draft of the memorial. ... In
the evening I played a game of "chess" with Tso-mei. Afterwards
we discussed at length generosity and pettiness in human nature.
Study causes one to become too concerned with superficialities.
Much that Tso-mei said manifested a sense of the Tao. Much of
what I said was impetuous verbiage.29

Tseng Kuo-fan was deeply pained by the Li Yuan-tu affair, and con
sequently fell into an extended depression during which he depreciated
and criticized the character of his subordinates generally.30 Several days
after his remonstrance with Tseng over the memorial on Li Yuan-tu,
therefore, Ch'en again found it necessary to comment on his friend's
behavior:

At dusk I had a long conversation with Tso-mei. He said that to
regard everyone in the world as bad is not as productive as to re
gard everyone as good. To preserve a measure of encouragement
and charity toward others will cause men to desire to be good. Pre
sumably he was ridiculing my recent penchant for talking of men's
shortcomings, and regarding everyone as wrong.31

Tseng's recognition of his companion's earnest criticism and moral superi
ority in these instances reflects the Confucian tradition of mutual culti
vation of character among friends which was in large part the theoretical
foundation of the mu-yu relationship.32 Such an ideal relationship be
tween friends was rarely recorded by Tseng.

There were other members of the inner mu-fu whose relationships with
Tseng approached the intimate association of Tseng and Ch'en Nai. But
each tended to fulfill some unique function with respect to Tseng's needs.
Wu Chia-pin, for example, was a chin-shih "classmate" of Tseng's who
seemed to move in and out of camp rather freely—an occasional intellec
tual and social companion more than a practical advisor or serious func
tionary.33 When he was present, however, he was ubiquitously at hand,
often as an intense "chess" partner, or as a literary friend discussing
scholarly and philosophical subjects or meeting together with others to

18602» Ibid., 953. 28 October
Tseng's army, had been defeated
chou prefecture, Anhwei. Tseng
he turned up unremorseful over
Tseng impeached him. Ibid., 942,
this affair see Chao Lieh-wen, 621

30 Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 951,
Yuan-tu. Ibid., 698. But even
flaws in his personality, and had
on his last mission.Tseng Kuo-fan^

si Ibid., 955. 2 November 1860,
32 "Do not form friendship

improve oneself by emulation as
Lun-yu, IX:24. Cf. also 1:1,1:8.

33 Wu Chia-pin, chin-shih 1838:

wilh

Li Yuan-tu, commanding two battalions of
on 3 October 1860 at Ts'ung-shan pass in Hui-

it first feared he might have perished, but when
tiis fault in the defeat and overconfident as well,
945-946, 948-949, 954. For another account of
623.

954, 956. Tseng had a very high opinion of Li
before his defeat he had begun to suspect the fatal

idmonished him in detail before sending him off
, Diary, 938, 939.

those not equal to oneself"—so that one may
well as by the benefit offered by the other person.

was a native of Nan-feng, Kiangsi. Yu Yii-ti, 20.
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compose verse.34 As a chin-shih degreeholder of the same year as Tseng,
Wu could be considered as having had a privileged position among
Tseng's colleagues, yet in spite of this apparently rather relaxed and
extra-curricular status (only once does Tseng mention that they talked
of serious military problems) he was nevertheless a member of the inner
mu-fu.

Wu Chia-pin exemplifies the type of literary and cultural companion
who was always associated with Tseng. He had no formal position what
soever; but this does not mean that he was inessential. For the most part
Tseng mentioned him in the context of extra-official activities, but his
constant presence during his visits was important, and he sometimes
rendered such personal criticism or advice as had Ch'en Nai.35 Wu's
presence helped sustain Tseng in an extremely demanding task which
Tseng frequently found both unpleasant andenervating.

Wu Chia-pin's relationship with Tseng often bordered on the sub
ordinate one of a student, as Tseng corrected and criticized his essays
or poetry.36 But such was quite possibleamong friends of this kind. How
ever, there were students in a proper sense in Tseng's retinue. One of
them, Chang Yii-chao, studied ku-wen under him.37 Tseng not only had
a high estimation of his potential, but was quite fond of his company as
well and regretted his absence:

Later I sent off Lien-ch'ing [Chang Yii-chao]. Lien-ch'ing has re
cently studied tirelessly. In writing ku-wen, moreover, he has pro
gressed most skillfully. Of all my pupils, the greatest achievement
may be expected from him. For this reason I have advanced this
man. But lingering on the point of departure, my affection for him
makes separation unbearable. Because he asked me to write an
epitaph for his grandfather, today I presented it to him.38

Much later Chang became a regularmember of the mu-fu?9
Needless to say, not all the associations between Tseng and the various

members of his retinue were as affectionate and personal. Ho Ying-ch'i
was a military advisor who served for a time as a battalion commander.40
Although he took a part in the theoretical discussions of which Tseng
was so fond, accounts give one the impression of a certain reserve and
businesslike formality in his relationship with Tseng, quite unlike that for

34Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, cf. 627-632, 653-657, 685-695 passim.
35 Ibid., 593, 657.
3« Ibid., 584, 586-587, 592, 619, 629, 740.
37Chang Yii-chao, chin-shih 1865, was a native of Wu-ch'ang, Hupeh. Yii

Yu-ti, 46. See also Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 457, 460, 861.
38 Ibid., 740-741.
3«Yii Yu-ti, 46.
40Ho Ying-ch'i, was a native of Ch'ang-sha, Hunan. Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, "Hsu

Tseng-wen-cheng-kung mu-fu pin-liao," 131.
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those more familiar companions.41 Rather prophetically, it seems in retro
spect, their discussions centered on the character and problem of leader
ship—subsequently Tseng had to remove Ho from the command of his
battalion because of lack of discipline among the men, although this did
not appear to affect Ho's service with Tseng otherwise.42

Because of the individual and personal nature of the functions served
by the diverse personalities and relationships present in the inner mu-fu,
this group is the least susceptible to systematic definition and arrange
ment. It is necessary to characterize Tseng's immediate retinue as rela
tively informal and amorphous. But this characterization does not negate
the functional importance of the inner mu-fu as a whole, nor is it meant
to suggest that the rest of Tseng's elaborate organization was also amor
phous. The role of the inner mu-fu in the context of the wider organiza
tion is discussed later.

The Style of Tseng Kuo-fan's Leadership

Tseng Kuo-fan's personality dominated his following. Therefore the style
and flavor of his activity inevitably illuminated his leadership of his sub
ordinates and colleagues. But Tseng's personality is difficult to approach.
He tended to be distant, stern, moralistic, terse. He was demanding of
himself and didactic to his followers. In contrast to the generous diary of
Chao Lieh-wen (discussed below), Tseng's diary is cryptic and laconic.
Tseng was fond of recording brief facts, outlines, and lists, but not gossip,
and above all not secrets (whether about personalities or matters of
state). Many entries in his diary are nothing more than bare summaries
of the day's activities. It is not that his dairy does not contain a wealth
of information and many insights into his personality. But it is often
tantalizing in its suggestiveness. He complained often of poor health
and physical disorders under the strain of his intense activity. He de
scribed at length natural locations he visited and discoursed extensively
on philosophical and literary subjects. But when it came to apparently
crucial conversations with a secretary,he often simply recorded the event
with no elaboration of its contents beyond possibly the subject.

By no means did Tseng sit back and watch his operation run itself. He
was constantly in touch with rather trivial matters, and personally super
vised some of the most minute aspects of his campaign. In this meticu
lous attention to detail he frequently made notations of arrangements and
lists of people and facts in his diary, along with reminders of things
which had to be attended to.43 Such memoranda might include detailed
admonitions and instructions to his subordinates, and various tasks to be

4*Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary. 642-643,774, 775, 780.
«Ibid., 644,692,819.
43 For instance, cf. ibid., 449-459 passim.
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delegated.44 Moreover, as his campaign progressed Tseng's correspon
dence loomed as his most time-consuming activity. He seems to have
written immense numbers of letters and dispatches to other oflScials as
well as to his own officers and advisors in the field.45

The personal daily routine which Tseng set for himself in 1859 reveals
the kind of activities which filled his day then:

Before first fight, rise and look at the stars.
At daylight compose my mind. Sit respectfully before the "Sages'

Screen." Then write diary.
After breakfast attend to official business. Write one or two letters.

Write paired scrolls for entertainment purposes, etc., or practice
writing from copy slips.

At noon sit quietly and rest, or nap. At 2:00 pm eat lunch.
After lunch read at least ten pages, at most no more than thirty

pages.

At sunset a brief rest or nap.
After dark review a ku-wen essay: ten times if less than one thou

sand characters, five times if more than one thousand characters.46

Clearly, although his secretaries did not do everything for him, he usu
ally expected to have considerable free time for unofficial activities and
entertainment. But this was before he became governor-general.

Later, such a relaxed existence was no longer possible, and a new

44For 15 August 1858, for instance, he recorded the following admonitions and
instructions:

Those with command ability in the various battalions ought to be charged
with special responsibility. The personal bodyguard battalion ought to
have alternate turns on and off duty.

The above two items: Hsi-an [Li Hsii-i].
In bivouacking, it is best to select strategic ground. Command authority
must be emphasized. Do not be careless of standard official procedures.
Military officers may not handle contributions and likin money. Be equal
ly prompt in responding to reports, orders, rescripts, as well as replying to
letters.

The above five items: Wen-fu [Tseng Kuo-hua].
Tea houses and opium houses outside the camp cannot be permitted. A
contingent of sixty percent strength cannot fight a battle requiring seventy
percent strength.

The above two items: Yen-an [Li Hsu-pin].
Ibid., 461-462.

45 The volume of his correspondence required a separate classification system,
which he set up for his principal correspondents on 3 September 1858. These in
cluded Hunan Governor Lo Ping-chang, Tso Tsung-t'ang, Hu-kuang Governor-
General Kuan-wen, Hupeh Governor Hu Lin-i, Kiangsi Governor Ch'i-ling,
Kiangsi Provincial Treasurer Lung Ch'i-jui, Yang Yueh-pin, P'eng Yu-lin, Li Hsii-
pin, Chang Fei, Shen Pao-chen, home correspondence, Ch'i-an correspondence.
Ibid., 481.

*&Ibid., 728-729. 15 September 1859. The "Sages' Screen" mentioned here refers
to the "Record of the Portraits of the Sages" which Tseng composed between 20
February and 23 February 1858. Ibid., 622-624. Cf. Tz'u-yuan, 1208 for a full
explanation of this work.
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proposed daily schedule in 1860 reflects the increased load of work after
he became governor-general:

In recent days official business has been rather great, and increas
ingly my energy has not been sufficient to meet it. Hereafter, I have
decided: every day, after rising early, either check rolls or review
training or inspect fortifications—necessarily one of these three
things. After breakfast write perhaps between two or three personal
letters. Also correct two or three letters drafted by mu-yu. At 12:30
pm nap, and after lunch send off approved drafts. At 5:30 pm make
notes of persons who ought to be recruited and matters which should
be attended to. At night chant familiar books and avoid official busi
ness. Retire about 10:30 pm. 47

While the previous schedule smacks simply of Tseng's penchant for
orderliness and routine, this new regimen seems to imply a holding action
against the intrusions and pressures of increasing official duties. Tseng
constantly sought refuge from his official burdens, and regretted his loss
of time for literary and scholarly activities. His sense of public duty drove
him on in his career, but he seemed to have little taste for the job itself.

He was not a dashing general personally at the head of his men in
battle. He sat rather at the cockpit of his manifold military and civil
organization, sending and receiving communications and conferring with
his personnel. During the anxious period at the time of Li Yuan-tu's
defeat, in a not unusually busy day, the burden of this position became
most heavy:

In the morning I did not leave camp. Wrote a letter to Tz'u-ch'ing
[Li Yuan-tu]. After breakfast filed papers, and wrote again to Tz'u-
ch'ing. Chang Hsiao-p'u [Chang Fei] came and we talked at length.
Met three visitors. Went out to send off Chang Hsiao-p'u. Just upon
returning received a report from Tz'u-ch'ing stating that the city
[Hui-chou] was secure and nothing was amiss. Altogether four times
during the day I urged Mr. Pao [Ch'ao] to go to his aid. I replied to
Governor Hu [Lin-i]'s and Governor Yii [-k'o]'s letters and sent let
ters to Tz'u-ch'ing, Chang Shu-yun [?], [Chang] K'ai-chang [?], and
Tso-mei [Ch'en Nai], Replied to letters from Wei-hsi [Shao I-ch'en]
and Tz'u-ch'ing. During the second watch of the evening I heard that
at 3:30 pm on the twenty-fifth [8/25 in the lunar calendar; 29 Sep
tember 1860] Hui-chou fell and Tz'u-ch'ing's whereabouts is un
known. Because of this I could not sleep all night.48

In such crises Tseng frequently resorted to divination in order to find
a solution or make a decision, a sort of ritual which was seriously em
ployed in a quite matter-of-fact way to predict the outcome of policies or
courses of action.49 Once when he had received no news of his brother

47Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 920-921. 22 August 1860.
*>Ibid., 945. 30 September 1860.
49 For instance: "After breakfast I requested Tz'u-ch'ing to forecast the occupa-
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Tseng Kuo-ch'uan for some time, and was unable to overcome his anxiety
for his safety, he "asked Li Hu-sheng to cast his fortune with tablets
[dominoes?]. Apparently he is still safe."50 This was but one more of the
diverse services rendered by his closest secretaries.

Finally, the "awesome burden of responsibility" for Tseng was unre
lieved by any material personal indulgence. His quarters were far from
sumptuous, as Chao Lieh-wen once described them: "Recently I visited
the Grand Secretary [Tseng Kuo-fan] directly in his bedroom. The coarse
cloth tent was low and small. There was only a cotton quilt and a grass
mat. Besides two small boxes to one side, and paper and brushes ar
ranged on a small table, there was not one thing of value! How admir
able!"51 Such spartan self-denial was a well known characteristic of
Tseng's personality, in contrast to the numerous cases of notorious official
self-indulgence.52

As Tseng's organization expanded, and as his share in all aspects of
the suppression of the rebellion became greater, the demands on his at
tention correspondingly increased. Even so, the kind of literary and cul
tural interests which were so much a part of his earlier daily routine
never ceased to engage him whenever he had the time. This constant
preoccupation with study, writing, calligraphy, literary appreciation, and
literary and philosophical discussion lent a peculiarly cultivated quality
to Tseng's headquarters and its immediate staff, some of whose members
were notable (as we have seen) mainly for their scholarlycredentials. His
steady diet of literary activity rarely abated except in the midst of the
most serious and pressing business, and then such diversion from his
studies tended to accent the crisis.53 In fact sometimes he found he had
to admonish himself:

Again, I wrote three poems. [Altogether I have] finished sixteen
compositions. After lunch Teng Mi-chih [Fu-lun] came and with the
whole company we talked about poetry. I am too inclined in war
time to neglect regular duties for poetry and essays. Hereafter, I
must be more careful.54

These extracurricular pursuits did not contribute directly to the great

tion of Chiu-chiang. The result was inauspicious. Forecasting [Chang] K'ai-chang's
attack on Ching-te-chen, the result was auspicious." Ibid., 616. The method used
here was most probably that of "throwing the I-ching"—see ibid., 618 and 878 for
other examples of divination.

™ Ibid., 590.
si Chao Lieh-wen, 1153. Cf. also 617-619.
52Such self-denial, whether real or imagined, is a familiar attribute of great

Chinese leaders—how often has one been assured, for instance, that Generalissimo
Chiang prefers a mean cottage secreted somewhere behind the magnificant facade
of Yang-ming-shan, which is intended only to impress and do honor to foreign
dignitaries!

53 Cf. Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 810-811.
54 ibid., 628. 3 March 1859.
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task at hand of defeating the Taipings. But if they merely created for
Tseng's organization a gratuitous atmosphere of culture, still it would
not have seemed so to the members of his inner mu-fu. They, like their
patron himself, regarded suchthings virtually as their reason d'etre—like
him, theywere all gentleman scholars and generalists, not speciahsts. The
tension between the humane requirements of the generalist and the me
chanical demands for specialization was becoming uneasily felt by Tseng.
Whether they might somehow be harmonized, or whether instead they
were ultimately incompatible is a central question to which I shall sub
sequently return. The inner mu-fu at least, was preeminently the strong
hold of the generalists, which inevitably enhanced its unstructured and
amorphous character.

Chao Lieh-wen

One of themore important advisors and secretaries under Tseng Kuo-fan
fortuitously provided a wealth of detail and commentary in his own
record of his career in themu-fu. Chao Lieh-wen's extensive diary offers
a neat counterpart to Tseng Kuo-fan's own diary—the secretary's own
point of view as distinct from that of his patron.55 It is worth examining
Chao's case history because it elucidates many of the characteristics of
the mu-fu operation, both in its inherited traditional form and as it was
beingdeveloped under Tseng.

If it is not improper to credit the impression his own account gives of
hisrole, Chao lieh-wen was an outstanding mu-yu. Indeed, he does not
appear to have purposely inflated his ownrecord of his activities, and he
probably did not intend his dairy for public consumption in any case.56
Yet even his most unembeUished narrative frequently suggests that he
was an important and respected person. It is important to remember,
therefore, that Chao should not be taken as representative of the average
secretary in Tseng's service. Nonetheless, they were all to some degree
unique; and one could hardly ask for abetter example.

Chao was certainly an important catch for Tseng. His principal inter
view with Tseng at Tung-liu, Anhwei, has already been described in
Chapter III. Actually, this was but one step in the more lengthy process
of Chao's entrance into the mu-fu, one of a series of visits and meetings
theyhad, partly social and partly business, over aperiod of several weeks.
From the first, he was apparently greatly impressed by what he observed
and heard of Tseng's character from the officers and adjutants who con-

65 The relevant sections of thetwo diaries are not coeval, of course. See Chapter
HI, n. 7. Nevertheless the useful material in Chao's diary covers the period from
mid-1861 to early 1865.

5» Wu Hsiang-hsiang, "Chao Lieh-wen Neng-ching-chu jih-chi ti shih-liao chia-
chih" [The Value as an Historical Source of Chao Lieh-wen's Neng-ching-chu
jih-chi], Bibliography Quarterly (Shu-mu chi-k'an), I, 1 (Autumn 1966), 41-50,
discusses the value and general character of Chao Lieh-wen's diary.
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ducted him about—the lack of ceremony between Tseng and his men,
the observance of discipline, and the care and fairness with which he
administered justice.57 Several days after this interview, on 27 August
1861, Chao submitted his curriculum vitae, but it was not until 7 Sep^
tember that Tseng finally asked Chao to stay on.58

Even so, Chao demurred. He had plans to travel on to Hunan and
Hupeh, where he expected to see Tso Tsung-t'ang (for whom Tseng
providedhim with an introduction), but he promised to return after that.
Meanwhile he lingered at Tung-liu, and when Tseng advanced his head
quarters to An-ch'ing, which had only recently been taken, Chao accom
panied his suite there several days later.59 He took leave of Tseng on 3
October, and again agreed to return, having been much influenced by
Tseng's flattering request that he write for him a report on "barbarian
affairs" during his trip.60

Chao may be considered to have started working for Tseng from this
time. During the course of his trip he inquired into and made notes on a
wide variety of matters, including his perennial interest, "foreign affairs"
(in the broad sense, which included the study of all foreign activities and
policies in China, and of their characteristics and distinctions).61 Also,
in his absence Tseng had recommended Chao along with a number of
other men in a memorial to the court, an honor which additionally helped
to attach Chao to Tseng's staff.62

Upon his return to An-ch'ing on 15 February 1862, he submitted an
informal memorandum to Tseng, reporting intelligence and observations
of Taiping positions and strength, with some of his own opinions. It is
interesting to note here the deferential and tentative style in which this
report is couched—Chao is addressing Tseng not as a venerable teacher
dispensing instruction to a respectful student, which the tradition of the
mu-fu mystique would have us believe was the role of the mu-yu, but as
an employee still somewhat uncertain that he is providing just what his
employer wants from him.63 Chao was still no simple hireling, yet this
was a kind of contractual relationship, albeit founded on mutual respect
and friendship, in which the hierarchical order of "boss" and "worker"
was clearly evident.

From the beginning, Chao was obviously pegged as a foreign affairs
specialist, a competency for which there was a growing need in Tseng's
mu-fu. When Tseng Kuo-fan was made Governor-General of Liang-

57 Chao Lieh-wen, 617-619.
58 Ibid., 625, 632.
5» Ibid., 632-638.
so ibid., 661, 665.
61 For instance, see ibid., 671, 677, 748.
62 ibid., 829, 835; TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 439. As a formal device, this kind of

recommendation will be dicsussed below.

63 Chao Lieh-wen, 833.
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Kiang (Kiangsu, Kiangsi, and Anhwei) in 1860, his duties came to in
clude review and advice to the government on all problems of state, and
his particular territorial jurisdiction especially involved problems of
"barbarian affairs." When the treaty settlements with the foreign powers
of that year, which included the expansion of treaty rights and trading
prrivileges up the inland waterways of the Yangtze, wereconcluded, such
problems were naturally greatly multiplied.

Many of the documents concerning these new problems which came
into Tseng's office, therefore, were sent to Chao for some kind of action.
His new work now began in earnest, and he records what was involved.
Periodically as theywere received, Tseng sent memorials, reports, letters,
treaties, and documents of various kinds to Chao, with instructions to
comment on them, write critiques, draft replies, or simply note their
contents. On 19 March 1862, for instance, "I received a copy of a dis
patch from the Governor-General of Hu-kuang sent over by the Com
mander's office [Tseng Kuo-fan]. After reviewing it I sent it to the secre
tary-clerks' office to be examined and received by Messrs. Chang and
Yang, and received a receipt."64 Another instance indicates more explic
itly what Chao was required to do: "The Commander showed the draft
of Governor-General Kuan's [Kuan-wen, Governor-General of Hu-
kuang] memorial to me and ordered me to annotate its unsatisfactory
points, appending some comments at the end."65

In each case the procedure for handling adocument was approximately
the same. After the document was transmitted to Chao and he had done
what was required with it (after as much as two or three days had
elapsed), he returned it to the office, sending it to the same two secre
tary-clerks (Yang Wan-chin and Chang Fu-fan) and receiving an ac
knowledgment or receipt, or he handed it directly to a messenger or
adjutant.66

Initially, at least, Chao was kept occupied almost entirely with docu
ments pertaining to problems occasioned by the recent treaty settlements
with theforeigners and thesubsequent expansion oftheir trade. As Tseng's
colleague Kuan-wen, Governor-General of Hunan and Hupeh, was the
other principal high regional official whose jurisdiction encompassed the

«* Ibid., &53.
65 ibid., 850. 17 March 1862. The term translated here as "Commander" (k'uei-

shuai) is one Chao frequently used in referring to Tseng. It is actually a kind of
contraction for "Grand Secretary" and "Commander."

The memorial in questiondiscussed the entrance of foreign shipsinto the Yangtze
from Shanghai, and made proposals on customs houses and receiving customs
revenue. It was common practice for the Court to send memorials from officials to
other high officials for comment before making a final decision. Thus, this was one
of Tseng's responsibilities in which Chao assisted.

66ibid., 837, 859, 861, 879, 945, 950. Yang Wan-chin and Chang Fu-fan were
secretary-clerks in Tseng's mu-fu, possibly specially commissioned in this depart
ment of official business.
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central Yangtze provinces into which the trade was penetrating, much of
Tseng's business, directly or indirectly, was naturally with him.67 Other
business included such items as dispatches transmitted from the Tsungli
Yamen; treaty regulations for the inland waterways sent to Chao for
study; andtreaty clauses forthe Russian overland trade.68

Perhaps more intriguing was the less routine opportunity to criticize
and comment on policy. When Kuo Sung-tao (one of Tseng's early asso
ciates and at this time a grain intendant in Kiangsu) sent Tseng a letter
on the problem of foreign penetration and China's policy toward the
western powers, Chaowas ordered to draft a reply.69 One detects in his
comments on this letter a hint of impatience:

I received from the Commander's office Intendant Kuo Yun-hsien's
[Kuo Sung-tao] verbose letter which strongly disputes that Com
mander's previous letter. To say that it is better for the various cus
toms stations to levy their own duties than for Shanghai to levy their
duties for them is true. But not to permit them [the foreigners] to
enter the inland waterways is even more desirable.70

Chao goes on to say that whileChina has been insulted and treated with
contempt,her injuries canhardlybe rectified by balkingon this one point
of customs duties. In fact, the injustices done to China can only be cor
rected by working together, using the methods of self-strengthening and
the West's own techniques, to restore her power. If the old habits of
hypocrisy and insincerity in dealing with foreigners are not changed, he
concludes that all these intentions will be ineffectual posturing. Chao's
enlightened appreciation of China's endemic problemin foreign affairs is
all the more interesting when juxtaposed, as here, with that of Kuo
Sung-tao, who was himself no reactionary in this area—Kuo possessed a
reputation for progressive ideas on foreign policy.71 By his presence in
Tseng's staff, therefore, Chao had the opportunity to exert an important
influence, both in his secretarial work and in the advice he tendered.
Although the precise nature of this influence remains undetermined,
Tseng was usually quite receptive to new ideas on China's modernization.

The upshot of this regular employment as a foreign affairs specialist
was that after several months, Chao was specifically charged with foreign
affairs cases.72It is not clear whether this commission was a newly created
position or whether Chao was simply on a probationary status up to this
time, but apparently this was an honor and even a promotion of sorts. It

67in addition to the two cases cited above, see also ibid., 950, 954, where pro
posals for regulations on foreign customs levies were involved.

68/to?., 837,841,861.
69 Ibid., 855, 859.
70 Ibid., 855.
71 Hummel, 438.
72 Chao Lieh-wen, 882. 31 May 1862.
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seems that the first period of his employment may have been intended
as a trainingand familiarization process, leadingto a more formal assign
ment. Be that as it may, the character of his work did not radically
change for the time being, and he was certainly productively engaged
throughout.

However, Chao gradually assumed more important and varied respon
sibilities. For one thing, he began to draft memorials for Tseng. As an
oflicialcould be judged by the Court by the quality of his memorials, this
was a more crucial function than answeringdispatches from other officials
of equal or inferior rank.73 Moreover, on 31 October Chao was ordered
by Tseng to go to Chiu-chiang to lease a steamship for use in towing
transports to the aid of the siege of Nanking.74 This kind of task was a
departure from the work that had engaged him earlier in his service. If
his previous status hadbeenprobationary, nowhe had apparently become
a trusted and independent agent for Tseng.

After a longabsence mainlyspentin Shanghai, wherehe had gonenext
after his commission to Chiu-chiang, apparently on a variety of errands
for Tseng, Chao returned to An-ch'ing on 13 March 1863.75 There he
resumed his duties as a foreign specialist. But in the meantime, his rela
tionship with Tseng had grown. The expanded style of their contactwas
notable especially in the morepersonal quality of their relationship.76

In pursuing his special interest, Chao was more active than ever. Pre
viously I mentioned his comments on some of Kuo Sung-tao's ideas on
foreign relations. Now Tseng showed him a manuscript of Feng Kuei-
fen's celebrated critique of China's modern problems and her relations
with the West.77 Chao kept the manuscript for several days, studying it
intensively and making very extensive notes in his diary, recording his
agreement or disagreement with its ideas and proposals.78

73 in one case, whichhe specifically classifies as falling underhis secretarial juris
diction, he drafted a statement in reply to a "palace letter" calling for deliberation
on the advisability of using Indian troops to help in the siege of Nanking. Ibid.,
943. Another case, drafting a memorial in response to a request from the Court
for opinions on a proposal for relief of severe economic distress in the Eight Ban
ners, was beyond his usual purview. Ibid., 926-927.

74 ibid., 1019.
75 From Shanghai, he reported back to Tseng, detailing observations of condi

tions on the way, and makingcomments and suggestions for action that ought to be
taken, later annotating his summary of his report to indicate which ones were ulti
mately carried out. Ibid., 1029-1031. 17 November 1862. Also, he arranged for the
purchase of foreign handguns and brought back a number of them. Ibid., 1044. 14
& 15 December 1862.

76 For instance, Chao was asked by Tseng to evaluate an essay written by his
son, Tseng Chi-tse, who accompanied Tseng from time to time. Ibid., 1115. 23-24
April 1863.

77 This work, the Chiao-pin-lu k'ang-i (Chao referred to it as "Chiao-pin-lu
ch'u-kao"), edited by Feng in 1861, was not published until some years later in
1865, and was still considered modern at the end of the century. Hummel, 242.
For Feng Kuei-fen generally, see ibid., 241-243.

78 Chao Lieh-wen, 1115, 1119-1125. 23 April-1 May 1863.
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Exposure to the ideas of suchmen, who were noted for their relatively
advanced awareness of China's real situation in the world, was probably
an important source of Chao's special knowledge of this subject. Yet
Chao himself seems to have been a fertile and independent thinker on
foreign relations. While in Shanghai earlier, he visited Li Hung-chang,
then Governor of Kiangsu, and broached to him his idea for the estab
lishment of a foreign language training school:

As he also touched on foreign affairs, I proposed to him the estab
lishment of a [foreign] language translation school. Intelligent and
superior students from good families would be selected, or more ob
scure students would be chosen by examination. [The students]
would be given a salary and required to study foreign language and
writing. They would study and clarify all problems of Sino-foreign
relations, in order to avoid [reliance on] sharp brokers and disloyal
scoundrels, and irregularities and inconsistencies in terminology
which cause crises between China and foreigners. The Governor
very much agreed with what I said and agreed to propose it in a
memorial.79

No doubt his experiences in Shanghai, which was becoming the focus of
western contact, were another important source of Chao's knowledge.
What other sources may have existed in his background to stimulate his
interest in foreign affairs and modernization is a problem entirely unillu-
minated by his traditional biography.80 It seems likely that his special
competence was largely self-taught, through direct observation and read
ing whatever sources were available to him (including those mentioned
above). This may ultimately be an unsatisfactory explanationbut, in any
case, the issue of the sources of Tseng's and Chao's ideas on moderniza
tion and the West is peripheral to this study. What is central is the way
in which Tseng employed such men based on their demonstrated knowl
edge and competence, and the significance of this employment for China's
modernization. I will return to this problem in regard to Chao and others
in the concluding chapter.

On his way back from Shanghai, Chao had stopped off to visit Tseng
Kuo-ch'Uan, commanding the great siege operation against the Taiping
capital at Nanking as part of Tseng Kuo-fan's overall campaign strategy.
(From the great castle-like fortress which was Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's camp
outside the city, one could survey Nanking through a telescope, picking
out the gilt roofs and spires of the huge palace of the Heavenly King of
the Taipings.)81 Apparently Chao had made a great impression on

79Ibid., 1041. 9 December 1862. In due course, on 11 March 1863, Li Hung-
chang sent a memorial on just this subject. Li Hung-chang, Li-wen-chung-kung
ch'uan-chi [The Collected Works of Li Hung-chang] (7 vols.; Taipei: 1968),
"Tsou-kao," 110.

80 PCCP, 26:la-3a. Wu Hsiang-hsiang's article on Chao's diary, cited above,
offers no solution to this problem.

si Chao Lieh-wen, 1089-1090.
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Tseng's younger brother at this time, for some months later Tseng Kuo-
ch'uan wrote asking Tseng to send Chao tohim at Nanking. Chao quite
earnestly made known his disinclination for an ambitious career, but he
was nevertheless ultimately unable to prevail against Tseng's insistent
desire that he should go—as an inducement Tseng conceded that if once
hewent, after hearrived there he could leave or remain as it suited him,
or even come and go between the two places—and Chao departed for
Nanking at the end of June 1863.82

In a way this was a new commission on Tseng Kuo-fan's behalf—
Chao might beconsidered still amember ofTseng's mu-fu, onloan to his
younger brother but with his connections with his original patron pre
served. The situation remained ambiguous, because in other respects it
amounted to a transfer to another mu-fu, albeit a satellite of the elder
Tseng's.

Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's extraordinary regard for Chao was indicated by
the memorial he submitted announcing new men taking up service in his
mu-fu. This was the same device which Tseng Kuo-fan had used at the
time Chao first entered his mu-fu, to bring Chao's name to the attention
of the Court and thereby give notification of his employment. The effu^
siveness of Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's recommendation was a source of great
embarrassment to Chao. Also, and more importantly, it was a harbinger
of the problems to be generated in the future by Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's
headstrong obstinacy. EarUer the moderate recommendation of the elder
Tseng had caused problems for Chao, so he had good reason to be
anxious:

My evaluation ran to more than twenty sentences. I felt that with
so many men in this headquarters to have such an effusive evalua
tion inthe very first report was improper, and I dread the notoriety.
Last year after the Grand Secretary's [Tseng Kuo-fan] recommen
dation, everyone else was filled with malicious envy, and animosities
nearly tookover. NowI dare not again become a public target, but
in spite of my urgent protestations, the Governor [Tseng Kuo-
ch'iian] would not relent. Moreover, he said, "The point of this
memorial is actually only to recommend you above all." Not only
was I unable to decline, but my request to delete several sentences
of the evaluation was also denied. The Governor ordered a revision
of the phraseology, but having sent over a copy on which he signed
"so-and-so earnestly supplicates," I felt all the more uncomfortable
and uneasy. But what can be done?83

Once before, while Chao was away in Shanghai, Tseng Kuo-fan had
recommended his name to the Court, this time for appointment to a dis
trict magistracy.84 Such arecommendation was a special mark of honor,

&Ibid., 1144, 1145,1154.
S3Ibid., 1169. 24 August 1863.
84 Ibid., 1097-1098.
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but one which had to be employed cautiously to avoid arousing jeal
ousies:

The Commander said that a recommendation to a high post would
cause people to talk, so there was nothing for it but to start from a
trifle andwork up, whichmustnot arouse people's envy. Such genu
ine affection from him deserves uncommon gratitude.85

When Chao protested that hehad simple desires and no ambition for an
official career, but thought only of serving in a great general's suite,
Tseng merely laughed. Apparently he did not take such reluctance
seriously.

These recommendations must be understood as an important aspect
of the operation of the mu-fu, especially in this period of ferment and
change in political institutions. While a bureaucratic career was still
widely esteemed, the immediate purpose of these recommendations was
not to advance a prospect into some regular bureaucratic post. This is
not to saythat there may not have beenulterior motives guiding Tseng's
use of the recommendation procedure—the placement of proteges in
official posts could provide useful liaisons in the regular bureaucracy, for
example. But Tseng did not go to the trouble of recruiting men for his
personal staff just to help advance their careers or to populate the bu
reaucracy withhis allies. Of course, recommendation could be a potential
reward, bringing the name of a deserving subordinate to the attention of
the Court so as to improve his future prospects. But Tseng needed quali
fied and competent personnel to man his growing personal apparatus.
Recommendation also served to enhance the present value of a subordi
nate and further attach him to Tseng's service. Many of those who were
recommended by Tseng, for example, eventually received an expectant
rather than a substantive post and continued to serve Tseng directly.

Later on Chao had cause to reflect on the idiosyncrasies of the mu-fu
career when, as another mark of his esteem, Tseng Kuo-ch'uan was
particularly generous to Chao's friend:

The Governor sent thirty taels of silver for travelling money over
to Ch'ing's [Teng Tz'u-ch'ing] quarters, which he was unable to de
cline. I told Tz'u-ch'ing: "As a mu-liao, one is usually treated very
well by the mu-fu patron. If [the treatment is] too meagre, it would
be very difficult to bear, but there would still be the option of leav
ing. But if too generous, then one feels he has no way to repay the
treatment and he feels uncomfortable at heart, even to the point of
being unable to eat or sleep." Now the Governor has never met Mr.
Teng; his affection demonstrated in this indirect way causes me all
the more concern.86

**Ibid. 13 March 1863.
se Ibid., 1180.9 September 1863.
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The intense personal quality of this relationship between the private sec
retary and his patron stands in marked contrast to the more impersonal
and mechanical character of Chao's activities and qualifications. Two
distinct levels of relationships thus defined Chao's role as a secretary:
the personal one of a friend and colleague; and the impersonal one of a
subordinate specialist. This is an inherent ambivalence in the mu-fu
system.

Chao fulfilled much the same sort of function for Tseng Kuo-ch'uan
as he had previously for Tseng Kuo-fan, except that now his work was
less restricted to his special knowledge of foreign affairs (by virtue of
Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's very limited official position, few opportunities arose),
and his duties were more diverse. He was probably Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's
most important advisor and counsellor on both military and political
problems, and drafted letters and memorials for him as well.87 Indeed,
drafting letters and memorials soon became the focal point of a critical
problem for Chao.

Tseng Kuo-ch'Uan had been billeted as Governor ofChekiang in 1863
but, in order to pursue his siege of Nanking, had not taken up the post
Thus while he held the rank of governor, which under normal circum
stances carried the privilege of memorializing the throne, in fact he was
serving under the auspices ofhis brother within his jurisdiction as Gov
ernor-General of Liang-Kiang, and was expected to pass his memorials
through him. Nevertheless Tseng Kuo-ch'uan began increasingly to sub
mit memorials on his own reliance. This was no small concern for Chao.
It was properly within his responsibility to remonstrate with Tseng Kuo-
ch'uan over such abreach of official etiquette, and this is what he did,
persuading him to hold back a number of memorials, especially those
on subjects which had no direct connection with his actual position at the
moment.88

In spite of Chao's remonstrance, however, Tseng Kuo-ch'uan unwisely
persisted in his headstrong course. In the meantime, Chao had returned
to An-ch'ing temporarily (he arrived there 17 October 1863). From
there he wrote to Tseng Kuo-ch'uan, apparently anxious over just such
an eventuality, explaining his position:

In my humble opinion, your position is such that, while you are in
sole authority both territorially and militarily, it is improper to
trouble [the court] with superfluous proposals. It seems best to de
lay reporting on this month's activities; to submit no reports for
one or two months would not be neglectful.89

But Chao's warnings were either too late or unavailing. Several days
87Cf. ibid., 1160, 1162, 1185, 1187, 1193, 1196.
**Ibid., 1193. 19 September 1863. Chao had earlier asked him to submit me

morials to Tseng Kuo-fan for approval. Ibid., 1162. 27 July 1863
89Ibid., 1207. 17 October 1863.
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later he was apprised that one of Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's memorials had
been returned with the rescript: "As Tseng [Kuo-ch'uan] has not yet
assumed his official duties as Governor of Chekiang, hereafter he will
report military affairs along with Yang [Yueh-pin] and Feng [Yii-lin] via
Tseng [Kuo-fan]'s memorials, according to regulations, and not memo
rialize on his own reliance."90

This was a grievous rebuke for an official to receive from the Court.
Tseng Kuo-fan, fearful that his brother might have fallen into adepres
sion over it, ordered Chao toreturn immediately to Nanking. But Chao,
conscience-stricken that he had failed to prevent this very thing from
happening, determined not to go.91

It was only under intense pressure from Tseng that Chao eventually
capitulated.92 That Tseng was able to prevail was testimony to the respect
and admiration in which Chao held Tseng Kuo-fan. But the two levels
of relationships, equal and subordinate, which defined Chao's position
are juxtaposed in this situation. Which relationship most influenced
Chao's capitulation to Tseng's wishes is not clear, and this question is
basic to understanding Chao's mu-fucareer.

Chao was back atNanking on23 December 1863. In this penultimate
stage of his service under the two Tsengs, initially he was once again
immersed in the busy work of drafting letters, reports, and memorials,
and in discussions of fiscal and strategic problems with Tseng Kuo-
ch'uan.93 But as the siege ofNanking mounted towards its climax during
the spring of 1864, the demands of its operation increasingly absorbed
all Chao's attention as they already had Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's.

Moreover, as the siege wore on, the immense stresses and strains of
maintaining it began to take their toll on Chao's relationship with Tseng
Kuo-ch'uan. In spite of the seemingly inexorable force being brought to
bear on the city (the ring was closed on 15 March and the increased
pressure elicited signs of desperation and disintegration from among the
defenders), it was increasingly evident that arace was emerging between
Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's prosecution of the siege operation and internal and
external pressures threatening to interrupt his plans. Chao found himself
in the center of this conflict which finally led to his breach with Tseng
Kuo-ch'uan.

90 Ibid., 1210. 24 October 1863.
91 Ibid., 1210-1211. Chao wrote to Tseng Kuo-ch'uan explaining and agonizing

over his dilemma./6/d., 1211-1212.
92 Ibid 1218, 1219-1220, 1223. Tseng took the extraordinary step of visiting

Chao himself on successive occasions to urge his return in compliance with his
wishes

93 Cf ibid 1241-1242, 1337, 1350. For much of January 1864 Chao was en
gaged in an intensive review ofall ofTseng Kuo-fan's public reports for the period
from mid-1860 to early 1863 in order to familiarize himself with their contents.
Ibid., 1238-1241, 1251, 1261. This activity suggests his final point of reference was
always Tseng Kuo-fan.
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On one hand, there was internal attrition in both materiel and morale.
Chao felt obliged to bring to Tseng's attention the growing reports of
eroding discipline within his army:

I went to see the Governor to report the various things I had heard
outside. The Governor replied: "The pay and rations for all the
battalions are greatly inarrears. Many soldiers are eating rice gruel,
and the battalion Commanders are all ashamed to see it, and have
no appetite for imposing more rigorous discipline. At present stores
are exhausted andthere is no place to getmore. If one moremonth
goes bywithout taking the city, we will be at the point of collapse."
He also said that atnight hedreamed he had climbed a high moun
tain to the very peak, and saw that there was noway to return, so he
could neither advance any further nor withdraw. He assumed this
was not auspicious. Saying this, his expression seemed sad and
dispirited, and there was nothing I could say that could alleviate it.94

Facing the danger that the failing morale and discipUne among his troops
would become epidemic, Tseng Kuo-ch'iian was exhausted by the diffi
culties of the siege.95

On the other hand, there was the external pressure generated by an
impatient Court anxious for a speedy conclusion to this extended siege
which, from the security ofthe north, seemed to have been going on all
too long. TheCourt used the apparently imminent crisis within the ranks
of the besieging forces to exert pressure to have the siege reinforced and
thereby more quickly dispatch the Taipings.96 Li Hung-chang's army had
just completed a briUiantly successful campaign around Shanghai; his
handy proximity to Nanking made his participation in the Nanking siege
thenext logical step from the Court's point ofview.

Li Hung-chang's possible assistance was the occasion for elaborate
posturings and deUcate maneuverings among the parties involved.97
Having single-handedly prosecuted the attack for so long, Tseng Kuo-
ch'iian was in no mood to share the final honor with any late-comer—least
ofaU LiHung-chang ofwhom he was becoming quite jealous.98 Burdened
by the constant anxiety that the reward for his perseverance would be
dUuted in the final hour, he no doubt suffered greatly from the tensions

94 Ibid., 1295-1296. 30 March 1864.
95 Cf. ibid., 1319. 22 April 1864.
96 Someone no doubt not well disposed toward the Tsengs had reported to the

Court thedisintegration of morale within the army atNanking, and this information
got back toTseng Kuo-ch'iian via a"palace letter" toTseng Kuo-fan Ibid

97 Somej of: these maneuverings and his interpretation of them are detailed by
Chao. Ibid 1377-1379, 1383-1385. In contrast to other accounts of these events
Chao and Tseng Kuo-ch'uan were deeply suspicious of Li's motives, believing him
to be m fact quite anxious to interfere in the Nanking operation. The contrasting
interpretation given by Hail (pp. 286-289) and Folsom (p. 88) suggests that Li
showed great finesse and tact in generously deferring to Tseng Kuo-ch'uan

88 Hail, 286; Chao Lieh-wen, 1379. Hearing praise of Li's army caused Tseng
Kuo-ch uan such displeasure that Chao had to spend some time pacifying him.
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and frustrations of his position." On the day before the final assault took
place, the news arrived that Li had dispatched alarge force to Nanking.
"The Governor was at Lung-po-tzu with the army in the field when he
received the dispatch, and he announced to the assembled officers: 'Oth
ers are coining! Do we give over two years of difficulty and distress to
them?' All responded, 'We will make the supreme effort!' "10°

As the time for thecoup de grace approached, Chao became increas
ingly alarmed over the disintegration of discipline and security. But Tseng
Kuo-ch'uan, himself succumbing to the strain, gradually lost patience
with Chao's persistent complaints, and his attitude turned hostile.1''1
Chao's worst fears were realized when on the day of the triumph, disci
pline utterly evaporated as even the servants and grooms deserted head
quarters, lured away by the prospect of looting. Fearing some catas
trophe, Chao appealed toTseng to reimpose control, but

TheGovernor was extremely weary then, and hewas very displeased
upon hearing what I said. His eyes widening, he asked, "what would
you have me do?" I answered: "Ihear the breach in the wall is very
large; I fear you ought to go yourself to guard it." The Governor
shook his head and did not respond.102

Tseng Kuo-ch'iian was seemingly immobilized in the achievement of his
final success, and now turned adeaf ear to Chao's remonstrances.108

Moreover, Chao was apprehensive lest some of the Taipings escape
through the unguarded breach in the wall. Indeed, it was subsequently
reported that the most feared Taiping leader, Li Hsiu-ch'eng, had escaped
with the new "Heavenly King" by this exit.104 Once again, Chao ap
proached Tseng, asking him to send off ahasty report to Tseng Kuo-fan
and asupplementary memorial to the Court. Tseng refused, but by the
next day he had thought better of it and consented.105 This oversight was

»9 Hail, 287.
i°° Chao Lieh-wen, 1394.18 July 1864. ».oml
i°i Ibid 1392 1393. 13 &16 July 1864. As the inevitable fall of thecity nearea,

no one wanted to be left outof the action, and the usual careful security precau
tions broke down as everyone went to the forward lines, leaving no one m reserve
at the rearward base. Tseng Kuo-ch'uan dispatched a member of his general_ staff
to the rear to rectify this problem, but as this officer was sympathetic with the
rank-and-file, nothing was done and Tseng took no further action This was but one
of the failures ofTseng Kuo-ch'iian's leadership about which Chao was especially
critical.

102 ibid., 1396.19 July 1864.
i°3\Vhen Tseng Kuo-ch'uan insisted on drafting a memorial reporting the suc

cess and recommending many ofhis officers for their merit, Chao objected that he
was once again exceeding his authority and violating a specific^ injunction from
the Court against reporting anything more than a summary of facts. The rest
must go through Tseng Kuo-fan. But Tseng Kuo-ch'iian rudely dismissed his
objections. Ibid., 1397.

i°* Ibid.; Hummel, 462.
i°5Chao Lieh-wen, 1398.20 &21 July 1864.
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later to prove an important embarrassment to Tseng Kuo-ch'iian (who
had falsely reported the death of the young Taiping king), thus confirm
ing Chao's judgment.106

Although Nanking had fallen, discipline had still not been restored,
and now the situation became more serious. Reports began to reach
Chao ofthe orgy ofdestruction and looting that was being perpetrated by
Tseng's troops inthe city.107 Upon investigating, hewas sickened and out
raged by the ghastly carnage and wanton destruction taking place, in
which much of the innocent population ofthe city was massacred along
with the Taiping remnants.108

Tseng Kuo-ch'iian was annoyed and angry over his secretary's inces
santcriticism of his actions (or inaction), andhe let the fact be known.109
Although this breach in the fagade ofmutual respect and friendship which
ideally characterized the mu-fu occurred in the context of the pressing
tribulations of a long-endured siege, it was nevertheless indicative of the
sort of clash between the secretary's principle and the official's self-will
which could (and ideally even ought to) afflict the relationship. It was
testimony to the persistence of the mu-fu mystique that Tseng Kuo-
ch'uan subsequently apologized to Chao for some of his previous beha
vior, andChaowas appeased.110

At times it must have seemed to the younger Tseng that Chao's point
ofreference was always Tseng Kuo-fan. There may have been some sub
stance to this. Thus when Tseng Kuo-fan arrived at Nanking on 28 July,
Chao took up with him again with alacrity. But with the lifting of the
pressure of the war, Chao's direct involvement with Tseng Kuo-fan be
came less regular and his mention ofwork for him is sporadic.111

106 Hummel, 750. Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's negligence and premature report elicited
a severe reprimand from the Court. Chao Lieh-wen, 1400, 1410. Again Chao
was deeply affected by what he felt to be his own failure in his responsibility to
avert this catastrophe in the first place. Ibid., 1412-1414.

107 Cf. Hail, 290. Some of the secretaries who had observed the events were
themselves robbed and nearly killed. Graves were being dug up everywhere in
search of treasure. Chao Lieh-wen, 1404, 1405. 25&26 July 1864

M Mid., 1405-1406. 26 July 1864. Tseng Kuo-ch'uan had widely distributed
proclamations prohibiting arson, killing, and rape. Chao specifically found a
number of officers particularly culpable in these acts, but Tseng was apparently
unwilling or unable to take any action.

109Ibid., 1406.
110/WJ. At the time of his final departure from Tseng Kuo-ch'uan later, Chao

made a favorable assessment of his character and personality, that the errors of
his previous conduct were trivial and that the faults of a superior man, for all to
see, were not to be compared with those of one who conceals his faults from a
sense of shame. Ibid., 1458-1459. 31 October 1864.

111 The last important order of business for Chao was the rather mysterious
attair of the disposal of the captured Taiping Chung Wang, Li Hsiu-ch'eng, and
his confession.' Earlier, Chao's intervention in the nick of time had barely pre
vented Tseng Kuo-ch'iian from executing him on the spot following his capture.
Then Chao had pleaded Peking's interest in such a catch. Ibid., 1400-1401 23
July 1864. Now, he readily agreed with Tseng Kuo-fan's intention to execute him
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The history ofChao's service with Tseng Kuo-fan reflects the ambiva
lence between the generalist and the specialist in the role of the private
secretary in the mu-fu system. His career in a sense vacillated between
the two basic career types which we have seen coexisted in the mu-fu
tradition: the mutual friendship between fellow generalists; and profes
sional specialization for its own sake. The prominence of the personal
value of friendship and the impersonal value of technical proficiency
shifted with the demands made on him.

Although his role wavered, the attractions of the generalist tradition
remained strong for Chao. The point is that the potential for specializa
tion could be stimulated by a growing demand for technical competence.
ForChao at least, the choice between generalist and specialist was unre
solved. But for others who followed him, a career as a specialist was
increasingly becoming a viable alternative. The explicit elaboration of a
more formal bureaucratic structure which is the subject of the following
chapters had its germination here in the still largely unrefined proto-
bureaucratic core of Tseng's expanding organization.

before having received the Court's instructions on the matter. Ibid., 1410. 3
August 1864. In the meantime, Li Hsiu-ch'eng's celebrated "confession" had been
extracted from him, and Chao later assisted Tseng in preparing the document for
transmission to the Grand Council. Ibid., 1415, 1417. See Ho Lieh, " 'Li Hsiu-
ch'eng ch'in-kung-shou-chi' ting-wu" [Examination of Mistakes in the Manuscript
of Li Hsiu-ch'eng's Confession], Tung-fang tsa-chih, II, 4 (October, 1968), 39-43,
for a recent study of the problem of this interesting document.
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V

The Growth of a Private Bureaucracy

Tseng Kuo-fan was sent out to suppress the Taipings without any finan
cial appropriation or administrative staff provided by the government. He
was expected to borrow the facilities of theregional official structure and
call on the support of private gentry assistance, either one or both of
which could easily deny him their support and impede his progress. Con
fronted bythese obstacles, he gradually created apersonal administrative
organization to support his military operations, which could only expand
as his financial support developed or he acquired amore formal or regu
lar official position.1 Such self-reliance was expected of him by the central
government, which left him to his own devices.

These devices included military, fiscal, and personnel apparatuses ofan
increasingly autonomous bureaucratic character. The development of
these devices was aprocess quite different, for instance, from the establish
ment of a personal staff by a district magistrate, for whom the staff was
made necessary as much by the unfamiliar complexity and established
tasks ofan office for which he was ill-equipped, as by any lack ofsubordi
nate personnel provided by the government or attached to his official posi
tion or office. The magistrate had a fixed and limited task, salary (with
ample opportunities for augmenting it), and office, to which his personal
staff was supplementary. Tseng Kuo-fan had abroad and indefinite task,
noestablished financial support, and noofficial location. He had to create
his organization from the ground up, and also to devise the very means
for its support. Thus his organization was different in function and scope
from a local official's mu-fu.
^ The organization of the district magistracy reflected the various func

tions it served as the fundamental administrative unit. Both the formal
petty officials and the informal personal staff of secretaries, clerks, and
servants, therefore, corresponded to the primary preoccupations of the
magistracy (law and taxation), as Table 1below suggests. The personnel
structure represented here is anideal one, but it nevertheless indicates the
basic orientation of the regular local administration. It is important to

1Hail, 201, describes the difficulties occasioned by Tseng's lack of regular official
status. Tseng's report onhis reorganization following his appointment to the power-
ful post of Governor-General of Liang-Kiang in 1860, and his reflections on his
previous lack of authority, illustrate the problem of his earlier position. TWCKCC
Jso^kao," 333. See also ibid., t(Nien-p'u," 75-76. This problem, as well as*
Isengs financial arrangements—the nature of the support he thus developed and
its significance—will be discussed in the following chapter. Here the intention is
to discuss the administrative apparatus itself.
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Table 1

Personnel of the District (Hsien) Administration
(Based onCh'uT'ung-tsu, 8-9, 38-41,76,97)

I Magistrate (hsien-ling)

II Subordinate Officials

1. Assistant magistrate (tso-erh)
Assistant magistrate (hsien-ch'eng)
Registrar (chu-pu)

2. Chief officer (shou-ling kuan)
Jail warden (tien-shih)

3. Miscellaneous officials (tsa-chih)
Subdistrict magistrate (hsiin-chien)
Postmaster (i-ch'eng)
Tax collector (shui-k'o-ssu ta-shih)
Granary supervisor (ts*ang ta-shih)
Sluice keeper (ch'a kuan)
Fish tax collector (ho-po-so kuan)

III Unofficial Staff

1. Clerks (li)
civil branch (li-fang)
revenue branch (hu-fang)
rites branch (li-fang)
military branch (ping-fang)
legal branch (hsing-fang)
works branch (kung-fang)
(plus up to ten others, for special record-keeping tasks)

2. Secretaries (mu-yu)
law (hsing-ming)
taxation (chfien-ku)
tax collections (cheng-pi)
registration (kua-hao)
correspondence (shu-ch'i)
brushes (chu-mo, hung-heipi)
bookkeeping (chang-fang)

3. Servants (cKang-sui)
gate porters (ssu-hun, men-shang)
endorsement attendant (ch'ien-ya, kao-an)
granary supervisors (ssu-tsfang)
kitchen superintendent (kuan-ch'u)
personal attendant(ken-pan)
court attendant (chih-fang)
correspondence attendant (shu-cKi)
seal attendant (yung-yin)
land tax and grain tribute attendant (ch'ien-liang, chien-ts'ao)
jail attendant(kuan-chien)
poststation supervisor (kuan-hao)
miscellaneous taxes (shui-wu)
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note that the magistrate's personal staff filled the gaps in the official roster
of subordinate officials (seldom were all these positions actually filled by
separate personnel), and otherwise supplemented the specific functions
and established tasks of the office.2

Tseng Kuo-fan's organization diverged from this established mode of
local administration. In function, his initial organization was similar to
the earlier form of the mu-fu as a militarystaff, before it became adapted
to the uses of civil regional government. But as it developed through ad
hoc arrangements, the resulting organizational structure ultimately served
different functions and more varied objectives from those which had
characterized the conventional mu-fu. The most important of these func
tions fall into two principal groups: the increasingly complex financial
operations, discussed in the following chapter; and the training and ad
vancement of personnel, to be discussed in the present chapter. In addi
tion, a somewhat less important group includedtechnological functions.
The result was a kind of personal bureaucracy, which although private,
was still not merely a glorifiedmu-fu.

The general outline of Tseng's organization during 1858 is recon
structed in Table 2 below. As noted in Chapter IV, Tseng set out on his
second campaign in 1858. The reorganization which he undertook then
made this period especially important, and data on his organization are
relatively explicit and abundant.8

Clearly, this was not a normal mu-fu. To review an important point,
raised in Chapter I and again in the beginning of Chapter IV, relating to
this study's perspective on the mu-fu: only if the term is construedin the
broadest possible sense canthe organization developed by Tsengbe called
a mu-fu. Moreover, such a view tends to mask significant institutional de
velopments. In fact, the structure exhibited in Table 2 is an organization
which had evolved beyond the limits of the mu-fu and should not be char
acterized as one. First, although mu-yu staffed many elements of this
organization, much of the "inner mu-fu" as defined in Chapter IV is not
visible here—many of Tseng's mu-yu were not formally attached to any
part of this structure. Second, certain segments of this organization were
established in relatively permanent locations independent of Tseng's tem
porary location at any given time—the organization was geographically

2 Ch'ii T'ung-tsu points out that many of the possible subordinate official posts
rarely existed in practice, and in any case all were very insignificant positions.
Ibid., 10-13.

3 The problem of the loss of the earlier portions of Tseng's diary has been noted
in Chap. Ill, n. 7. It is appropriate at this point to inject a cautionary note, that
data and sources of information on both mu-fu organization and more specialized
organization are elusive. Often considerable uncertainty must exist in reconstruct
ing such unofficial structures. The dynamics of the organization and its constituent
parte is especially difficult to determine with certainty. Tseng Kuo-fan was in the
habit of making lists, but there is no guarantee of the thoroughness of these, and
they usually lack any indication of operational structure.
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Table 2

Tseng Kuo-fan's Organization in 1858
(Based on Tseng, Diary, 451,464-465,471-473, 508)

I Retinue (sui-shen)
1. General Staff (ying-wu ch*u)

Staff officers (wei-yuan)
Company officers (shao-pien)

military police officers (hsiin-ch'a)
company commanders (pai-chang)
signal officers (ta-cKi)

2. Wing Commanders (i-chang)
[Divisional commands; "left" 4000 men, "right" 5000 men]

3. Adjutants (hsiin-pu)
civil (wen) and military (wu) ranks

4. Inner Treasury Department (nei yin-cKien so)

5. Inner Munitions Department (nei chiin-hsieh so)

6. Judicial Department (fa-shen so)

7. Official Documents Secretary (kuan-kung-tu)

8. Correspondence Secretary (kuan-shu-ch'i)

9. Secretary-clerks (wen-an)

10. Orderlies (ko-shih-k'a)

11. Servants (chia-jen)
sealkeeper (men-yin)
endorsements attendant (ch'ien-ya)
brushes and ink attendant (pi-mo)
valet (i-fu)
footman (ken-pan)

H Commissariat (liang-tai) [Range: 40-80 li from headquarters]
1. Supervisors (hu-li liang-tai)

2. Outer Treasury Department (wai yin-cKien so)

3. Outer Munitions Department (wai chiin-hsieh so)

IH Financial Organization
1. Accounting Office (pao-hsiao chii), combiningthe local branch of the

Supply Office (see below) at Hu-k'ou, Kiangsi
General manager (tsung-li)
Commissioners (wei-yuan) [Co-managers, one of whom managed

the records]
Shipyard (ch*uan ch'ang)
Bursars (chih-ying)

2. Supply Office (chuan-yun chii)—branches located in Hu-k'ou,Kiangsi;
Kuei-ch'i, Kiangsi; and Han-k'ou, Hupeh

Commissioners (wei-yuan)

3. Disbursement Office (chih-ying chii)—Kiangsi Commissioners
(wei-yuan)
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dispersed. Third, and perhaps most important, this structure suggests a
specifically functional organization of an order quite different from that
of the conventional mu-fu. This staff did not supplement some pre-exist
ing structure; instead it composed the organizational formitself.

Tseng Kuo-fan's Bureaucracy

Tseng's administrative structure maybe characterized by two basic levels
of organization: (1) a mu-fu (in the restricted sense of the term as ap
plied in this study) composed informally of Tseng's intimate associates,
advisors, trainees, and secretarial and clerical staff; and, (2) a "bureauc
racy" composed of more formal (in the sense of having explicit and con
crete form or structure) and functionally diversified departments and
offices. An important terminological distinction provides the rationale for
this characterization. Theprincipal components ofthe "bureaucracy" were
"offices" (chii) and "departments" (so), having well-defined jurisdiction
and limited functions. Theywere staffed by"deputies" (yuan orwei-yuan),
having relatively well-defined status and limited responsibilities. In con
trast, the mu-fu was characterized by indefinite form and diffuse func
tions; its members were mu-yu who (particularly in the "inner mu-fu")
hadvariable status and diffuse responsibilities, the character of which we
have discussed in Chapter IV. Another distinction bearing onthis charac
terization involve the degree of relationship between Tseng and his per
sonnel: as subordinate functionaries, the"deputies" often had a less per
sonal andimmediate relationship withTseng thandid the members of his
inner mu-fu.

The twobasic organizational levels were notmutually exclusive. Mem
bers ofTseng's mu-fu served inimportant positions inhis "bureaucracy,"
making a sharp demarcation of structural boundaries impossible. Some
other reasons for this overlap will become clear later. While Tseng's "bu
reaucracy" represented a development beyond the mu-fu, a prototypical
mu-fu continued to exist in Tseng's service.

In regard to this lack of organizational clarity, it is noteworthy that
there was evidently areal reluctance onTseng's part to allude to his"bu
reaucracy" in publicdispatches and other documents, much less to reveal
its workings. This reluctance is itself possibly the most eloquent testimony
to theunusual political nature of his organization. This question will be
dealt with further in the concluding chapter. For the time being, it is
sufficient to note that the mu-fu was a recognized practice, whereas its
extensive elaboration could have been regarded by the government as a
challenge toits authority. A reluctance to refer to such development may
also have been partially responsible for the perpetuation of the official
image of anofficial's private organization—regardless of its actual ramifi
cations—as merely an innocuous mu-fu.*

4Compare this terminological problem with a similar one with respect to fuan-
lien discussed in Kuhn, 208.
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Within Tseng Kuo-fan's "bureaucracy," as distinct from his mu-fu,
two principal divisions may be distinguished (see Table 2): (1) a staff
organization (Tseng's retinue, including his General Staff, supporting
departments, secretaries, clerks, orderlies, etc.) generally serving in his
immediate company; and, (2) the rest of the administrative apparatus
(including the Commissariat and the financial organization) generally
operating apart from Tseng. Like the distinction within the mu-fu itself
alluded to at the beginning of Chapter IV, this distinction may also be
characterized by an"inner-outer" dichotomy. One can detect this feature
most explicitly in the distinction between the "Inner Treasury Depart
ment" (neiyin-ch'ien so) of Tseng's retinue andthe "Outer Treasury De
partment" (wai yin-ch'ien so)of theCommissariat, for example.

The first of these two divisions, Tseng's staff organization or retinue,
served diverse advisory, planning, and executive functions relating to mili
tary, political, and fiscal affairs. It was that portion of Tseng's entire
"bureaucracy" most closely linked with the overlapping mu-fu. The most
visible feature of this overlap is the appearance in the retinue of the lesser
staff of clerical personnel which composed the "outer mu-fu." Important
mu-yu also servedin more eminent positions throughout this division. In
addition, the retinue was distinguished from the rest of the administrative
apparatus by its proximity to Tseng, andhenceits mobility.

Unfortunately, there is little concrete information on the operation of
many of the departments of Tseng's "bureaucracy." From what may be
discovered in Tseng's diary and elsewhere in his works, however, it ap
pears that specific regulations often governed the structure and operation
of the subordinate parts of his organization.5

The "General Staff" (ying-wu ch'u) was the key segment of Tseng's
retinue. The prototype for this organization existed in the regular Army
of the Green Standard (lu-ying).* Apart from the lesser company-level
militaryofficers attached to it, the General Staff included some of the most
important of Tseng's advisors from his mu-fu (Li Yuan-tu and Li Jung,
for example).7 While in this respect it served the more traditional func
tionof a military advisory and planning staff, it also hada newer capacity
for developing and promoting generalship.

5The specification of the conditions of pay and promotion for orderlies (ko-
shih-k'a; Manchu: gocika) provides an example of the kind of regulations for
subordinate units detailed by Tseng (Diary, 501):

Six taels [monthly wages?] per orderly. Five men to one tent. Three ser
vants per tent. Those promoted to [the rank of] captain additionally re
ceive two personal servants. Those promoted to [the rank of] lieutenant-
colonel or major additionally receive three personal servants. Those pro
moted to [the rank of] lieutenant or sergeant additionally receive one
personal servant. Acting Company Commanders [also] receive one ser
vant and one horse and maintenance [for these]. (Cost for a servant,
three taels; cost for a horse, one tael.)

GLoErh-kang, 161.
7 Tseng, Diary, AI1; Yii Yii-ti, 24.
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The "Judicial Department" (fa-shen so) was a quasi-political agency
which dealt with problems arising from the interaction between Tseng's
organization and the local poUtical and social structures. Some of the
cases it handled show that one function of this department was the inves
tigation and disposition of the conflicts which often arise between ele
ments of Tseng's army and the local populace or gentry.8

The "InnerMunitions Department" (nei chiin-hsieh so) was an agency
for the manufacture, supply, and development of armaments for Tseng's
forces. At first, it worked only with traditional Chinese weapons, but it
became thelocus of experiments inthemanufacture of western-style arms.
It was thus the beginning of later, more sophisticated arsenals which de
veloped under Tseng's guidance. Its staff included Tseng's scientific ad
visors and engineers.9

The second principal division of Tseng's bureaucracy (essentially the
restof the administrative structure apart from his immediate staff organi
zation) included Tseng's Commissariat and his financial administration.
This division was by far thelargest part of his bureaucracy, reflecting the

8 One such case is recorded by Tseng as follows:
When four soldiers of the Vanguard Battalionwere passing through Ying-
t'an [Kiangsi] [they were attacked] by [members of] the militia office
[t'uan-chii] there and one of them was killed while three were badly
wounded. Subsequently at 9:30 AM Magistrate T'an came to report
[the incident]. Therefore I ordered T'an to make an inquiry. After T'an
investigated he returned to report. The evidence was confused and only
the murderers' statements had been taken. This was simply evasion of
responsibility [on T'an's part]. Therefore I ordered that Officer Tseng
Shou-wen, Licentiate HuangTsung-fa, and innkeeper Kuei Sheng-sheng be
arrested and brought to headquarters, and turned the case over to Li
Hu-sheng [Li had charge of the Judicial Department] for further investi
gation. ... At 7:30 PM Li tried the case. [It seemed that] after they had
attacked the four soldiers, the militia office conspired to send in a
trumped-up report to the district seat. The circumstances [of the attack]
were extremely cruel. Therefore Tseng Shou-wen was sentenced to death,
while Huang Tsung-fa and Kuei Sheng-sheng are to be conducted to
Hu-k'ou, as forfeiture if any of the wounded men die and the case is re
opened.

Tseng, Diary, 493. 11 September 1858.
The circumstances of another casewere less clear, but seem to have involved the

general populace rather than specific gentry:
Today some soldiers of the GuardBattalion [hu-chiin-ying] were wound
ed by the people in T'ang family village eastof the [Fu] river. The people
came to make an oral report, and the Judicial Department investigated.
The investigation wasnot yet complete when two Fu-chou soldiers [ping],
two Lin-ch'uan policemen [ch'a], and two bodyguards ich'in-ping] were
sent to T'ang family village to retrieve the soldiers that had been seized.
The village also seized these men. Only at night did they finally return.
The perverse customs of the locale arereallyabominable.

Ibid., 667. 11 May 1859. See also ibid., 511 &551 (the former page has been mis-
bound and should appear following page 544) for a further example of such
conflicts.

9See Wang Erh-min, Ch'ing-chi ping-kung-yeh ti hsing-ch'i [The Rise of the
Late Ch'ing Armaments Industry] (Taipei: 1963), 27-28.
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overwhelming importance of the role of finance and fiscal operations in
the development and maintenance of his activities.10 This division was
also penetrated by mu-yu serving as supervisory personnel (Li Hung-
chang's elder brother, Li Han-chang was themost notable of these.)11 But
otherwise this part of his organization was characteristically more dis
persed and stationary than the first division. As the nature of Tseng's
fiscal organization and its operations will be discussed in the following
chapter, it will suffice here merely to indicate its general character in the
context of his organization.

The prototype for the "Commissariat" (liang-tai), as for the General
Staff, existed in the lii-ying.12 Tseng is not particularly rigorous in his ap
plication of the term liang-tai, which raises problems in interpreting the
precise function ofthe Commissariat. Inhis official reports it seems tobe
used as an inclusive term for his whole financial organization, while pri
vately he uses it in a more restrictive sense.13 This variance suggests an
intentional vagueness meant to disguise the more radical nature of his
extensive fiscal structure. The same problem has been noted above in
relation to Tseng's reluctance to reveal the nature of his apparatus in
public writings.

In the narrow sense in which it will be interpreted here, the Commis
sariatwas a mobile intermediate divisionof Tseng's bureaucracy, serving
as a fiscal liaison between his staff organization or retinue and the more
dispersed and stationary parts ofthefiscal apparatus.14 The"Treasury De
partment," through its "inner" and "outer" branches in the retinue and
the Commissariat respectively, seems to have acted as a receiving agency
for funds fed into the organization from the various revenue sources of
the fiscal apparatus.15

When Tseng became Governor-General of Liang-Kiang in 1860, his
new official authority greatly augmented the potency of the private bu
reaucracy hehad already developed. The effect of this new power onhis
organization isnotentirely clear. Of course theregular provincial bureau
cracy within the areas ofhis jurisdiction (Kiangsi, Kiangsu, and Anhwei)
was now at his command. Like any newly appointed regional official, he

10 Tseng's private bureaucracy as defined in this study is, of course, exclusive
of his military organization per se. See Introduction.

11 Tseng, Diary, All; TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 291. Li Han-chang later became
Governor-General of Hunan and Hupeh. HPCC, 30:21a. See Chap. VI for his
place in Tseng's financial organization.

12 Lo Erh-kang, 163. I am unable to discover any corroboration for the eight
fold functional division of this institution made by Lo Erh-kang. (See ibid., 162-
163.) Tseng does mention four of these divisions (nei yin-ch'ien so, wai yin-ch'ien-
so, chiin-hsieh so, and fa-shen so), and by implication possibly a fifth (wen-an so),
although not precisely in this organizational context. See above, especially Table 2.

is Cf. TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 140, 291, 333; and Tseng, Diary, A6A-A12.
14 This mobility is also suggested by Lo Erh-kang: the Commissariat came to

be located in the headquarters of the marine force. Lo Erh-kang, 163.
15 See Tseng, Diary, 579.
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normally would have had to supply his own personal staff of secretaries
and subordinate functionaries—but this, and more, he had already cre
ated. We will see (in Chapter VI) that he restructured his private finan
cial administration along provincial lines of organization, yet still with
supraprovincial objectives. Moveover, he established hisnewyamen, with
its conventional six divisions matching the Six Boards of the central gov
ernment, on boardhis flagship at An-ch'ing. This was to be his new offi
cial residence as it had been his old headquarters.16 Thus he accommo
dated hisnewofficial status to his oldposition—he abandoned neither his
mobilitynor his larger objectives.

Apparently what resulted from Tseng's new position of official author
itywas neither the atrophy ofhis personal organization nor its complete
absorption by the regular provincial organization. Instead the two were
joined together, and the official provincial machinery was at least partially
placed in the service of Tseng's supraprovincial objectives. Examples to
bediscussed later include: the use ofthe Kiangsi financial commissioner's
office for the fiscal accounting and reporting for Tseng's entire organiza
tion; the practice ofmilitary recruitment from selected provinces for trans-
provincial ends; and the levy oflikin from asingle province (Kiangsi) to
support extraprovincial activities. One motive of the government may
have been to curtail by this appointment the development ofTseng's au
tonomous position; but the organization which hehad already built up
precisely because he originally lacked such asubstantive official position
had acquired sufficient momentum to preserve itself against this threat.
In the crucial areas ofpersonnel and finance, therefore, Tseng's autonomy
remained intact.

The Process of Elaboration

Initially, Tseng's organization was not extraordinarily large. When he set
out from Ch'ang-sha in 1858 his retinue, including facilities for its ma
terial support, was embarked inonly ten boats (ch'uan). The size of these
boats is unspecified, but they could not have been large—Tseng with Liu
Jung and Kuo K'un-tao occupied one boat.17 Somewhat later, Tseng listed
the number of supervisory personnel of the two divisions of his develop-

™Ibid., 905;TWCKCC, "Nien-p'u," 75-76.
17 Tsenglistedthe boatsandtheiroccupants as follows:

Tseng with Liu Jung and Kuo K'un-tao 1 boat
orderlies (ko-shih-k'a) [[[['.'"'.'. 2 "
adjutants (hsiin-pu) and guards (ch'in-pingj 2 "
secretary-clerks (wen-an) ""!!!!"!!!! 1 "
Inner Treasury Department (nei yin-ch'ien so) ....ZZZZZZ... 1 "
student trainees (shao-yeh) '][ \ »
kitchen (huo-shih) """-I™!!!"!"!!"™]]" 1
laborers (ch'ang-fu) !..!!"Z1™3™".""" 1 "

There were thirty-three orderlies by this time Durwhether'or"not"they were all
included m this retinue on one boat is not clear. Ibid., 451. 27 July 1858.
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ing organization (the Commissariat and his retinue) as thirteen persons.18
The number of individuals specifically associated in Tseng's diary with
the various components of the organization given in Table 2 amounted
to seventy-seven persons. Finally, Lo Erh-kang provides a cumulative
table of 182 principal personnel inthe Hsiang Army organization.19 The
sources for this list are biographies of theperiod, but only eighteen of the
personnel listed (approximately ten percent) are clearly "civil" advisory
and secretarial personnel: practically all the rest are military officers and
commanders in the Hsiang Army itself.

These various sums do notpertain to identical groupings of personnel.
Nevertheless they suggest the relative magnitude of Tseng's organization.
Compare the total of seventy-seven personnel of all types inTable 2, for
instance, with what may be gleaned from Ch'ii T'ung-tsu's comparable
outline of the district magistracy.From the latter, one may suppose a nor
mal or typical magistracy to have had acomplement (including all types
of personnel) of thirtyto sixty persons.20

The numerical size of Tseng's organization did not make it unusual.
Rather, it was the process of ad hoc ramification by which it grew that is
significant. This process is obvious in the evolution of Tseng's complex
financial administration discussed in Chapter VI. Here it may be illus
trated by some of the minor elaborations of his organization:

(1) On 15 October 1858, Tseng arrived in Chien-ch'ang, in eastern
Kiangsi, where his headquarters would be located for several months
(until 16 March 1859). Several days after his arrival, he established a
"Forwarding Department" (ti-wen so) at Nan-ch'ang, the provincial capi
tal, and dispatched twomenthere to manage it.21

As with most other such divisions of his organization, Tseng fails to
provide details ofthis department's operation. But its purpose would seem
tohave been to provide aliaison for official communications which, given
his lack of any regular official position atthis time, would necessarily have
had to be transmitted to Tsengthrough the official provincial structure at
Nan-ch'ang. The twomendeputized to manage this department were ap
parently only lesser agents in his organization—they are mentioned very
infrequently by Tseng and do not appear in the lists of mu-yu given by
Hsueh Fu-ch'eng and Yii Yu-ti.22

Tseng was notinclined to leave such organizational matters to chance.

is Ibid., 464-465. 19 August 1858.
i&Lo Erh-kang, 83-93. .
20 Up to nine officials, up to thirty or more clerks, up to ten secretaries, ana

about twenty servants was considered normal, but the total in some of the separate
categories was frequently less. Ch'ii Tung-tsu, 8-12, 38-41, 76,97.

21 Tseng, Diary, 540. 19 October 1858. The two managers were HuWei-chih and

122 For reference to Hu Wei-chih, see ibid., 540, 544, 687, 711. For Ting Shih-
fang, see ibid., 489, 540, 544, 547, 573.
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His penchant for orderliness led him later on to specify the conditions of
a private messenger service with his home. Elapsed time spent by the
messengers in travel and rest was fixed, per-diem expenseswere paid, and
punishments and rewards were assigned according to the number of days
late or early by the schedule, as incentives.23

(2) Because of incessantdisputes arising between his soldiersandlocal
money-changers (ch'ien-tien), on 25 March 1859 Tseng ordered the Com
missariat to open its own money-changing service.24 The purpose, to sta
bilize currency exchange and thereby eliminate a cause of friction between
his army and the local population, reflecteda constant concern of Tseng's.
He was extremely anxious that his army preserve a reputation for good
behavior, and he was therefore sensitive to the potential hostility which
his troops might generate among the populace.25 This reputation was an
important part of the competition with the Taipings, whose depredations
lost them vital support.26

(3) Sometime before 9 October 1858 a "Rice Office" (mi chii) was
established through the initiative of one of the members of the General
Staff.27 This office was a joint enterpriseundertaken with the participation
of local gentry to stabilize the price of rice. The gentry staffed it, and a
subordinate officer of the General Staff oversaw its operation. The pur
pose was to prevent fluctuation and speculation in the price of grain.28
The presence in a locality of a large force such asTseng's would certainly
tend to raise prices—such an office was no doubt designed in the interests
of the armyto protectit from exploitation throughthis unusual situation.29

(4) The "Loyalty Office" (ts'ai-fang chung-i chii), apart from its pos
sible function of attracting talent, was an ideological indoctrination and
morale office staffed by Tseng's followers.80 It represented a further way

28 ibid., 856-857. 4 May 1860.
z* Ibid., 639.
25 For examples of Tseng's concern for disturbance of the local population by

his troops, see ibid., 531, 712, 778, 847. Tseng formally warned his troops against
disturbing the people when pitching camp. They were not to remove the planks of
the gates, dismantle houses and remove bricks, trample grain and seedlings or
destroy the people's fields and products, take their ducks and chickens, borrow
their pots and pans, send for them to dig trenches, expel them from their houses,
build walls that obstructed access to roads, cut graveside trees for firewood, or
fetch water from fishponds. TWCKCC, "Tsa-chu," 71. This is a remarkable catalog
of what must have been the normal transgressions of an ordinary government army.

26 Cf. Wright, 202.
27 Tseng, Diary, 530.
28 ibid. It is not clear why the General Staff, not the Commissariat, had super

vision of this office, except that it was a General Staff member (Wang Jen-shu)
who had developed the idea.

29Organizations of this type took various forms. Chao Lieh-wen records some
details of a "Steamship Convoy Office" (lun-ch'uan hu-shang chii) which offered
"protection" to shipping on the Yangtze River. Chao Lieh-wen, 1048. Larger mer
chant craft paid a fee and received an identifying pennant and a passport from the
ships attached to the office.

30See Chap. Ill for the circumstances of its founding.
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to combat the Taipings at a local level by promoting local models of vir
tue, the emulation of which would encourage greater enthusiasm in de
fense of the old order.81 Information on the personnel and operation of
this office is slight. Besides Ch'en Ai, who inspired its founding and who
supervised its activities at least in the beginning, other members at times
included Hu Shao-hsiin and Liu Jui-fen.82 Ch'en and Liu were relatively
eminent,which may suggest the importance of the office in Tseng's eyes.

These offices represented a process of collective development in re
sponse to a broad range of specific problems. The Forwarding Depart
ment was designed to meet a detail of the political problem of Tseng's po
sitionbefore he received effective official authority. The money-changing
service attemptedto solve an aspect of the social problem occasioned by
the movement of Tseng's army. The Rice Office was a partial answer to
an economic problem similarly caused by Tseng's operations. The Loyalty
Office attacked the problem of ideological support and public morale in
the civil war.

Two important factors associated with the process of elaboration of
Tseng's organization contributed to a new utilization of personnel. First,
the growth of an autonomous and diversified organization created oppor
tunities for service whichwere alternative to those offered by the regular
bureaucracy. Because Tseng's private organization, like the mu-fu from
which it developed, was not directly connected to the official bureaucracy
through regular channels of official recruitment, the attraction offered by
each were distinct. Because employment in Tseng's organization did not
necessarily lead to a regular bureaucratic career, the motive for service in
each were distinct.

Second, the formal definition and functional specialization of the divi
sionsof this organization attracted a type of personnel different from that
of regular officials. Because service in these divisions stressed technical
competence and experience, its rationale was different. Because speciali
zation and functional subordination enhanced the impersonality of this
service, its status was different.

These factors are not a matter of quantity, but of emphasis. Whether
or not the process of organizational elaboration represented a conscious
or coherent policyon Tseng's part, it produced a situation in which per
sonnel were used in a new way.

The Role of the Mu-fu

Two fundamental levels in Tseng Kuo-fan's organization, his mu-fu and
his "bureaucracy," havebeen distinguished. It is now appropriate to pick

si TWCKCC, "Nien-p'u," 16.
32 For Ch'en Ai see Chap, m, n. 39, and PCCP, 32:27a. For Liu Jui-fen, who

was appointed to the office in mid-1861, see Chap. HI, n. 30, and HPCC, 32:7b.
Hu Shao-hsiin was appointed to the office in late 1860, and died in early 1862.
PCCP, 41:9b, 10b.
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up the thread of the mu-fu as it related to the entire context of his
operations.

The mu-fu was a point of departure in two important respects. As an
institutional model established in official practice, it was the starting point
for the further evolution under Tseng of an elaborate organizational struc
ture. But, as a persisting element in that structure, it continued to be the
starting point for the service of personnel in Tseng's private bureaucracy,
and often ultimately in the official bureaucracy itself. For Tseng Kuo-fan,
therefore, the mu-fu came to serve a dual function. First, it was a per
sonal staff, a privy council of friends, advisors, and consultants. This was
the conventional role of the mu-fu which has already been examined in
Chapter IV, and was not of course unique with Tseng. Second, Tseng's
mu-fu was a reservoir of personnel and a vehicle for the grooming and
development of special talent. Tseng's innovation lay in placing the mu-fu
in the service of this broader purpose. His contribution was to make the
mu-fu a means both for the collection of talent and for the deployment of
personnel in the suppression of the rebellion.88

In its new role as an agency for the reception and development of tal
ent, the mu-fu thus served first as a clearinghouse for personnel:

Formerly he [Tseng Kuo-fan] had instructed and exhorted his fol
lowers in the four categories of military affairs, finance, personnel,
and secretarial work, truly encompassing affairs of state [shih-wu]
in their full range. If a mu-liao specialized in secretarial work, he
would be thoroughly competent in it. Comparing it to a water
course, the mu-fu then was the point of confluence; comparing it to
a harvest, the mu-fu then was a sown field; therefore he acquired
talents in particular abundance.34

This passage conveys a conception of the mu-fu quite unlike the popular
stereotype of that institution. In contrast to its ideal conception, the fun
damental relationship in the mu-fu has shifted here: coequal guests have
become subordinate trainees. The functions of attracting and enrolling
talent, and of the subsequent instruction and training of this new person
nel, were both part of the same general process served by the mu-fu in
Tseng's organization.85

Once brought into the mu-fu, the mu-yu might undergo a trial process
during which his competence and aptitude were observed and his poten
tial was evaluated. After any necessary training or instruction, he could
then be placed in service in some segment of Tseng's larger organization.
Recognizing qualities of potential generalship in a man after he had
undergone the proper scrutiny, Tseng would place him, for instance, in

33Lo Erh-kang, 263; Miao Ch'iian-chi, "Tseng Kuo-fan mu-fu sheng-k'uang
..," 328.
34Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, "Hsii Tseng-wen-cheng-kung mu-fu pin-liao," 135.
35 Miao Ch'iian-chi, "Tseng Kuo-fan mu-fu sheng-k'uang ...," 331.
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the General Staff for further development of his ability and experience,
with the expectation that he would eventually assume a regular field com
mand.36 This kind of trial processhas alreadybeen suggested in Chapter
IV to explain Chao Lieh-wen's initial periodof service as a foreign affairs
specialist under Tseng. Li Hung-chang went through a similar process
when he entered Tseng's mu-fu.

[Li Hung-chang] at first served as a correspondence secretary, and
later worked on drafts of dispatches and memorials. After several
months Tseng said to him: "Shao-ch'uan, you have a great aptitude
for public documents, and the memorials, reports, letters, and dis
patches you have prepared are all superior to those of others. Your
career will be extraordinary, and who knows but that ultimately you
may surpass your master?" Yet [Li] admitted that formerly he had
served a number of commanders without the slightest sense of direc
tion, until now, as if [acquiring the assistance of] a compass, he had
gained no mean advantage.37

It is not clear precisely what criteria governed Tseng's evaluation of
men's character and aptitude, but certainlyhis personalimpressions must
have counted for a great deal. Tseng's reputation for effective cultivation
andutilization of talent has already been noted in Chapter III. In his diary
he recorded a discussion with Li Jung which provides a glimpse of the
process as it bore on one of the more promising and important members
of his mu-fu:

In the evening I discussed the principles of the General Staff with
Li Shen-fu [Li Jung]. On the one hand there is nurturing men of
talent; on the other hand there is establishing regulations. One who
is concerned with national affairs, while he need not be ashamed of
inability in achieving military victory and conquest, ought to be
ashamed of inability to nurture talent and establish regulations. The
principle of nurturing men of talent has two aspects: one is to know
how best to employ men, the other is to transform and train talent.
Shen-fu seemed to comprehend—no doubt he possesses high intelli
gence and a will to manage affairs.85

The didactic flavor of this brief lecture expresses Tseng's commitment to
"nurturing talent," which was served in his case by the mu-fu.

At least one element in Tseng's evaluation of characterwas the practice
of physiognomy (k'an-hsiang, hsiang-jen, or hsiang-ming) at which he was

3® Lo Erh-kang, 162. Lo explicitly assigns to Tseng's General Staff the new role
as a training area for future generals in the Hsiang Army, while he identifies the
mu-fu as an agency for the collection of talent in the first instance.

37 Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, "Li-fu-hsiang ju Tseng-wen-cheng-kung mu-fu" [Li Hung-
chang Enters Tseng Kuo-fan's mu-fu], in Tso Shun-sheng, ed. Chung-kuo chin-pai-
nien-shih tzu-liao ch'u-pien [First Collection of Materials on the Last Hundred
Years of Chinese History] (Taipei: 1966), 161.

38Tseng, Diary, 739. For Li Jung, see Chap. IV, especially n. 17.
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a noted adept.89 This practice was applied especially in personal inter
views he scheduled with junior military officers of the Hsiang Army, as a
basis for promotion and reward. This and other background criteria such
as family, education, livelihood, and experience, which he noted in these
interviews, must have been important bases for his judgment of personnel
generally.40

Finally, a more objective and rational approach to the evaluation of
personnel also existed. Chao Lieh-wen described semi-monthly examina
tions which Tseng gave to his whole mu-fu. A question in problem form
was presented requiring a written response:

The Commander twice each month examines his assembled mu-liao.
Today was the second examination, a composition presenting one's
views [tui-ts'e] concerning the question. Question: The way of good
government [chih-shih] is encompassed in the two principles of
"hard" and "soft" [kang and jou—active and passive]. Lao [Tzu],
Chuang [Tzu], and Huai-nan [Tzu] were inclined to use the soft
principle. Kuan [Tzu], Shang [Yang], Shen [Tzu, or Shen Pu-hai],
and Han [Fei-tzu] were inclined to use the hard principle. Only
Confucius in the tradition of the "Two Emperors" [Yao and Shun]
and the "Three Kings" [Yii, T'ang, Wen Wang, and Wu Wang-
founding kings of the three ancient dynasties] is said to occupy the
central position. But why is it that what the Shang-shu says; "weak
ness in man's character is great; the Tao in man's character is slight,"
is like what the Taoists say; and, "those of early times killed with
out mercy; those of times yet to come will kill without mercy," is
like what the legalists say? ... [A further elaboration of this prob
lem follows.] ... At present the great rebellion is not suppressed.
. . . Please discuss [this problem] to assist me to rectify my short
comings.41

39 See, for instance, Wen Lei, "Tseng Kuo-fan hsiang-jen yu-shu" [Tseng Kuo-
fan's Skill in Physiognomy], Ch'un-ch'iu, VI, 2, 38-39; and Lin Pin, "Tseng Kuo-
fan ti k'an-hsiang, wei-ch'i, yii na-ch'ieh [Tseng Kuo-fan's Practice of Phys
iognomy, Chess Playing, and Selection of Concubines], Ch'un-ch'iu, VIII, 1, 9-12.
In his diary he decided on twelve parameters or indications—six good and six bad
—of personality: generous, honest, dignified, strict, stable, balanced; vs. rustic,
confused, slow, nervous, temperamental, insubordinate. Tseng, Diary, 651.

40The following notes from one of these interviews provide a good example of
the type of person who appealed most to Tseng:

Hsiao Shang-ch'ien: P'ing-chiang, Ch'ang-shou ssu [Hunan]. Entered the
army at Su [?] ferry. Promoted to Platoon Commander at Kuei-ch'i
[Kiangsi], Promoted to Assistant Company Commander at Ch'u-chou
[Chekiang]. Father and mother both living. [Awarded] Blue Feather [as]
Sergeant. Elder brother studies; younger brother farms. Livelihood from
farming. A military man having a cultivated temperament lju-ya-ch'i].
Well-proportioned body; straight nose; wide-spaced eyebrows. Seemingly
useful talent. Assistant Company Commander of the Center Company.

Ibid., 647. The combination in a family of careers of study and farming had
always been considered both honorable and practical, especially by Tseng who
usually recruited his troops from peasant stock. Lo Erh-kang, 80-81. For other
examples of such interviews, see Tseng, Diary, 541-554 passim.

4i Chao Lieh-wen, 90O-901. 18 June 1862.
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This was certainly a rather theoretical question, cast in the framework of
traditional political stereotypes. No doubt it was intended to elicit the
examinee's command of the fundamentals of the classical Confucian tra

dition, as well as to discover his ability in written expression.
But a more concrete question on current policy and practice was also

a part of this examination:

Presentation of a composition: Discuss whether General To [-lung-
a] should join in attacking Nanking or go to the aid of Shensi: In
the first year [of T'ung-chih] when the great armies gathered at
Nanking to seize the [Taiping] chiefs and sweep out their lair, then
the [Nien] rebels coveted our Yao and Liu and pressed on Ch'ang-
an. His Majesty ordered General To to withdraw from the joint
attack with the armies at Nanking and move west to relieve the area
within the pass. His lordship the Commander orders his staff Imu-
hsial to discuss this matter.42

This was a much less structured and more pointed question, calling for a
response based on the practical considerations of strategy, not on elab
orate Confucian reasoning and phraseology. Implicit in the question,
moreover, was a criticism of action already taken by the Court. Not un
expectedly, Chao's answer, following in this vein, was direct, concise, and
factual.48 It is hardly necessary to point out that questions of the latter type
were not part of the official examination system of the Ch'ing, with its
traditional subjects drawn from the "Four Books" and "Five Classics"
and its formalistic compositions set in the "eight-legged essay" style.

Chao specified no other details of the operation of this examination
process. Consequently its mechanics, including the relationship of the two
parts of the examination and the procedure for grading the responses are
not revealed. Also, it is not clear how long this practice was in operation,
although his initial statement implies that it was a regular one. However,
tests were apparently employed in other contexts as well—Tseng men
tions tests in a school (shu-yuan) associated with the "Loyalty Office."44
On the following day the examination papers were read by members of
the mu-fu, but the function of these tests is not indicated.45

«Ibid., 906.
43 Ibid., 906-908.
44 Tseng, Diary, 1514. 13 March 1863.
45Ibid., 1515. Judging from the examination question in this instance, these

tests were traditionally oriented. First, a passage from the Analects (section V)
was presented for discussion: "I desire neither to boast of goodness, nor to make
a display of merit." Second, the composition of a fu was required, on a passage
from a poem entitled "I-chii" by T'ao Yuan-ming, which would employ the word
tao ("to transform, to mold"): "Explain together any doubtful interpretations."
Ibid., 1514. It is interesting that the gist of this poem, matching the theme of the
passage from the Analects, is a life of humility and simplicity devoted to literary
and philosophical discussion. Such was very certainly Tseng's own inclination,
which he managed to achieve somewhat even in the course of his active career at
this time, as the discussion of his living habits and fondness for literary activity
in Chap. IV has made clear.
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In summary, three main elements of the evaluation of personnel in the
mu-fu can be distinguished. (1) Direct observationby Tseng of a man's
work and behavior in the mu-fu revealed the general level of his intelli
gence and competence as well as some aspects of his character. Addition
ally, the visual observations of physiognomy provided further indications
of his personality and character. (2) Information on a man's background,
including family, education, experience, and previous performance, was
indirect evidence of his character and ability. (3) Formal examinations
brought out a man's intelligence, competence, and ability in written
expression.

What is being suggestedhere is not that Tseng's utilization of the mu-fu
was necessarily modern (although the kind of examination questions he
set was certainly unusual for his time). He followed traditional patterns
and employed established models—"nurturingtalent," physiognomy, and
examinations. However, his applicationof these devices, and of the mu-fu
itself, to evaluate and instruct personnel was rational.

Advancement of Personnel

It was suggested above that the mu-fuwas the starting point for the con
tinuing advancement of personnel in Tseng's private bureaucracy and
sometimes into the regular bureaucracy at large. Implicit in the mu-fu
process was the possible ultimate expectation of a regular bureaucratic
career. However, if service in Tseng's own apparatus was for many per
sons only a penultimate goal, it nevertheless provided considerable scope
for their employment.

Advancement through the mu-fu and beyond proceeded outwards in
three stages. The mu-fu itself, as a recruitment and training agency, was
the first of these stages. In fact, the process of advancement and promo
tion had already begun within the mu-fu. Since the various activities it
encompassed were not regarded as equally important, mu-yu could be
promoted in the mu-fu from one duty to another.46 Chao Lieh-wen is a
case in point—the work he did for Tseng grew in importance from the
time he enteredhis mu-fu. The mu-fu served as a kind of placementagen
cy for Tseng's wider organization. Thus the mu-fu was often only a tem
porary resting place for personnel, many of whom went on from service
under Tseng to careers of particular importance and eminence.47

The second stage of advancement involved the appointment to some
position in Tseng's more formal private bureaucracy. This kind of ap
pointment had a precedent as far back as the Han dynasty, when through
the p'i-chii system of selection, high officials appointed their own subor
dinates.48 As was the case in this earlier practice, such appointments

46Miao Ch'uan-chi, **Ch'ing-tai mu-fu chih kuan-mu kuan-hsi yii mu-fu lei-
pieh," 28.

47Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, "Hsu Tseng-wen-cheng-kung mu-fu pin-liao," 135.
4»Houn, 145-146.
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were made under the purviewof the central government or the Court.49
For this reason, Tseng's private bureaucracy might be thought of not
only as more formal and structured than the mu-fu but also as more
official—thus, a "semi-official organization"—to the extent that it was
more subject to official review and supervision than was the mu-fu.

However, this official review must not be construed in any sense to be
thorough or complete. The initiative for the selection and transfer of such
personnel always lay with Tseng, and the approval sought from the Court
was usually an ex post facto formality.50 Once appointed, the direct con
trol and authority over these personnel also resided entirely with Tseng,
not the Court.51 Moreover, the important terminological distinction noted
earlier in this chapter indicates the intermediate nature of this "semi
official organizaion" and its separation from the regular bureaucracy. The
components of such a privateorganization were chii and so, locally estab
lished for limited and specific purposes. The personnel who staffed this
organization were known as yuan, not kuan; the latter was a centrally
established permanent official having a general function. Finally, the form
of the seal employed by such personnel (yuan) was called kuan-fang, and
had an oblong shape, whereas regular officials (kuan) employed yin hav
ing a square shape.52

It is important to understandhere that many personsmust be regarded
as serving concurrently in the mu-fu and the private bureaucracy. Ap
pointment to some post in Tseng's "semi-official organization" did not
necessarilyoperate to separate a person from Tseng's immediate control
ling authority. This was an important factor in maintaining the integrity
of his organization. This interrelationship of the different parts of Tseng's

4& Tseng's collected memorials contain numerous instances of requests directed
to the Court for approval of such appointments. For examples, see TWCKCC,
"Tsou-kao," 36, 67, 78, 139, 140, 151, 191, 291. See also Chao Lieh-wen, 1187,
where specific action taken on such requests is indicated.

60Only in a few cases, especially where personal opposition intervened, were
such requests disapproved. For instance, Chin An-ch'ing, a native of Chia-shan,
Chekiang, had formerly been impeached by Tseng Kuo-fan. (Chao Lieh-wen, 1085.
See TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 540, for circumstances of his impeachment.) When,
less than a year later, Tseng Kuo-ch'iian again attempted to recommend him, the
action was disapproved by the Court, apparently having been blocked by the
opposition of some other officials. (Chao Lieh-wen, 1170, 1187, 1188.) Chin him
self attempted to decline and Chao (then serving Tseng Kuo-ch'iian) openly op
posed the move as too hasty, but they were unable to prevail against Tseng Kuo-
ch'iian's impatience to go ahead.

In a somewhat different case, Chao Lieh-wen spoke to Tseng Kuo-fan in favor
of using a worthy and able friend. But apparently there was some lurking resent
ment (left unspecified) against the man, which made his employment unwise for
the time being. Consequently Tseng refused to make the recommendation on the
grounds that it was inopportune, although he did not rule out the possibility for
the future when the opposition had cooled. Chao Lieh-wen, 844.

6i Lo Erh-kang, 163.
52Cf. Tzyu-hai, I, 333, and n, 2086. I owe the conception of these distinctions

to discussions with Wang Erh-min in Taipei in May 1968.
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apparatus has been stressed above, particularly with respect to the over
lapping areas of the mu-fu and Tseng's more formal stafforganization or
retinue. In fact, the two were linked both structurally and functionally. It
is these features which make it difficult to establish sharp distinctions be
tween the structural and operational boundaries of the mu-fu and the
organization which developed out of it.

The third stage in the advancement of personnel was recommendation,
and possibly subsequent appointment, to official position in the regular
bureaucracy. Tseng Kuo-fan, as well as those of his proteges who them
selves subsequently achieved high official position, made frequent use of
this kind of recommendation.58 Given the extremely selective and deliber
ate operation of the regular channels of official recruitment and appoint
ment in the Ch'ingperiod, it is hardly surprising that the recommendation
procedure offered an attractive opening for the more rapid advancement
of official aspirants, especially those with extraordinary talents which
might otherwise be stultified by the rigid orthodoxy of the regular sys
tem.54 Since long-standing precedents for the practice of personal selec
tion and recommendation of personnel existed, this situation in itself
was really not a new one.55

But official opposition to the growing practice of special recommenda
tion as it was beingemployed by Tseng and others in the Taiping period
indicates its radical character in another respect:

Hereafter aspirants without the first and second literary degrees
ought not to be allowedto purchase regular official chou and hsien
rank. Aspirants without the first and second literary degrees recom
mended for regularofficialrank from within the military forces also
must undergo actual examination. Mu-yu must still comply with
previous regulations and not be allowed to purchase official posi
tions in the same province as their mu-fuservice.56

Of the threeobjections statedhere,the lastwas a particularly tellingpoint.
In discussing Chao Lieh-wen's service with Tseng (in Chapter IV), it

was pointed out thatrecommendation was not employed merely to launch
deserving subordinates into new and independent bureaucratic careers.
Indeed, the purpose of the procedure was not to detach the person from

53 This practice and some of its ramifications are discussed by Wright, 77-79;
and Folsom, 55, 59, 76, 150-151. For some examples of recommendations included
in Tseng's memorials, see TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 326, 332, 354, 422, 432^-433,
433_434, 439, 569-570.

64 John Watt, "Leadership Criteria in Late Imperial China," 20 and 27, par
ticularly emphasizes the narrowness and exclusiveness of official recruitment
through the examination system.

55 Through the p'i-chii systemof the Han dynasty it seems that large numbers of
persons entered official service after first receiving direct appointment by superior
officials to minor positions. Houn, 138, 146;Chang Ch'un-ming, 31-32.

66 Chao Lieh-wen, 1171, quoting the response of the Board of Civil Office to
the memorial of a censor.
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his patron's service but rather to enhance his value in that service, and
those who were thus recommended by Tseng did not necessarily ceaseto
serve him. It was just for this reason that jurisdictional disputes among
officials could and did arise through competition for continued control
over the disposition of such subordinates.57 Therefore, this continued at
tachment of an official to his patron's organization was often both the
result and the purpose of the application of the recommendation proce
dure under Tseng.

In spite of official resistance, liberalization in the employment of per
sonnel received growing support and acceptance in practice. Apologists
for the new measures appealed both to the flexible spirit of traditional
precedents and to a practical and sometimes even modern rationale.
Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, for instance, suggested that famous officials from Lin
Tse-hsiion had relied on theirmu-yu's special knowledge of the strengths
and weaknesses of China and the western nations, and that this had dis
tinguished theirspirit of loyalty. He therefore asked that, following prece
dents from the Hanthrough the Ch'ing, governors and governor-generals
be urged to specially recommend for substantive appointment mu-fu
personnel possessing exceptional talents, regardless of their previous offi
cial status.58 Tseng himself was mostconcerned with the dearth of quali
fied officials in areas devastated by the war. After ten years of war in
Anhwei therewereonly two prefects andtwo magistrates left and expec
tant officials werevery few. Appointmentswereurgentlyneededto restore
the people's confidence and soothe their anxiety in the midst of long-
endured suffering:59 "If we must still blindlyadhere to the oldregulations,
and are bound by the statutes without exhibiting the slightest accommo
dation in the law, then at present there are almost no personnel available
for employment, and in the future it will be difficult to acquire men's
services."61*

Tseng was certainly not unaware of the rather radical character of his
consequent proposalto make ad hoc arrangements for the employment of
official personnel and specifically to request substantive appointment of

67 Tseng was in competition with his own most eminent protege Li Hung-chang
for the services of talented personnel. In one case, Tseng wrote thirteen letters to
Li demanding that he relinquish the services of a subordinate official to him, but Li
stubbornly resisted by memorializing the Court to detain the man in question.
(Li was then Governor of Kiangsu and formally under Tseng's jurisdiction, a
situation which was in itself an example of the continued subordination of officials
to their patrons.) Tseng became so angry at this insubordination that he threatened
to impeach Li, to request that the award to Li of the Yellow Riding Jacket be
rescinded, and to remove him from his post, but he was deterred from this drastic
action by news of Li's successes. Chao Lieh-wen, 1226.

53 Wang Yen-hsi and Wang Shu-min, eds., Huang-Ch'ing Tao-Hsien-T'ung-
Kuang tsou-i [Memorials of the Tao-kuang, Hsien-feng, T'ung-chih, and Kuang-hsii
Reigns of the Ch'ing Dynasty] (Taiwan: 1969), IV, 123.

69TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 570. 14 May 1863.
eo Ibid.
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those who exhibited exceptional talent and ability in this service. But he
felt that "even if [this measure] departs somewhat from established regu
lations, still it does not violate the spirit of the law."61 Abuse of the prac
tice by other officials provided cause for continued opposition to the
system.62 However, some erosion of the resistance of the Court seems
eventually to have taken place. By 1869 a censor was complaining of the
recommendation of meritorious military officers to civil official ranks, the
advancement of merely personal clients and relatives, and the excessive
numbers of such recommendations.68 He asked that greater care be exer
cised in evaluating these recommendations in the future: only those per
sons who had managed secretarial work and civil personnel in general
staffs should be recommended for civil rank; the rest should be promoted
to military rank. Of course, the expression of these objections was as
much a reflection of the expanding scope and prevalence of the practice
as it was a sign of a defensive stance of partial accommodation or even
retreat by the Court.

In Tseng Kuo-fan's mu-fu, many persons were started on their way to
bureaucratic careers as officials. For many others, Tseng's private bu
reaucracy offered the real alternative of a new professional career. As this
organization was much more extensive than the conventional mu-fu from
which it developed, the scope for such careers was that much greater. Its
pragmatic emphasis on experience and competence, and its functional
diversification, encouraged specialization. Those who, after having re
ceived this experience and training did go on to a bureaucratic career, had
an adulterating effect on the regular bureaucracy of officials prepared in
the traditional manner.

6i Ibid.
62Cf. problems of nepotism reported in Ta-Ch'ing Wen-tsung Hsien-huang-ti

shih-lu, VIH, 5212. 15 August 1860.
63Huang-Ch'ing Tao-Hsien-T'ung-Kuang tsou-i, II, 1069-1070.
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VI

Tseng Kuo-fan's Financial
Administration

With the rise of the Taiping Rebellion in 1850, both the Ch'ing dynasty
and the traditional state system were confronted by a crisis of the first
magnitude. The gravity of this crisis was compounded because it affected
not only the military, but the fiscal and political structures as well. More
over, the largeand extraordinary expenses of the suppression of the rebel
lion came in a period of dynastic decline aggravated by the impact of the
West. Financial reserves hadbeen exhausted in combatting internal rebel
lion beginning with the great White Lotus Rebellion at the end of the
eighteenth century and external invasion coming with the Opium War
only ten years before the Taipings. The land and poll taxes which consti
tuted the regular source of revenue had beenrigidly fixed since the early
part of the dynasty and could not be expanded without alienating the
peasantry justwhen competing appeals for their support werebeingmade
by the Taipings. Yet new demands were being placed on these revenues
by growing rebellion andrenewed pressure from the West. The traditional
fiscal system was proving to be permanently inadequate for modern re
quirements, and the destruction causedby the rebellionreduced even the
conventional sources of revenue.

The inflexibility of the revenue system and the insufficiency of the tra
ditional sources of revenue during the Ch'ing have been pointed out by
students of the period.1 However, our purpose here is to suggest that the
problem was not limited merely to a material insufficiency of funds, but
included as well anequally important institutional incapacity for organi
zational mobilization. Decentralization and immobility stood in the way
of an effective government response. Tseng Kuo-fan, chiefly responsible
for the suppression of the rebellion, undertook a process of centralization
and mobilization in order to overcome these obstacles and to rectify his
weakposition. The organization which he created was regionally aligned,
but he transcended provincial boundaries to develop supraprovincial di
rection andorganizational autonomy at theexpense of central monarchical
authority.

The problem was not simply one of national versus regional interests

i EdwinGeorge Beal, Jr., The Origin of Likin, 1S53-1864 (Cambridge; Harvard
University Press, 1958), chap. I, contains a discussion of these problems.
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and authority, orof a national centralization versus provincial decentrali
zation:

The practices of modern public finance were then far below the
horizon in what was still essentially a medieval state. Any war that
arose must pay its own way in whatever manner was possible. . . .
Had the modern system of transferring the burden of war to an
other generation through the issue of government obligations been
known at this time, and had the government been sufficiently cen
tralized, it is fairly certain that the Taiping Rebellion might have
been crushed within a year after it gained headway.2

Perhaps there are grounds on which to quibble with some aspects of this
judgment. Nonetheless, the principal obstacle facing an effective national
effort to suppress a threat of such magnitude was the rigid institutional
framework within which that effort must operate and the piecemeal form
imposed on any such undertaking. The problems associated with sup
pressing therebellion were literally those ofmobilization—to make mobile
a static situation.A more flexible traditional system might have facilitated
a more immediate and effective effort, and have precluded a process of
mobilization outside the auspices of the central government.

The traditional fiscal systemof the Ch'ingwas decentralized and inflex
ible. Beneath the facade of the central government, fiscal control and
revenue collectiontended to devolve upon the provincesindividually. The
Board of Revenue (hu-pu), the division of the central government respon
sible for state finance, was organized parallel to provincial divisions, in
fourteen departments, for convenience in accounting for tax receipts from
the separate provinces. Any other functions of a nonprovincial nature
were only arbitrarily distributed among thesedepartments.8 Becausecom
munications were slow and difficult, central control of provincial revenues
was minimal and somewhat opportunistic. Provinces close to the capital
were rated disproportionately high in the scale of land tax assessed.4
Furthermore, no distinction was made between the sources of local, pro
vincial, and central revenues, which in fact were one and the same.5 The
result was a constant competition among the three levels for the same
revenues, and a constant uncertainty in receipts at all levels.

2 Hail, 174.
3 E-tu Zen Sun, "The Board of Revenue in Nineteenth-Century China," Harvard

Journalof Asiatic Studies, XXIV (1962/63), 182-185; Li Chuan Shih, Central and
Local Finance in China: A Study of the Fiscal Relations between the Central, the
Provincial, and the Local Governments (New York: Columbia University Press,
1922), 19-21.

4Shansi, Shantung, Chihli, and Hunan were rated first, second, third, and
fourth, while Kwangtung, a rich producer, was rated tenth. H. B. Morse, The
Trade and Administration of the Chinese Empire (New York: Longmans, Green,
1908), 92.

6 Li Chuan Shih, 58.
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An accounting of all revenues and expenditures passed through the
Board of Revenue, which thus had final authority over appropriation of
funds. This theoretical exercise of central control often became a mere
formality, however, and failed tocompensate for the decentralization pre
vailing in the collection of revenue. In practice, a complex system of re
mittances was arranged:

In theory, everything was subject to the control of the emperor—
land, property, and revenue. In practice, the revenue was assigned
piecemeal from certain sources of collection to certain defined heads
of imperial expenditure and hadto beremitted independently for the
purpose assigned.6

Such a clumsy means of allocation of revenue prevented efficient and
flexible operation, and made central direction of expenditures difficult and
uncertain atbest. At worst, as will become clear in examining Tseng Kuo-
fan's efforts to acquire funds for his campaigns, such central direction
was alltoo easily thwarted locally.

Finally, the permanent budget of the central government (essentially a
list of fixed appropriations for civil, military, and court salaries and ex
penses of the central government) was static and unresponsive either to
long-term change or to momentary or sudden emergencies.7 Extraordin
ary devices were necessarily resortedto in a crisis.

In the process of mobilization, financial arrangements were vital to the
success of all other undertakings. Tseng Kuo-fan soon recognized thecen
tral problem which confronted him: "In the minor upheavals of the age,
the command of troops is more difficult than fund raising. In the great
upheavals of the age, fund raising is much more difficult than the com
mand of troops. Of the myriad difficulties surrounding me, this funding
of immediate plansis the centralone."8 The decentralization and stasis of
thetraditional fiscal system, coupled with the increasingly urgent demands
on the depleted sources of revenue, made the acquisition of funds and the
search for new sources of revenue aconstant activity for Tseng.

Commissioned by the Court to raise a militia to fight the Taipings,
Tseng was also responsible for the financial maintenance of this effort. In
the absence of any central financial backing, this burden devolved upon
the provinces in which he was fighting or exercised some control. The

*lbid., 59. Cf. Morse, 113; and Sun, 205-214. James T. K. Wu also points out
this system of revenue, but he notes it as a supposedly centralizing factor. How
ever, his distinction is largely a formalistic one, and does nothing to impeach the
conclusion that the fiscal system was fundamentally decentralized in its operation.
Wu, "The Impact of the Taiping Rebellion upon the Manchu Fiscal System,"
Pacific Historical Review, XIX (1950), 265-275.

7Wu, 267. See Shao-kwan Chen, The System of Taxation in China in the Tsing
Dynasty, 1644-1911 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1914), 33, for a
table of the permanent appropriations of the centralgovernment.

3 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 37. 13 March 1854.
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problems of such local finance were compounded by the usual jealousies
of local officials and their oppositionto such military and financial activi
ty in competition with theirown.9 These obstacles tended to limit severely
the size and scope of his activity. In the most concreteway, the size of his
forces was restricted by the number of men he could afford to pay.

Without continuous central financial support, Tseng's fiscal planning
was effectively limited to one month in advance; and the financing of his
operations was worked out practically on the spur of the moment. Yet
Tseng desired funds for two or three months' expenses on hand if he was
to advanceinto enemy territoryconfidently.10 Although Tseng's new mili
tia was supposedto be well and promptly paid, in contrast to the notori
ous failures in what was already a low standard of pay in the old govern
ment armies, its pay was frequently in arrears. This situation became the
subject of repeated pleas by Tseng to the Court, but to little avail:

Rations [for 25,000 men] are in arrears either two or three months,
much like the conditions in Hupeh in the summer of 1854. We have
no means to rectify the situation. I really cannot bear to trouble the
Palace with these problems, but when it concerns the general situa
tion, I also dare not fail to lay before my Sovereign the actual sit
uation in the army.11

Under these circumstances Tseng was led to exploit regular as well as
extraordinarysourcesof revenue over which he would have some control,
and to develop a financial organization which could ensure his armies
sufficient support, provide for new emergencies, and allow him to expand
operations.

Financial Mobilization

Tseng Kuo-fan's financial activities in the suppression of the rebellion
fell into three periods: (1) 1853-1858, from Tseng's first appointment to
raise a militia in Hunan to his resumption of the campaign following his
temporary retirement in 1857; (2) 1858-1860, to his appointment as gov
ernor-general; (3) 1860-1864, to the recovery of Nanking and the end
of the rebellion. This periodization reflects the evolution of his fiscal oper
ations in several respects: in the nature and source of revenues; in the size
and maintenance of forces; and (most important) in the structure of his
financial administration. The rationale for this division, especially as it
relates to fiscal organization, will become clear subsequently. The first
and second periods, to 1860, are the particular concern of the present
section.

9 See Hail, 149; and Franz Michael, "Military Organization and Power Structure
of China During the Taiping Rebellion," Pacific Historical Review, XVIII (1949),
481.

io TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 84. 28 October 1854.
ii Ibid., 206. 24 May 1856. Cf. ibid., 229.
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The relatively limited income that Tseng was able to command sup
ported an army of only moderatesize at a fairly staticlevel through most
of the first period of Tseng's activities up to 1858. His forces grew through
the second period, but reached a relatively stable state, though at a sub
stantially higher level, in the third period after 1860.

Table 3

Allocation of Funds Reported by Tseng Kuo-fan: 1853-1860
(Compiled from TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," passim 28-358)

Date

HF 3/10/24

(11/24/1853)

HF 4/2/15

(3/13/1854)

HF 4/7/16

(8/9/1854)

HF 4/9/7

(10/28/1854)

HF 5/2/27

(9/13/1855)

HF 5/4/1

(5/16/1855)

HF 5/9/5
(10/15/1855)

HF 6/1/23

(2/28/1856)

HF 6/4/21

(5/24/1856)

HF 6/10/11

(11/8/1856)

HF 6/12/23

(1/18/1857)

HF 8/8/24

(9/30/1858)

HF 10/8/23

(10/7/1860)
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Amount

100,000 taels

80,000 taels/
month

60,000-70,000
taels/month

80,000 taels
240,000 taels

60,000 taels/
month

60,000 taels/
month

300,000 (+)
taels/month

Purpose

preparation of marine
forces

estimated for 10,000
men

13,000 men

one month's expenses
three months' expenses

10,000 (+) marine
and land forces

10,000 + several
thousand marine and

land forces

10,000 (+) troops

11,000 men in Kiangsi

Total Kiangsi forces
(Tseng, provincial
garrisons, and marine
forces) = 25,000 men

3000 troops being
trained in Hunan for

relief of Kiangsi

50,000 (+) troops

12,000 men in various
units under Tseng

50,000 troops



Tseng reported that during the period approximately from the start of
his operations in 1853through 1856he spentless than 2,700,000 taels.12
This sum provided for an army which remained at somewhat more than
ten thousand men throughout that period, requiring a monthly support of
about sixty thousand taels (see Table 3). Such an army was small by the
prevailing standards of both the central government andthe Taiping, and
although his troops were well paid, their monthly support was likewise
relatively small. Onlyby 1857 hadTseng's army grown to fifty thousand
men, still a rather small force.

The totalexpenditure by the central government for the suppression of
the rebellion as of 30 April 1853, reported as 27,000,000 taels, contrasts
sharply with the total expenditure reported by Tseng for the more than
three-year period through 1856.13 Inasmuch as the first clash between
government forces and the Taiping rebels in Kwangsi occurred in late
1850, this large expenditure, ten times the amount spent by Tseng, must
have covered a period of less than three years. Furthermore, considering
the localcharacter of the earlystages of the rebellion, this sum must have
been expended onoperations initially nolarger than those of Tseng's own
later operations which were supposedly better paid. The total expenditure
reported by the Board of Revenuein July 1853 had risen to 29,630,000
taels, an increase in three months equal to the total expenditure by Tseng
for more than three years.14 Although the government had many more
men in the field in 1853, such a staggering disparity must point either to
a remarkable hardship and economy on the part of Tseng, a hypothesis
belied byTseng's known cautiousness and emphasis onwell-equipped and
well paid troops, orto corruption inmilitary supply and recruiting among
theregular government forces on the order of that which developed dur
ingtheWhite Lotus Rebellion, a hypothesis supported by what is known
of typicalChinese militaryhistory.15

In 1867 Tseng submitted a general account of his expenditures in the
suppression of the Taiping Rebellion. For the entire period of his opera
tions of nearly twelve years duration, from 1853 to 1864, he reported a

i2Ibid., 801. Cf. an earlier comparable report, ibid., 334. By early 1858, that is
through the first period of his activities noted above, Tseng had spent roughly
3,000,000 taels, but this period included the duration of his leave when he ceased
to handle expenditures. Ibid., 283, 801.

13 Chin Yu-fu and T'ien Yii-ch'ing, eds. Tai-p'ing Tien-kuo shih-liao [Histori
cal Materials on the Taiping Heavenly Kingdom] (Peking: 1958), 275.

i^Beal, 18. This figure indicates the government was spending 800,000-900,000
taels per month, which roughly agrees with the reported sum of 27,000,000 taels
for less than three years' operations.

i5See Franz Michael, The Taiping Rebellion, 10-11, 16-17. Extrapolating
Tseng's expenditures on the basis of a monthly requirement of 60,000 taels, for
the forty-month period from HF 3/9 to HF 6/12, yields 2,400,000 taels, which,
allowing for the higher initial expenses of equipping the marine force, provides an
approximate check on his reportedtotal expenditure for that period.
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total expenditure of less than 21,400,000 taels.16 This sumdidnot include
arrears in paystill owed in 1867 for the period before the fall of Nanking
in 1864, amounting to almost five million taels.17 If paid, this amount
would have brought the final sum to more than twenty-six million taels.
Compare this total cost of Tseng's operations to the total cost of the re
bellion in military expenditures of all kinds estimated at 200-300 million
taels.18 Tseng's share was probably a mere one-tenth of this expenditure.
In comparison, regular military appropriations of the central government
amounted to approximately twenty-two million taels annually, roughly
two-thirds of the total annual permanent budget.19

Tseng's armies were relatively small, but they came eventually to hold
the primary responsibility for the suppression of the rebellion. By any
standard, the amount of financial support they required was small. The
totally ineffective imperial armies absorbed vastly greater funds. Such a
comparison underscores the critical significance of the difficulties experi
enced by Tseng in the acquisition of funds. Nonetheless, that Tseng was
able to command the revenue he did indicates an extraordinary circum
vention of the normal channels of finance and a novel assumption of
authority on his part.

Tseng cameto rely almost exclusively on the Yangtze provinces for the

16TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao" 802. 13 March 1867. Tseng divided his accounting
into four periods, as follows (amounts to the nearest whole unit):
I HF 3/9—HF 6/12 (already reported 24 June 1860, see ibid., 334.):

received: silver — 2,891,419 taels
rice — 53,749 piculs

paid out: silver — 2,667,371 taels
rice — 3,799 piculs

on hand: silver— 291,394 taels
(includes converted value of grain)

II HF 7/1 — HF 7/2/20 (Tseng began leave):
paid out: silver — 291,394 taels

(Tseng on leave HF 7/2 — HF 8/6)
m HF 8/6 — HF 10/4 (end of leave to appointment as governor-general):

received: silver — 1,691,676 taels
cash — 1,019 strings

paid out: silver — 1,627,046taels
cash — 1,019 strings

IV HF 10/5 — TC 3/6 (appointment as governor-general to recovery of Nanking):
received: silver — 16,854,590 taels

cash — 965,552 strings
paid out: silver — 16,763,775 taels

cash — 872,863 strings
Ibid., 801-802.

17 Ibid., 803.
is Beal, 82.
i»Shao-kwan Chen, 33. Alternatively, Wade, writing in 1851, calculated the

expenses of the military establishment, including administration, as nearly thirty-
one million taels. T. F. Wade, "The Army of the Chinese Empire: Its Two Great
Divisions, the Bannermen or National Guard, and the Green Standard or Pro
vincial Troops; Their Organization, Locations, Pay, Condition, etc.," The Chinese
Repository, XX (1851), 416.
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bulkof his regular income. This region, and more particularly the central
Yangtze provinces in which Tseng's forces were raised and in which
he did most of his campaigning, was economically vital and militarily
strategic:

Kiangsi, Hupeh, andHunan . . . formed the military and economic
heart of the nation. At allcosts these three provinces must be held,
for, in the imagery of the Kanwang, they formed the head of the
serpent and the rich coastal provinces the tail; the head must be
preserved, whatever the fate of the tail.20

Tseng appreciated this strategic consideration as well as the practical
expedient of depending on adjacent territories, and made it his policy to
secure this area and develop it as his source of support.21 During the
early period of his activities, Tseng reported receiving subsidies from Hu
nan, Hupeh, Kiangsi, Kwangtung, Szechwan, and Shensi.22 In later years,
as Tseng worked his way down the river, Anhwei, Kiangsu, and Chekiang
became significant sources of support as well; and, as the nature of his
revenue base shifted, the Yangtze provinces assumed themost important
place in his supply of funds.

It is hardly necessary to point out that Tseng Kuo-fan was automati
cally precluded from exploiting the sources of revenue on which the Tai
pings relied most heavily, that is plunder. Such activity would have been
self-defeating for the government, as it was in the end for the Taipings,
and so far as possible Tseng scrupulously avoided any actions which
might alienate the people. Although the Taipings fielded large armies,
probably far larger thanthose of Tseng's forces, their zeal was sustained
especially in the later periods by the appeal of plunder.23 Tseng's armies
were relatively small and their morale was sustained by discipline, high
pay, common loyalties, and ideological indoctrination which such activity
would have destroyed.

Naturally, Tseng turned first to the conventional sources of regular
finance, the provincial treasury and direct grants-in-aid from other prov
inces.24 The first of these sources was probably at least sufficient to ini
tiate the training of militia in Hunan. But the burden imposed by this
extraordinary wartime activity coupled with the regular financial respon-

2<> Hail, 225.
2i TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 92. See alsoHail,210,232.
22 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 334. See Table 4 for the distribution of Tseng's re

quests for interprovincial subsidies, and Table 5 for his reported receipts of sub
sidies.

23Wu, 271; Hail, 174-175.
24 See Li Chuan Shih, 51-55, for a description of the system of interprovincial

financial aid. Strangely, E-tu Zen Sun, although making a passing reference to this
practice, nowhere deals with it in what is an otherwise apparently thorough treat
ment of the operationof the traditional fiscal system.See Sun, 205.
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sibilities of the province and therecent destruction caused by the Taipings
in Hunan haddepleted the provincial treasury by 1854.25

Tseng Kuo-fan turned nextto financial assistance from other provinces
for support of his operations. Requests for such aid were embodied in
memorials to the throne, to be forwarded to the Board of Revenue for
action. But the province from which the subsidy was sought could easily
procrastinate or, especially in this period of upheaval, make excuses for
the failure to provide support. In any case, securing such assistance was
alengthy process and theoutcome always uncertain.26 Table 4 shows that
Tseng made requests for subsidies throughout the first two periods of his
financial activities with indifferent success.

Table 5 shows that he continued to receive interprovincial aid in scat
tered remittances during this time, but the total income from this source
was relatively small.

In his desperate search for funds, Tseng resorted to interprovincial
financial support in a disguised and circuitous form. In May 1855 he pro
posed that salt produced in Chekiang be shipped to Kiangsi, which had
been cut off from its source of supply by the Taipings, to be sold there,
the proceeds going to support the army.27 As Kiangsi was properly part
of the Huainan salt-marketing area, accounts had to be juggled for the
three areas. The system Tseng proposed was equivalent to a direct sub
sidy from Chekiang in silver. The degree to which he found it necessary
to devise these rationalizations reflects the rigidity of the fiscal system.
The government was characteristically slow to act, and five months later
he had still received no salt.28

Almost from the beginning, Tseng found conventionalrevenue sources
insufficient or unavailable, and turned to emergency measures. So-called
"contributions" (the sale of titles, offices, and literary degrees) offered
the most immediate and lucrative source of revenue. Originally intended
as a temporary expedient only, this source had been tapped by the gov
ernment early in the dynasty and intermittently since that time, when
ever cash reserves were short.29 Revenue from contributions fluctuated
widely depending on response to fund-raising campaigns, and was there
fore always an uncertain and unreliable source.30 The practice was em-

25TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 33, 36, 82.
26 With reference to some of the problems experienced by the Board of Revenue

in exacting compliance from provincial administrations in the matter of revenue
allocations, see Sun, 214-221.

27 Ibid., 138-139.
28 Ibid., 166.
29 Beal, 19-23, gives a brief history of this practice. That contributions were an

accepted adjunct to state finance is shown by the existence of an "Office of Con
tributions" (chiian-na-fang) as a subdivision of the Board of Revenue. Sun, 190.
The definitive study of this practice is Hsii Ta-ling, Ch'ing-tai chiian-na chih-tu
[The Contribution System of the Ch'ing Period] (Peking: 1950); in particular see
13-22 and 59-76.

so Beal, 20-21; Wu, 273.
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Table 4

Tseng Kuo-fan's Requests for Provincul Subsidies: 1854-1860
(Compiled from TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao" passim 28-366)

Date Source Amount

HF4/2/15

(3/13/1854)
Kwangtung and
Szechwan

? (previous request by
Governor Lo Ping-chang)

X<

HF 4/8/30

(10/21/1854)
Kiangsi
Kwangtung and
Szechwan

80,000 taels
several 10,000 taels

HF 9/4/7
(10/28/1854)

Shensi 240,000 taels X

HF 5/2/27

(4/13/1855)
Fukien

Chekiang
Kiangsi

20,000 taels/month
20,000 taels/month
deductions from

1854 tribute grain

X

X

HF 6/1/23

(2/28/1856)
Shanghai likin levy o

HF 6/2/21

(3/27/1856)
Shanghai 100,000 taels from

customs revenue

o

HF 6/4/21

(5/24/1856)
Shanghai previous request repeated o

HF 6/8/7

(9/5/1856)
Shansi

Shensi

30,000 taels/month
30,000 taels/month

X

HF 6/12/23
(1/18/1857)

Kwangtung 40,000 taels/month

HF 8/8/24

(9/30/1858)
Szechwan 20,000 taels/month

HF 9/8/5
(9/1/1859)

Szechwan

Shensi

Shansi

Kiangsi

30,000 taels/month
30,000 taels/month
30,000 taels/month
30,000 taels/month

o

X

o

HF9/11/17

(12/10/1859)
Chekiang 40,000 taels/month

HF 10/8/23

(10/7/1860)
Kiangsi

Hupeh and Hunan
Kiangsi

Shensi

80,000 taels/month
(a previous request)
? (a previous request)
50,000 taels/month
(commuted tribute grain)
20,000 taels/month
(for three months)

X

o

HF 10/10/4

(11/16/1860)
Kiangsi 20,000 taels

(command tribute grain)

* X = partially unsuccessful; O = totally unsuccessful.
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Table 5

Provincial Subsidies Reported Received by Tseng Kuo-fan: 1853-1860

(Compiled from TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao" passim 28-359)

HF 3/10/24

(11/24/1853)
Kwangtung:
earmarked for

Kiang-nan ta-
ying, detained
in Hunan

40,000 taels

HF 3/11/26

(12/26/1853)
Hunan tribute

grain converted
to local use

20,000-30,000 piculs

HF 4/8/30
(10/21/1859)

Kiangsi
Kwangtung
Szechwan

55,000 taels
60,000 taels
40,000 taels

HF 5/2/27

(4/13/1855)
Shensi 120,000 taels

HF 5/9/5
(10/15/1855)

Fukien

Chekiang
20,000 taels
10,000 taels

HF 6/5/23

(6/25/1856)
Chekiang 20,000 taels

HF 6/12/23

(1/18/1857)
Shansi 30,000 taels

HF 8/8/24

(9/30/1858)
Hunan

Hupeh
Kiangsi

20,000 taels (per month?)
20,000 taels (per month?)
17,000 taels (per month?)

HF 9/11/17

(12/10/1859)
Kiangsi
Shensi

30,00 taels/month (how long?)
10,000 taels

HF 10/8/23

(10/7/1860)
Kiangsi likin 90,000 taels (for HF 10/7)

ployed more exhaustively from the beginning of the nineteenth century,
and exploited fully during the Taiping Rebellion, but the central govern
ment naturally handled this source most cautiously.81

Through the provincial authorities, however, a less cautious policy was
pursued. In his eloquent appeal for support from all quarters in the strug
gle with the Taipings, Tseng promised rewards for contributors:

31 In an edict of 30 April 1853, all provinces were ordered to solicit contribu
tions; a province raising 100,000 taels was to be allowed to increase its civil and
military chii-jen (provincial graduate) quota by one; a local unit of government
(chtin, chou, or t'ing) contributing 2000 taels was to be allowed to increase its
sheng-yuan (local graduate) quota by one. These added quotas could be extended
to several instances as a cumulative process. Tai-ping Tien-kuo shih-liao, 215.
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If anyone devoted to public duty and humanity will contribute silver
for military funds, for up to one thousand taels he will be awarded
a Treasury receipt with commission {shih-shou pu-chao); for above
one thousand taels, I will specially memorialize requesting special
rewards (yu-hsii).32

Already, in December 1853, Tseng had requested that he be allowed to
solicit contributions for official ranks directly, and to present lists to the
government for immediate award of commissions.33 He pointed out that
formerly contributions had fallen off because of the long wait, three or
four years, in receiving commissions.

Early in 1854, in order to further stimulate this source of revenue,
Tseng requested four thousand blank certificates (k'ung-pai chih-chao)
for use in raising funds in Hunan, Kiangsi, and Szechwan.34 Several
months later, because of delays in receiving the certificates, he made a
second request for an additional two thousand blank certificates for dis
tribution in Kiangsi and Szechwan, to be issued first to contributors who
held receipts for contributions already reported to the Board of Revenue
but who had yet to receive their commissions in return.35 By setting this
priority, he hoped to prevent the enthusiasm of potential contributors
from waning. From this time, those who purchased official rank were
issued blank certificates, on which their names were entered on the spot,
but those who purchased actual office had to be reported for separate
consideration by the government.36 To further encourage contributions, a
twenty percent discount in exchanging copper cash for silver in making
contributions was enacted, and was gradually extended throughout the
Yangtze provinces.37

Virtually from the time he first turned to this source, contributions
assumed the most important place in the financial support of Tseng's

32TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 149.
™ Ibid., 31.
34Tseng requested that 4000 blank certificates be issued by the Board of Rev

enue and the Imperial Academy (Kuo-tzu-chien)—one-half for official ranks
(chih-hsien) and one-half for Imperial Academy students (chien-sheng)—for sale
in Hunan, Kiangsi, Szechwan. Each of the three persons selected by Tseng to
solicit contributions in these provinces, and Tseng himself, was to receive 1000 of
these certificates. Tseng was particularly anxious that all funds so raised be re
mitted directly to him so that no separate use would be made of them. Ibid., 37.
13 March 1854.

There was a precedent for this practice in 1853 when in order to stimulate more
contributions, Lei I-hsien proposed to make immediate awards to contributors.
The new system of blank certificates, though temporary, had met with the Court's
approval, Beal, 22-23.

35TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 59. 8 August 1859. Between October 1853 and June
1854 Tseng had issued a total of 348 receipts to contributors (chuan-sheng) against
future award of commissions.

3<* Ibid., 191.
37 Ibid., 244. 8 November 1856. This was a discount from 2000 to 1600 cash,

in Kiangsu, Kiangsi, Anhwei, Honan, Hupeh, and Hunan.
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operations. In early 1854 Tseng reported that he relied entirely on con
tributions for military funds.38 Two years later the situation remained
much the same, and in late 1856 he was still making requests for blank
certificates.39 Thus before likin succeeded it, contributions were the prin
cipal source of extraordinary revenue exploited by Tseng in his attempt
to mobilize financial support.

By the latter half of 1856, it seems clear that Tseng's sources of
funds—contributions, commutation of tribute, and salt sales—were dry
ing up or proving inadequate to support expanding military operations.
This predicament was reflected in frequent arrears in pay to his army,
the urgent detention of financial personnel at their posts, and attempts
to open new sources.40 The most promising new source was likin.

Likin (li-chin) was an internal commercial tax mainly on goods in
transit, levied at frequent barriers along the main trade routes within and
between provinces and on the stationary establishments of merchants.
The name originally meant a levy of one-thousandth of a tael per tael
valuation, but the rate soon increased. Likin tapped a source of revenue
heretofore largely neglected in the traditional revenue system, commer
cial wealth. At least in the beginning, it was regarded by the government
as merely a modification of the contributions system, a view which the
originators of likin, who developed it from experiments with various con
tributions schemes, seem to have perpetrated.41 In this respect, it is sig
nificant that in either case the money often came from the same source—
the merchants.

In view of the inherently ephemeral and unreliable character of con
tributions, it is not surprising that Tseng should have eagerly sought a
more permanent and stable revenue source, which likin offered. In early
1856, Tseng proposed that the likin tax be levied in the as-yet-unex-
ploited but wealthy Shanghai area, the proceeds to support his forces in
Kiangsi.42 While Kiangsi, which suffered extensively at the hands of the
Taipings, did not offer a suitable basis for taxation, Kiangsu had yet to
be invaded. He was so enthusiastic about its possibilities that he sug
gested that in the future likin might provide for armies other than those
in Kiangsi, a rather optimistic comment considering the straits in which
he had found himself for so long.

However, although Tseng reiterated his request for the Shanghai likin,

3« Ibid., 36.
39 On 8 November 1856 Tseng requested 2000 certificates of various kinds, to

raise contributions in Hunan for a new force of 3000 men: 1000 certificates for
chien-sheng, 800 for official ranks, and 200 for other titles and decorations. Ibid.,
244.

^lbid., 187, 191-192, 206, 229.
41 See Beal's study, chap. Ill, for a desciption of likin.
42 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 187.
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action was slow in coming.43 In January 1858 the situation remained ap
proximately unchanged from thatwhich had prevailed two years before,
leading Tseng to complain that "solicitation of contributions and devious
advances are a tortuous maintenance."44 It was only after 1860that likin
eclipsed allother forms of revenue, to provide a new and secure founda
tion for a substantial expansion of Tseng's operations. Before that time
(the first two periods distinguished above), contributions supplied the
major source of his revenue.

This date is significant. Likin could be effectively exploited only by
direct provincial authority, whichTseng did not have before 1860.When
he first sought to draw on his source, therefore, likinhardly differed from
regular provincial subsidies. The great disadvantages of the provincial
subsidies layin their subordination to an inflexible fiscal system and their
vulnerability to local interference. As it developed, likin became a matter
of separate and individual provincial administration, possessively pre
served as such against outside inspection.45

But if likincame to be characterized by its singular independence from
accountability to the central government, solicitation of contributions was
at least a significant step in that direction. As Tseng refined the system
before he acquired control over likin, contributions were much less sub
ject to thecontrol of either thecentral orthe provincial governments than
were conventional revenues. We have seen that Tseng solicited contri
butions directly. For this source hewas dependent onthe central govern
mentonly for the supply of the blank certificates, and was not dependent
on the provincial governments in any respect. Regular provincial subsi
dies depended ontheapproval of both levels of government. Apart, there
fore, from the question of the relative potential of the various revenue
sources, the evolution of Tseng's financial mobilization reflects his grow
ing autonomy in this area, and indicates the trend toward solutions out
side the conventional channels of official practice.

A New Fiscal Organization

The genesis of Tseng Kuo-fan's organization may be discovered in the
predicament in which he was placed upon receiving the commission of
the Court to take charge of local militia forces to fight the Taipings. Be
sides the obstacles presented by the static economic framework within
which he operated, there were related political problems. Because the
precise nature of his authority was not clear, his official position was am
biguous. As an officer specially commissioned by the Court, he was out-

43 Ibid., 191,229. No actionhad been taken on Tseng's proposal by 5 September
1856.

44 Ibid., 283.
45Beal, 41, 71-72; David Pong, "The Income and Military Expenditure of

Kiangsi Province in the Last Years (1860-1864) of the Taiping Rebellion,"
Journal of Asian Studies, XXVI, 1 (November 1966), 57.
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side the regular administration of the province in which he was supposed
to operate; and without the cooperation of the provincial officials he
found it difficult to function effectively and impossible to command the
provincial revenue.46 Tseng complained frankly and bitterly to the Court
of his deficient authority:

All the commands which I have received—to relieve Hupeh, to re
lieve Anhwei, to prepare naval artillery, to tranquilize the Yangtze
area—all have been palace letters [fing-chil. Never has a clearim
perial edict [yu-chih] been handed down. [Consequently] there has
been frequent ridicule and criticism abroad: Some say that I have
myself askedto launch a campaign, andoughtnot to receive official
funds. Some say that I have not received a clear mandate, and
ought not to be styled an imperial commissioner. Some say that I
have alreadybeen dismissed from office, and oughtnot alonememo
rialize on affairs.47

Sometimes his appointments and the documents issued under his seal were
questioned by local officials—this had an especially detrimental effect
whenthe validity of the certificates of tide issued in exchange for contri
butions was impugned.48

One can speculate that if the fiscal system had been centralized, the
problem of his official authority would not have arisen for Tseng. Under
the existing circumstances, however, he required a secure provincial eco
nomic base, yet this was denied him by his lack of unequivocal official
status. The only way he was able to breakthrough this vicious circle was
to create a personal apparatus which could rectify so far as possible the
shortcomings of his position. Ultimately neither a private organization nor
official authority would alone have been sufficient—only a combination
of the two was to prove completelyeffective in achieving his aims.

Because he encountered considerable difficulties in all his attempts to
raise funds across provincial boundaries, Tseng was led to organize his
financial operations according to these boundaries. Although he wasmade
continually aware of the constraints imposedby this approach, in practice
he still regarded provincial boundaries as the most expedient divisions

46 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 279-280. Tseng's presentation of his quandary
neatly paraphrased by Hail:

First, though he had the rank of a cabinet officer and title of chief
commander, his actual power was inferior to that of a provincial fituh.
Second, all the revenues of whatever character must pass through the
hands of the regular officials; being but a guest, Tseng could not lay
hands on any of these revenues and apply them to the support of his
armies. Hence his never-endingworry about securingneeded funds. Third,
he had four different titles on his seals, all indicating high rank, but not
clear enough to connote definite authority in the minds of oflScials or
people.

Hail, 201.
47 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 280.
**Ibid.
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for his revenue activities. His original objective, however, Tseng saw as
the combined defense of the central Yangtze provinces.49 Therefore, he
soughtto develop a supraprovincial fiscal structure to control the alloca
tion (as distinct from the collection) of revenue for the support of his
operations. The nature ofthe revenue sources did not permit the develop
ment of supraprovincial collection as well.

The Formative Period, 1853-1858

Because he initially lacked personal and direct control of revenue of
any kind, Tseng placed financial deputies in each province in which he
intended either to operate directly or toraise funds. These deputies were
to serve as liaison with the provincial administration and the gentry in
efforts to secure financial support. As his base of operations shifted and
expanded across provincial boundaries, his organization also enlarged
and accumulated new personnel and new divisions. During this formative
period ofTseng's financial operations, his organization evolved in atenta
tive and somewhat unsystematic fashion:50

(1) During the initial phase ofoperations inlate 1853 and early 1854,
when he was located at Heng-chou in southern Hunan, Tseng personally
managed his finances, butdeputized T'ao Shou-yii to assist inkeeping the
accounts.

(2) In early 1854 while he was located at Ch'ang-sha, Li Han-chang
was appointed to manage financial affairs.

(3) From July 1854, as Tseng's forces advanced from the capture of
Yueh-chou down river into Hupeh inorder toassault Wu-ch'ang, a"Rear
Commissariat" (hou-lu liang-fai) was established in Ch'ang-sha under
Yii Lin.51 At the same time Wan Yiin-kuan was appointed to manage
affairs in Hupeh, while Li Han-chang and Cheng Te-chi supervised the
financial affairs of the forces in the field.

(4) With the recapture ofthe Wu-han cities in October 1854, a"Sup
ply Office" (chuan-yun chii) was established at Han-k'ou under Hu Ta-
jen, to support the subsequent advance ofTseng's campaign.

(5) During 1855 and 1856 while Tseng was campaigning in Kiangsi,
he established a Rear Commissariat at Nan-ch'ang under the manage
ment of Li Han-chang and Kan Chin.

(6) Finally, the Commissariat at Nan-ch'ang was abolished in Janu
ary 1857, and from this time (the beginning of the seventh year of Hsien-
feng) its functions were taken over by the "Kiangsi Provincial Office"

49 Hunan, Hupeh, Kiangsi, and Anhwei. TWCKCC, "Shu-tu," 25; "Tsou-kao,"
33,83.

50 Tseng outlined the development of his early fiscal operations in a later report.
See ibid., 283. 21 January 1858.

51 For the general significance of the "commissariat" in Tseng's organization,
see Chap. V.
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(Kiangsi sheng-chii) under the management of the Kiangsi provincial
administration.52

As this progression of stages clearly suggests, Tseng's organization of
financial support followed the course of his campaign through several
provinces, but was adjusted to provincial centers. This tendency toward
provincial alignment may be seen even more clearly in the evolution of
the financial administration of the seven main detachments under Tseng's
general direction. Allwere initially under his direct financial control, but
as the field of their operations expanded beyond the confines of a single
province, Tseng's financial direction was attenuated as each came under
separate provincial organizations—this was true as well for two newer
detachments under Tseng, plus those of histwo brothers Tseng Kuo-hua
and Tseng Kuo-ch'iian.53

Such localized arrangements were at best a compromise with the cir
cumstances of Tseng's restricted authority and inadequate revenues at
this time, and ultimately proved to be unsatisfactory. This decentralized
procedure necessarily resulted in chaotic and incomplete accounts, for
which Tseng was forced to apologize in reporting to the Court.54 More
inconvenient from Tseng's point of view, however, was that his various
financial deputies, lacking any real local authority, were "all in miser
able circumstances."55 There was as yet no responsible supervisory per
sonnel nor any systematic procedure, to direct this dispersed organiza
tion.56 But this last deficiency Tsengwasmost ableto remedy.

In March 1857, less thantwo months after his commissariat organiza
tion was taken overby the Kiangsi provincial administration, Tseng went
into retirement in mourning for the death of his father, from which he
was not to emerge again for more than a year. Although it seems unlikely
that it couldhavebeensointended, the progressive decentralization of his
organization up to this time must have facilitated his departure from the
scene—an organization requiring hispersonal direction nolonger existed.
It is not clear howhis organization would have developed hadthere been
no such interruption in his activities. But this hiatus had important con
sequences: it allowed Tseng to make a fresh start when he re-emerged in
1858 with new plans for reorganization. Therefore, this period of his
temporary retirement was an important organizational transition between
the first and second periodsof his financial operations.

62 At this time Li Han-chang temporarily retired in mourning to his home in
Anhwei, and became involved in militia activities there. TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao,"
291.

53 ibid., 282-283. The sevendetachments were those of T'a-ch'i-pu, Lo Tse-nan,
Yang Tsai-fu, P'eng Yii-lin, Li Meng-ch'iin, Li Yuan-tu, and Chou Feng-shan,
The new units were led by Li Hsu-pin, Chiang I-feng, Tseng Kuo-hua, and Tseng
Kuo-ch'iian.

54Jfc7f.,282,334.
55 ibid., 283.
™ Ibid., 2*2.
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Reorganization, 1858-1860

Even before his resumption of active leadership upon emerging from
retirement in July 1858, Tseng had set in motion his plans for reorgani
zation in January of that year. It was from this time, therefore, that a
new stage in his financial operations began.

The expedient decentralization which had characterized the initial
period of his operations had been dictated by the nature of his revenue
sources. He had sought to tap provincial resources and local contribu
tions from a number of separate provinces, and his personnel for this
purpose had been placed accordingly. By this time (1857-1858), these
sources were diminishing or proving inadequate, and new and more
systematic sources were sought. Throughout this second period, likin
was onthe rise as a potential resource, while soliciting contributions, the
other principal reliance, was waning. The significance of this next stage,
therefore, lies in its transitional position in the development of revenue
sources, and in the appropriate adjustments which were made in Tseng's
financial structure.

Tseng's first step in reorganization was a retrospective clarification and
rationalization of the previous operations of various unitsunderhis direc
tion, which he divided into several principal divisions, demarcating the se
quence oftheir activities.57 His preliminary report was intended as astep
toward a unification of the operations through the elimination of confu
sion and discrepancies in the financial accounting of these activities.
Henceforth Tseng would submit general collective accounts rather than
fragmented accounts of specific divisions.58

As soon as military operations in Kiangsi were concluded, Tseng in
tended to establish a new office managed by his six financial deputies
who at the moment were dispersed among four provinces.59 Under Tseng's
central direction these deputies would follow unified accounting proce
dures. Accordingly, upon resuming his campaign in Kiangsi in the sum
mer of 1858, he set up ageneral office (tsung-chil) at Hu-k'ou, Kiangsi,
tomanage financial affairs.60 Tseng appointed Li Han-chang to head this
new "Accounting Office" (pao-hsiao chii): Li had been with Tseng longer
than almost any other one ofhis deputies and had consistently served him
as a financial officer until his own temporary retirement just before Tseng's
in early 1857.61

57 ibid., 282^-283. 21 January 1858.
™Ibid., 2S3.
59 These six deputies—T'ao Shou-yii, Li Han-chang, Yii Lin, Wan Yun-kuan

Hu Ta-jen, and Kan Chin—were those who had already entered his service at
various times through the first period of his activities (see above). The seventh
man, Cheng Te-chi, had died in the meantime. Ibid.

&>Ibid., 291. 18 September 1858. See also TWCKCC, "Nien-p'u" 62
«i Tseng, Diary,472; TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 291.Seen. 55 above.
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Several considerations would suggest that the Accounting Office did
more than merely render financial accounts of Tseng's operations to the
Court. First, the office was located with the headquarters of the marine
forces which also handled transportation and supply for Tseng.62 Second,
it was associated with a "Supply Office" (chuan-yiin chii) also located at
Hu-k'ou and which shared its staff.63 Finally, its leading personnel (espe
cially Li Han-chang, who was one of Tseng's most important followers)
were all those who had earlier handled important and varied financial
tasks for Tseng. The Accounting Office should be interpreted as a central
office in charge of general financial administration.64

For some undetermined reason, the Accounting Office was reestab
lished atWu-ch'eng, south of Hu-k'ou on the west shore of Poyang lake,
less than one year later.65 Apart from the Supply Office located at Hu-
k'ou, therewere at least two other Supply Offices in Hupeh and Kiangsi,
to provide logistical support to Tseng's forces. Besides these offices Tseng
also established a "Disbursement Office" (chih-ying chii), apparently lo
cated at Nan-ch'ang, the Kiangsi provincial capital.66 The function of
this latter office is unclear;but in view of the fact that Tseng was coming
to relyincreasingly on Kiangsi for financial support it would seem likely
that the Disbursement Office served as a fiscal liaison with the Kiangsi
provincial administration, to funnel whatever funds were forthcoming
from that source to either the Accounting Office or Tseng directly. More
over, recalling that before his retirement in 1857 Tseng's commissariat
organization had been taken over by the Kiangsi administration, we may
suggest thatthe earlier connection was preserved in thisnewoffice.

Taken together, these developments signified a systematization and
centralization of operations underTseng's authority. Henceforth he seems
to havehad greater central control over the financial support of the vari
ous military detachments under his direction, even when the actual de
tachment under his immediate command was only a small part of those
total forces. It was this system of comprehensive supraprovincial control
over provincially organized agencies of procurement, coupled with grow
ing fiscal autonomy, that permitted Tseng to circumvent his weak official
position with respect to the provincial administrations. He thus was de
veloping essentially private means—an autonomous personal organization
and autonomous financial support—to accomplish the ends which his
formal official position couldnot. Simplystated, Tseng's private authority
compensated for his inadequate official authority. As suggested above,
this was only a partial solution. He still lacked complete command of

s2 Lo Erh-kang, 163; see also Chao Lieh-wen, 689-690.
«• Tseng, Diary, 472.
•* Cf. TWCKCC, "Nien-p'u," 62, in this regard.
65 Tseng, Diary, 710. 15 August 1859. Cf. TWCKCC, "Nien-p'u," 69. It is not

known precisely when this move was made.
«6Tseng, Diary, 473.
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revenue sources themselves, notably likin. But his reorganization and
centralization of 1858 laid the foundations for the subsequent stage of
his operations.

Governor-General, 1860-1864

In the summer of 1860 Tseng's long struggle was finally rewarded
when he was appointed to a substantive position ofprovincial authority.
Tseng's new position andpowers were defined andexpanded in successive
edicts over a two-month period from June to August 1860. The upshot
of these appointments was thathewas made concurrently a President of
the Board of War, Governor-General of Liang-Kiang (Kiangnan, which
included Kiangsu and Anhwei, plus Kiangsi) with exclusive military and
territorial authority, and Imperial Commissioner for military operations in
Kiangnan.67 This new position of authority marked the fruition ofTseng's
previous efforts, largely outside of the official structure, to mobilize re
sources and create an apparatus with which toemploy them. The appoint-
pointment was the immediate consequence of the destruction of the gov
ernment forces besieging the Taiping capital at Nanking in the spring of
1860. But beyond that, over the years Tseng had made his own armies
and organization indispensable to the Court. In 1860 it had no choicebut
to bring him in from the cold at last.68

Indeed, it seems that a position of controlling authority in the sup
pression campaign had been earnestly sought and planned for by Tseng
and his supporters.69 Even before the news of the disastrous defeat at
Nanking reached him, Tseng had been meeting at Su-sung in southern
Anhwei with his principal advisors and military commanders for lengthy
discussions of the strategic situation.70 Upon receiving this news they
immediately devoted their attention to plans to save the situation.71 In
this respect, the sureness and rapidity with which Tseng proposed new
organizational measures after receiving his official appointments a short
time later is noteworthy. But Tseng would not have become so indispen
sable had he not already built up adurable and effective apparatus inhis
service over the previous years. Now Tseng had accomplished the effec
tive combination of a supraprovincial organization, of his own creation
and under his personal direction, with apowerful official position of pro
vincial and central authority which was to be essential for the suppression
of the rebellion.

The unusual position of power that Tseng Kuo-fan came to occupy
after 1860 has been noted bya number ofpersons, some with consider-

«7TWCKCC, "Nien-p'u"73-76.
68Lo Erh-kang, 72.
69 SeeWang Erh-min,Huai-chun chih, 16-17.
™ Tseng, Diary, 863-873.
71 Ibid., 867; Wang Erh-min,Huai-chun chih, 16.
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able rapture.72 To theextentthatit points up the magnitude of his accom
plishment, his own view of the extraordinary character of his position is
worth a passing comment. Tseng was certainly not unappreciative of his
extraordinary position. Whenhe heard of his first appointment, as Acting
Governor-General of Liang-Kiang and President of the Board of War, he
and his colleagues enthusiastically and rather immodestly speculated on
the increased longevity which migjit be expected for the dynasty.73 Later,
when he received the announcement of his appointment as Imperial Com
missioner, andthe regularization of his governor-generalship, he wasmore
subdued by the prospect: "The position of authority is too high and the
designation is too exalted; I really tremble at the thought of the out
come."74 By nature always wary of the pitfalls of pride, Tseng therefore
welcomed the emperor's subsequent admonition against self-will, recall
ing that his grandfather had likewise admonished him when he had first
set out on his official career.75

Tseng's new official status placed at his command economic resources
which had formerly beenbeyond his reach. For the first time he was able
to exploit the likin revenue, which he proceeded to develop as the most
promising source of financial support. Within his territorial jurisdiction
onlyKiangsi was largely free ofwar, whereas Kiangsu was just thenbeing
invaded for the first time. Accordingly, Kiangsi became the source of
financial support for Tseng's armies operating mostly in Anhwei and
Kiangsu during this period.76

Tseng consequently reformed his financial administration under the
management of the financial commissioner of Kiangsi.77 The financial
commissioner's office at Nan-ch'ang henceforth assumed the functions,
previously served by the Accounting Office, of a central office of financial
administration. Moreover, now that any problem of liaison with a sepa
rateprovincial administration hadceased to exist, the Disbursement Office
at Nan-ch'ang lost its raison d'etre. The result was that the general fiscal
functions of these agencies weremergedunder the financial commissioner,
who was specifically charged with this additional responsibility and pro
vided with a staff to assist him.78 From this time on financial reports were

72 See Yung Wing, 141-142; Michael, The Taiping Rebellion, 164; Folsom, 66;
Miao Ch'iian-chi, "Tseng Kuo-fan mu-fu sheng-k'uang ...," 367.

73 Tseng, Diary, 878.
uibid.,921.
™Ibid.,93A.
76 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 332-333.
77 See ibid., 333, for Tseng's report on his reorganization.
78 Nowhere in his memorials does Tseng refer explicitly to the Accounting

Office or the Disbursement Office. Rather, he regularly employs the very general
ized term "commissariat" (liang-fai) when discussing various parts of his financial
administration in his reports. Therefore, he describes the new function of the
Kiangsi financial commissioner as "general manager of the commissariat" (tsung-
pan liang-fai). See Chap. V for a further discussion of this terminological problem.
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to be the exclusiveduty of the office of the financial commissioner, there
by avoiding the confusion whichprevious multiple reports had entailed.79

Following his arrival at Ch'i-men in southern Anhwei in July 1860,
Tseng set up a "Disbursement Commissariat" (chih-ying liang-fai) lo
cated with his field headquarters.80 This new agency would seem to have
been designed to serve as a fiscal liaison with the new central office at
Nan-ch'ang, thus having a function similar to that of the former Disburse
ment Office located there. With the recovery of An-ch'ing and the ad
vance on Nanking in 1861, this commissariat organization split into three
parts: (1) The "Outer River Commissariat" (chiang-wai liang-fai) was
created at An-ch'ing, presumably to support the marine forces. (2) The
agency at Ch'i-men became the "Inland Commissariat" (shan-nei liang-
fai), to support the armies in Anhwei. (3) The commissariat which sup
ported Tseng Kuo-ch'iian's army first at An-ch'ing and later at Nanking
had no special designation, but was based in the headquarters of the
marine force.81

The most significant innovation involved the new disposition to be
made of Kiangsi financial resources. The regular provincial land and poll
taxes and likin duties were to be separately arranged. The regular pro
vincial tax revenue was to go to the governor, to support the provincial
military forces of Kiangsi (lii-ying and special defense forces). The likin
revenue of the province was to go to Tseng, to support his military forces
operating outside the province.82 Likin was administered by a separate
office, managed by special deputies, over which the provincial adminis
tration had no control. Tseng appointed Li Han-chang and Li Huan to
administer the Kiangsi likin.83

In spite of his powerful new position, an insufficiency of funds never
ceased to plague Tseng's operations.84 There was a notable difference,
however, between this period and his earlier periods of activity. Now the
difficulties which he had to contend with were no longer primarily insti
tutional in origin, presented by the immobile fiscal system or his lack of
official status. Instead they were mainly imposed by the physical limita
tions of the existing resources themselves.85

In this mature period of his financial operations after 1860, one is pre-

™Ibid., 333, 334.
*o Ibid., SOI.
zilbid.
82 ibid., 333.
83 ibid., 337. On Li Huan, see Hummel, 458.
84 See for instance, TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 358-359 and 365-366. Pong spe

cifically discusses this problem in some detail in "The Income and Military Ex
penditure of Kiangsi Province in the Last Years (1860-1864) of the Taiping Re
bellion." The intricate financial arrangements and policies, particularly the land tax
reforms, in the areas under Tseng's control, merit a systematic study in themselves.
The topic is a large one which might well repay further examination, but must
remain beyond the scope of the present study.

85 Cf. Pong, 62.
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sented with the clearest view of what might best be described as the
ambivalent orientation of Tseng's organization. On one hand, the admin
istrative boundaries within his organization conformed to provincial lines,
and consequently there was the characteristic provincial orientation which
we have observed in his administrative practice from the first period of
his operations. On the other hand, these administrative divisions were
linked together in a network to serve ultimately supraprovincial objec
tives, an orientation which emerged clearly in the second period of Tseng's
operations.

In relation to this supraprovincial orientation, the particular choice of
Kiangsi as the economic base of operations (and an administrative base
as well, therefore) was merely expedient—had the military situation been
different it could have been Kiangsu, which was a more wealthy province.
In fact, Tseng suggested that while Kiangsi should provide financial sup
port, Hunan and Hupeh should become the source for recruitment, a
functional arrangement which obviously transcended narrow provincial
interests.86 Similarly, when he was appointed governor-general, one of
Tseng's immediate expectations was the interdependence of Anhwei and
Kiangsi in recruitment and fund-raising.87 Tseng's disposition of the Ki
angsi revenue also suggests a supraprovincial orientation. In effect, he
simply surrendered the conventional revenues to provincial uses, but re
tained for his own supraprovincial purposes the revenue (likin) that was
least accountable to the provincial or central governments. Indeed, Tseng's
comprehensive financial reports which he submitted to the Court (after
1860) contain no recognition of provincial divisions.88

The ends which Tseng's private operations served were supraprovin
cial. So far as possible he oriented his means to those ends. His means
were nevertheless inescapably limited by the provincial matrix.89 To a
great extent Tseng was able to allocate men and money on a suprapro
vincial scale, but he still had to collect them on a provincial scale. Tseng's
autonomous organization represented greatly expanded private means to
accomplish public ends, but the means were conditioned by their institu
tional framework.

An aspect of Tseng's supraprovincial autonomy which should not be
overlooked is the continuity of personnel in his organization. Li Han-
chang is only the most salient example of financial specialists who con
tinued to serve Tseng through the progressive administrative ramifications
of his organization.90 Tseng himself admitted that the number of such
personnel was very small, totalling no more than forty all together.91 This

86 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 333.
87 Tseng, Diary, 879.
88 TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 334, 801-802.
89 For example, some of these limitations are spelled out in Kuhn, 160-164.
»o See TWCKCC, "Tsou-kao," 291, 337, 801.
^ Ibid., S0\.
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fact may be taken to indicate the cohesiveness of his organization.
In an enthusiastic encomium, Jung Hung (Yung Wing), who served

under Tseng, said of him:

Tsang Kwoh Fan was made the generalissimo of the imperialists. To
enable him to cope successfully with the Taipings, Tsang was in
vested with almost regal power. The revenue of seven or eight prov
inces was laid at his feet for disposal, also the official ranks and ter
ritorial appointments were at his command. So Tsang Kwoh Fan
was literally and practically the supreme power of China at that
time. But true to his innate greatness, he was never known to abuse
the almost unlimited power that was placed in his hands, nor did he
take advantage of the vast resources that were at his disposal to en
rich himself or his family, relatives or friends.92

In view of the limitations and difficulties Tseng encountered, this apprais
al seems almost pathetically off the mark—even the suggestion that he
might have been able to enrich himself had he chosen to is ironic in light
of his struggle to acquire funds. But if Tseng's financial power was not
really as impressive as it seemed to Jung Hung at the time, nevertheless
his position may have been impressive in another way which Jung Hung
hardly appreciated. The resources Tseng was able to command remained
limited, but the organization which he devised to circumvent the financial
and political problems confrontinghim was impressive.

»2 Yung Wing, 141-142.
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VII

Specialists and Generalists

In the Introduction it was suggested that while Tseng Kuo-fan had no
intention of initiating fundamental institutional change, his practical efforts
to defend the old order contributed to its transformation. What were the

implications of his activities? What were their limitations? What were
their consequences for China's modernization? These questions hinge on:
(1) the problem of Tseng's autonomy, and (2) the development of
autonomous private means to accomplish public ends as a mode of bu
reaucratic change.

Tseng acquired either partial or complete autonomy of operation in:
(1) the recruitment, employment, promotion, and advancement of per
sonnel; (2) fiscal control and financial development; (3) military power;
and (4) ideological emphasis. Of these areas, only the last had remained
in the Ming-Ch'ing period as the partial responsibility of the literati who
were the guardians of the Confucian tradition. For the rest, this autono
mous development, as a breach of the traditional state monopoly in these
areas, had vital political implications as a sign of dynastic decline.1 But
the phenomenon of Tseng's autonomous activities is not to be dismissed
as merely a reflection of the traditional dynastic cycle syndrome.

Tseng was an ambiguous figure in the process of China's transforma
tion in the nineteenth century. Although he saved the dynasty from the
Taipings, it is significant that the gratitude of the Manchus was limited:

This failure to comply with an imperial promise [to make the sup
pressor of the rebellion a "Wang" or Prince] saddened Tseng Kuo-
fan to the end of his days. The shadow of the last Chinese Prince,
Wu San-kwei, still lingered over the Forbidden City.2

Even for an official of such proven and consummate loyalty as Tseng,
the suspicion of the monarchy could not be quieted. Between Wu San-
kuei, who had helped the Manchus establish their dynasty, and Tseng
Kuo-fan, who helped them hold on to it, there is a suggestive parallel.
Both men were Chinese who aided the conquerors against their Chinese
enemies. But Wu San-kuei had later attempted to carve out his own
dynasty in the south and there was always the chance that Tseng might
do the same, to which persistent rumors attested.3 Indeed, as it was,

1 Michael, "Regionalism in Nineteenth-Century China," xxxi.
2W. L. Bales, Tso Tsung-t'ang, Soldier and Statesman of Old China (Shanghai:

Kelly & Walsh, 1937), 188.
3 Michael, The Taiping Rebellion, 184; Bales, 191.
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Tseng's autonomy had already progressed so far that his organization
could be regarded as a viable foundation for a new Chinese dynasty, con
trolling the richest area of the empire and wielding authority in all of the
crucial areas of personnel, finance, and military power.4

Although Tseng remained loyal to the Manchu monarchy, he was re
sponsible for initiating a process of regionalizing authority which con
tributed to the eventual fall of the Ch'ing.5 But regionalism was equally
anathema to the monarchy. Thus in appointing Tseng governor-general
in 1860, the central government may have hoped to nip in the bud any
development toward an independent regional organization, calculating
that Tseng would readily take up a purely provincial role.6 To formalize
and define Tseng's position would also serve to hem it in bureaucratically.
It is noteworthy that there was no regional leader after Tseng who lacked
some form of official provincial position which defined, and therefore
limited, his authority. The government's expectation of confining Tseng's
power was justified to a limited extent—he reformed his financial organi
zation according to his provincial bases, for example. Although, as we
have seen, this change was in part a merely formal one still Tseng's new
official authority was essential to the effective development of his position
and had been eagerly received by him. Regional leaders were not entirely
private individuals, and when they lacked official status their position of
authority was correspondingly impaired.7

Neither regional secession nor dynastic succession is adequate to ex
plain Tseng Kuo-fan's activities. Chinese history has sometimes been set
in a framework of an alternating process of bureaucratization and feudal-
ization. Although feudalization of power was a typical response to crisis
and political disintegration in earlier periods of Chinese history, Tseng's
activities were set in a context of progressive bureaucratization and cen
tralization through the Ming-Ch'ing era which made that period quite
different from the previous ones. In their private or personal nature
Tseng's activities may have possessed a feudal potential. But the char
acter of his operations and organization indicates a process not of feudal
ization, but of autonomous bureaucratization.8

4 Miao Ch'uan-chi, 'Tseng Kuo-fan mu-fu sheng-k'uang ...," 368.
5 Teng Ssu-yii, New Light on the History of the Taiping Rebellion (New York:

Russel & Russel, 1966), 72.
6 No doubt the monarchy was motivated in this decision by the necessity of self-

preservation; its armies had been destroyed and Tseng possessed the only viable
replacements. See Michael, "Regionalism in Nineteenth-Century China," xl; and
Lo Erh-kang, 72. But it must also have been sharply aware of the political rami
fications and advantages of such a policy.

7 The career of as powerful a figure as Li Hung-chang is a good case in point.
Folsom asserts that "Li Hung-chang was not a dictator, but just another governor-
general ..." (!) Folsom, 186.

8 As ideal types and tools of political analysis, "bureaucracy" and "feudalism"
are distinct and often antithetical concepts, especially as understood and developed
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How well does Tseng's organization conform in practice to the char
acteristics of the ideal type of bureaucracy developed by Max Weber and
others?9 The essential characteristics of bureaucracy can be said to in
clude: (1) specialization and diversification of function and jurisdiction;
(2) hierarchical structure of authority and responsibility; (3) adminis
tration based on stable, objective rules and on written documents, creat
ing an impersonality of operation; (4) recruitment and management based
on ability and on technical or special knowledge; (5) differentiation of
office from its incumbent (and public from private income), together
with the continuity of the former.10

It is clear from the foregoing description of Tseng's organization that
its structure and operation satisfy in varying degrees the terms of all five
of these categories. His organization possessed functionally diversified
segments, hierarchical structure, administration based on written docu
ments, recruitment and management on the basis of ability and special
knowledge, and a separation of office and incumbent. It must be cau
tioned that the requirements of these ideal characteristics were not fully
satisfied by Tseng's organization in all cases—some points of correspon
dence are closer than others. Commentators on the phenomenon are care
ful to point out that these characteristics of bureaucracy are meant to
describe an ideal type, as a conceptual and analytical tool, not an abso
lute and exclusive rule.11 An absolute equation is not being made here.
With this warning in mind, we may suggest that the correspondence be
tween the characteristics of Tseng's "bureaucracy" and the ideal type of
bureaucracy is generally close.

There was a significant admixture of patrimonial and other non-bureau-

by Max Weber. Cf. Eisenstadt, "Political Struggle in Bureaucratic Societies," World
Politics, IX (1956-57), 18.

9 For this and other discussion of bureaucracy in this study, I have consulted
the following works on the nature and development of bureaucracy: Max Weber,
From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, trans. & ed. by H. H. Gerth & C. Wright
Mills (New York: Oxford University Press, 1964); Reinhard Bendix, Max Weber:
An Intellectual Portrait (Garden City, New York: Doubleday Anchor Books,
1962); S. N. Eisenstadt, "Political Struggle in Bureaucratic Societies," World Pol
itics, IX (1956-57) 15-23, and by the same author, The Political Systems of
Empires (New York: The Free Press of Glencoe, 1963); Robert K. Merton, et al.,
eds., Reader in Bureaucracy (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1952); Nicos P. Mouzelis,
Organisation and Bureaucracy (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co., 1968); C. K.
Yang, "Some Characteristics of Chinese Bureaucratic Behavior," and Etienne
Balazs, Chinese Civilization and Bureaucracy, trans, by H. M. Wright & ed. by
A. F. Wright (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964).

10Different orderings and arrangements of the basic characteristics of bureauc
racy do exist, but there seems to be a general agreement on the fundamentals. The
present arrangment most closely follows Mouzelis, 38-39. See also Weber, Essays,
196-204; Bendix, 424; and Eisenstadt, "Political Struggle . . .," 18. Of these, the
last differs from the rest in being a separate treatment of the subject rather than
an explanation of the Weberian system itself. Nevertheless, it is fundamentally sim
ilar to Weber's.

11 Mouzelis, 43-44; Bendix, 296.
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cratic elements in Tseng's entire bureaucratic apparatus, including his
mu-fu. But this was particularly the case in the mu-fu, where personal
and informal relationships were more prevalent. On the other hand, a
more thorough development of typically bureaucratic traits prevailed in
the various extra-mw-/w segments of the organization. It is especially this
contrast that makes the distinction between two fundamental organiza
tional levels in Tseng's operations appropriate. The "offices" (chii) and
"departments" (so) of Tseng's apparatus had well-defined jurisdiction and
separate functions, whereas the mu-fu had a more indefinite form and
included diffuse functions.12 The "deputies" (wei-yuan) who staffed the
offices were semi-official functionaries having relatively well-defined sta
tus and responsibilities, whereas members of the mu-fu (particularly in
its higher levels) were often persons having more personal relationships
with their leader andcolleagues, aswell asdiffuse responsibilities. Finally,
the "offices" had a semi-official status and a tenuous relationship with the
government, whereas the mu-fu had neither.

The mu-fu possessed an inherent bureaucratic potential in such spe
cifically bureaucratic characteristics as functional division, specialization,
and an emphasis on ability, experience, and knowledge.13 In the proto
typical mu-fu these elements remained implicit or coexisted with other,
non-bureaucratic elements. In the bureaucratic organization which grew
out of it, the bureaucratic elements became explicit and dominant.14
These characteristics, notably the emphasis on specialization and knowl
edge, imparted to Tseng's entire apparatus a "rational" orientation which
should be considered an important impetus to the emergence of bureau
cratic organization.15

Apparently, Tseng's organization developed according to the premises
of a bureaucratic pattern. This process approximates the type of change
within a bureaucratic polity which Eisenstadt has called "accommodable
change":

[Accommodable change] consisted of changes which could, to a
large extent, be accommodated within the basic premises and insti-

12By the definition of the term, chii includes the essential features of a division,
mutually exclusive of other divisions, and possessing a singular or special function.
Tz'u-yuan 480; Tz'u-hai I, 660.

13See Chap. II for a discussion of the mu-fu institution.
14Yang suggests that the existence of nonbureaucratic factors, especially per

sonal relationships, in a bureaucratic framework served certain functions which
made them not entirely incommensurate with that framework. Yang, 157.

15 "Rational" may be taken here in the sense that Weber employs the term, to
connote "objective," "impersonal," "calculable." While possibly rather hazardous,
this identification is explicitly made by Weber: "Bureaucratic administration means
fundamentally the exercise of control on the basis of knowledge. This is the feature
of it which makes it specifically rational." Merton, 26. "Bureaucracy has a 'rational'
character: rules, means, ends, and matter-of-factness dominates its bearing." Weber,
Essays, 244.
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tutions of the political system of any given historical bureaucratic
society. This type constituted, mostly, changes in the definition of
diverse concrete roles in the political institutions, in the structure of
various groups participating in them, and, to some extent, of some
concrete norms and arrangements of the political institutions. This
type did not extend to the basic norms, symbols, and levels of ac
tivity of the central political institution.16

In Tseng Kuo-fan's case, this process took the form of an autonomous
development largely through the failure of the monarchy to respond ef
fectively to crises in severalareas of activityrelated initially to the Taiping
Rebellion. Most importantly, this autonomy developed through Tseng's
acquisition of authority in concrete means of administration: control of
personnel and finances. Traditionally these were the crucial limitations to
the displacement of authority from its legitimate centers.17 The monarchy
surrendered a measure of authority for the sake of limiting the develop
ment of independent regional power. But with the new scope of autonomy
acquired by Tseng, the central government lost its traditional control
through the monopoly of administrative means. Thus likin revenue cir
cumvented the government control of the collection and allocation of
revenue when that failed. The Hsiang Army (and others like it) by
passed government control over the military when that also failed. Final
ly, the administrative structure created for both of these functions offered
an alternative area for service. On top of this, the coming of the West lent
a new context to the traditional political struggle that greatly compli
cated the calculation of alternatives within the polity.18

The growth of Tseng Kuo-fan's private bureaucracy represented a typi
cal mode of political activity in China: autonomous private means to
accomplish public ends. It was also a mode of development—an orienta
tion toward distinct goals, and the creation of special organizations for
the mobilization of support for those goals—which was characteristically
bureaucratic.19 Because it occurred within a bureaucratic context, this
process reflected a tendency toward autonomous bureaucratization with
in a bureaucratic system rather than one towards feudalization or regional
decentralization.20 To the degree that such a process was commensurate

16Eisenstadt, Political Systems, 313. Eisenstadt specifically applies the concept
of accommodable change to describe political development and change within the
traditional bureaucratic polity of China. Ibid., 323-331.

17Cf. Mouzelis, 22-23; Eisenstadt, "Political Struggle . . .," 22; Eisenstadt,
Political Systems, 275.

!8 See Helmut Wilhelm, "The Problem of Within and Without, a Confucian
Attempt in Syncretism," Journal of the History of Ideas, XII, 1 (1951), especially
p. 50.

lft Eisenstadt, "Political Struggle ...," 16-17.
20In this respect, Eisenstadt maintains that tendencies toward feudalization and

patrimonial decentralization "never developed beyond the embryonic stage in
China," especially after the T'ang. Eisenstadt, Political Systems, 325. He views
this fact as owing mainly to the crucial position of the literati in Chinese society.
Ibid., 330-331.
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with the traditional polity, much of its radical content was mitigated. But
in the process of modernization, innovations could be (and were) intro
duced through the agency of the greatly expanded private means which
developed in response to problems of internal disintegration and external
aggression. Thus the development of private means such as Tseng Kuo-
fan's bureaucracy provided a fertile field for the emergence of new forms
andemphases, particularly the value of specialization.

The Traditional Preeminence of the Generalist

One ingredient of the cultural transformation of China in the nine
teenth century was the transvaluation of the traditional ideal of bu
reaucratic omnicompetence under Western pressures and accompanying
demands for a new professional specialization.21 But ideological and
cultural quandaries began withinstitutional problems. Institutional devel
opments in response to concrete problems of China's modernization in
turn made their own demands. One might ask how thedepreciation of the
tradition of the amateur inoffice, the generalist, was matched by a corre
sponding appreciation of the role of the professional, the specialist. One
conclusion of this study is that in nineteenth century China ideological
implications rose from institutional problems.22

In theirroleascoordinators andsupervisors, Confucian scholar-officials
presided over the various administrative divisions ofthe Chinese imperial
bureaucratic system as generalists. To explain this dominant position of
the generalist in the Chinese bureaucratic tradition it has been suggested
that the generalist was best suited to guide administration based on the
diffuse goals and diverse functions that characterized the tradition, espe
cially inwhich social relations were particularly emphasized.23 In light of
the fairly specific administrative pressures, centering on the performance
of law and taxation functions, by the government on its officials, it is
questionable whether this explanation is entirely valid.24 Nevertheless it
is true that officials often had to perform a great variety of tasks, includ
ing those of social arbitration, which demanded a diffuse sort of general
competence, rather than anyspecific technical knowledge:

The social system did not permit itselite to narrow their personali
ties by specialization. To know the classics by heart and have a

21 Joseph R. Levenson, Modern China and its Confucian Past (Garden City:
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1964), 59-64.

22 K. C. Liu asks some questions related to this problem of ideological implica
tions, but leaves them unanswered. See Kwang-ching Liu, "Li Hung-chang in
Chihli: The Emergence of a Policy, 1870-1875," in Albert Feuerwerker, et al.,
eds., Approaches to Modern Chinese History (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1967), 68.

23 Balazs, 9, 16-17; Yang, 137-139.
24 See John Watt's articles and his dissertation for discussions of the bureau

cratic pressures on officials.
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smattering of music, to master the rules of polite behavior and ac
quire a polished literary style, to be something of a calligrapher and
an occasional writer of verse—these were the kinds of accomplish
ment considered most likely to contribute more to the exercise of
social and political functions than would training in some profes
sion or study of the exact sciences.25

The generalist in office was neither a specialist nora professional.
But evenif we grant the validity of this explanation for the generalist's

function, another question remains: what was the utility of an education
almost exclusively grounded in the body of orthodox thought and litera
ture? The facile traditional view that the stylized humanistic preparation
of officials trained them in the essential points of human nature, and in
the preservation of the moral order which was the foundation of stable
society, seems clearly to be arationalization after the fact.26 Actually, the
cultural tradition of the generalist was the road to social status and the
source of political legitimation, mainly through the examination system
and largely independent of its specific content. It was not so much itself
a guide to correct and effective action as it was a conventional qualifica
tion for admission to political and social leadership. Therefore, while we
need not deny the utility of the humanistic preparation of the generalist
for some facets of an official career, it is probably best to interpret the
generalist's tradition as having a predominantly symbolic, not a func
tional, significance.27

In fact, promotion of knowledge by the examination system was criti
cally important (the mostimportant factor) in detennining the nature of
that knowledge—but that knowledge was increasingly removed from any
practical administrative application. It was primarily for this reason (as
noted in Chapter II) that officials found it necessary to retain specialists,
asmu-fu secretaries, to carry the administrative burdens of their offices.28
Since generalists were dependent on specialists, they preserved—in de
fense or compensation—the viewof specialists asnot only subordinate to
them (which in fact they were) but also socially and culturally inferior.
Conversely, anyone contemplating a career as a specialist was bound to
view it as atbest a secondary choice—because the potentialspecialist was
also indoctrinated with the generalist's values.29 Secretaries, nevertheless,
were often aspiring officials themselves, sharing the same assumptions as
the officials who employed them—hence the peculiar ambivalence in the
mu-fu between the values of friendship, implying equality, and technical
proficiency, implying subordination.

As long as the rationalization was preserved that the moral order—

25 Balazs,9. For another description of the generalist ideal, see Levenson, 21-22.
26 See Yang, 141, for an instance of this view.
27 Cf. Levenson, 22-23.
2» Cf. Yang, 142; and Ch'ii, 95.
2»CSWP, I, 651. Watt, dissertation, 393.
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and not practical administrative competence—was the mainspring of the
Chinese polity and society, the traditional preeminence of the generalist
who wasthe ideal representative of the moral order, was maintained. As
long as the state held the monopoly in the employment of administrative
personnel, and as long as themost acceptable type of knowledge was that
of the Confucian generalist, the specialist remained a mere functional
extension of the generalist insofar as he had any place at all in this sys
tem. The principal obstacle to the development of specialization, then,
layin the absence of any arena for its expanded employment.30

This situation was significantly altered in the course of China's nine
teenth-century transformation. Initially, new institutional forms developed
as private means to cope with military, financial, and political problems
arising from internal disintegration and external challenge. In turn, these
new developments opened up new opportunities for the employment of
special talents and made new demands on expertise. At the same time,
there developed a growing disenchantment with the assumptions of the
traditional order. This called into question the traditional value and pre
eminence of the generalist.31

We have seen (in Chapter II) that thetraditional mu-fu system offered
two basic alternatives to those who entered its service. It could beastep
ping stone to a regular bureaucratic career as a Confucian generalist in
office. Orit could become an end initself, apermanent professional career
as an administrative specialist. Given the traditional social and cultural
assumptionsof the predominant generalist, the second alternative was for
a long time clearly less attractive than the first to anyone but eccentrics.
But in this second alternative, at least, the mu-fu possessed a latent pro
fessionalism. Tseng Kuo-fan's private bureaucracy, which had its origin
in the mu-fu system, exploited this implicit potential for specialists and
professionals, and provided a basis for their development which had not
existed previously. On one hand, his elaborate organization with its
special functions offered an alternative career to official service in the
regular bureaucracy. On theother hand, theemphasis of this organization
on special knowledge and competence—spanning a wide variety of sub
jects including finance, military affairs, political and social problems,
foreign affairs, and technology—encouraged a type of personnel who
increasingly were experienced professionals more than they were culti
vated scholars.

30 Cf. Yang, 144-145; Ch'ii, 115. John Watt points out (dissertation, 437, n. 60)
that Ch'ii's statement that "the experts and the officials remained two distinct
groups throughout the dynasty, with no possibility of interchange," is an exaggera
tion. Indeed, one point of the present thesis is that in the late Ch'ing at least, oppor
tunities did open up for the employment of experts.

3i It is impossible to explore this complex cultural and ideological question in
the present study, which is concerned primarily with the institutional side of the
problem. Levenson has discussed this question at length, and what must remain
an assumptionhere, therefore, has been inspired by his study.
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Tseng Kuo-fan's Specialists

We have observed personnel in diverse segments of Tseng Kuo-fan's
embryonic mu-fu and his private bureaucracy whose service was charac
terized invarying degrees bytheir practical experience, special knowledge,
or particular competence and aptitude.

Men who had acquired experience in financial administration served
inTseng's fiscal apparatus, which became the most extensive part, in size
and geographical dispersion, of his organization. Generally these same
persons served Tseng continuously, throughout the process of the elabo
ration of the apparatus, as acorps of fiscal agents and managers.

Men who had demonstrated ability in military planning and organiza
tion served in Tseng's General Staff, sometimes advancing from there to
field commands.

Men who had particular knowledge of foreign affairs served in the
mwfu itself. Because no special foreign office was created by Tseng, the
mu-fu served that function. This was only natural since the foreign affairs
matters which came to Tseng's attention often involved either confidential
affairs of state or secretarial functions which fell within the mu-fu's
purview.

Men with technical engineering or scientific competence at first served
in the divisions of Tseng's organization concerned with militaryconstruc
tion and armaments, such as the Inner Munitions Department or the
Shipyard. Unfortunately, information on Tseng's early arsenals is slight.32
Later, other divisions devoted to technical education and translation
projects grew out of efforts to further such activities. A well known later
organization which evolved from these early activities under Tseng's
guidance was the Kiangnan Arsenal (Kiangnan chi-ch'i chih-tsao-chii),
which employed a number of engineers and other experts.

Even in the relatively amorphous mu-fu, there existed an incipient
specialization of functions. We have seen this (in Chapter IV) in the
division of military and financial functions between Tseng's two close
advisors, Liu Jung and Kuo K'un-tao, for instance. Moreover, the mu-fu
evolved as an agency for the training and placement of personnel in the
various divisions of Tseng'sbureaucracy. Forexample, FengChun-kuang,
who wasrecruited by Tsengin 1859 to be a correspondence secretary in
his mu-fu, later became one of the co-directors of the Kiangnan Arsenal
after 1867.33

It is impossible to identify many of the specialists and experts who
worked for Tseng. Some, of course, were loath to admit to this kind of

32 Wang Erh-min, Ch'ing-chi ping-kung-yeh ti hsing-ch'i, 27-28; Gideon Chen,
Tseng Kuo-fan: Pioneer Promoter of the Steamship in China (New York: Paragon
Book Gallery, 1968), 23-24.

33Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 786; PCCP, 18: 14a-b.
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careerwhen it was still so novel, andtheir sympatheticbiographers agreed.
Many others, in a period of transition, were not yet wholly committed to
the new professionalism.

Chao Lieh-wen, whose casehas been studied at length in Chapter IV,
was one of the latter. He was an incipient foreign affairs expert, yet he
was also a respectable classical scholar of the traditional sort. But his
enthusiasm for the new knowledge is obvious, and one begins to suspect
that, for Chao, the old knowledge was losing its grip. Was Chao indeed
more interested in his new competency than in questions of Confucian
ideology and tradition? Though of course one cannotbe certain, it seems
so. His diary is replete with recorded information and opinion on for
eigners and foreign affairs involving China.34 In this respect it is revealing
to find that Chao's traditionaUstic biography entirely passes over any spe
cific mention of this phase of his life.35 This is probably the best testi
mony to the unorthodox character of his interest at that time, as well as
convincing evidence of the difficulty of tracking down such activity. Was
Chao's fascination with foreign affairs related in turn to his apparently
genuinedisinterest in aregular official position?36 Again, one cannot make
thisconnection withcertainty. But a traditional bureaucratic career might
wellloseits attractions for onewhose consuming interest, lyingin another
area, could not be served by such a career, and for whom there was now a
satisfactory alternative in semi-private service largely devoted to just this
interest.

Specialists of a different order, in someways much less commensurate
withthe traditional standards of accomplishment, are represented by the
scientists and engineers in Tseng's organization.37 Tseng required engi
neers for the new technical enterprises he promoted to equip and mod
ernize his military forces, at first chiefly through the agency of the Inner
Munitions Department. These were specialists par excellence, experts in
themost modern sense—which Chao Lieh-wen (with atinge of thequasi-
traditional "barbarian management" in his specialty and his continued
attachment to the generalist's culture) was not.

Li Shan-Ian was one of the most distinguished of these scientists.38 He
was a brilliant mathematician whose aptitude really had no satisfactory
place intheorthodox intellectual and social world. For anumber of years
Li wasemployed by well-known missionaries in Shanghai in the transla
tionof western scientific texts. After 1862, he served in Tseng's mu-fu for

34 Chao Lieh-wen, especially 813, 834, 841, 850, 1037-1038, 1164-1165, 1178,
1194-1195, 1224, 1236, 1244-1245, 1255-1256, 1260, 1369, 1389-1390.

35 See PCCP, 26:la-3a.
36See Chao Lieh-wen, 1097-1098, 1344-1345, 1452-1453.
37 Gideon Chen devotes an appendix to "some of Tseng's engineers." Chen con

firms the difficulty of studying such men. His discussion is limited mainly to the
engineers mentioned below, but he includes much interesting detail on the careers
of these few.

38 Li Shan-Ian was a native of Hai-ning, Chekiang. PCCP, 43:3b; Hummel, 479.
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several years before entering the T'ung-wen-kuan as head of the depart
ment of mathematics and astronomy.39 The T'ung-wen-kuan, of course,
was itself a response to the sort of needs which prompted Tseng and Li
Hung-chang to promote comparable institutions of their own, the latter
upon the recommendation of Chao Lieh-wen.40 Hua Heng-fang was an
engineer and scientists who entered Tseng's service in 1862 and later was
employed in the Kiangnan Arsenal.41 In addition to participating in the
design and construction of steamships, he engaged in translation of west
ern scientific texts for the translation department of the arsenal.42 Hsu
Shou, a friend of Hua Heng-fang, was another scientist in Tseng's service
at the same time.43 Hsu, whose interests spanned mathematics, astrono
my, and engineering, was likewise later employed as an engineer and
translator in the Kiangnan Arsenal.44 Because he is reported to have
abjured the traditional course of study for the reason that it lacked prac
tical utility, Hsu Shou especially is symbolic of the transvaluation of the
generalist's tradition and the reorientation toward new careers at this
time.45

What these men have in common, besides their scientific interests, is an
evident disinclination for the classical tradition of learning, and for tra
ditional social achievement through the examination system. They all
failed to achieve (or refused to attempt) official rank and status, until
their subsequent extraordinary careers as specialists earned that status
for them through recommendation. Moreover, through their transla
tion activities and in other ways, they all contributed significantly to
China's modernization.46 They all had been members of Tseng Kuo-fan's
organization.

Although the span of time is inconsiderable, from Chao Lieh-wen, who
entered Tseng's mu-fu in 1861, to Jung Hung (Yung Wing), who entered
Tseng's service in 1863, one can view the evolution which was taking
place. From the very beginning, Jung Hung's career was geographically
and culturally detached from traditional Chinese roots.47 He first received
foreign missionary schooling in Macao and Hongkong, and continued his
education in the United States, graduating from Yale in i854. Returning
to China, he led a checkered career until his friendship with Li Shan-Ian

3» PCCP, 43:4a; Hummel, 479-480.
40 See Chap. IV on Chao's recommendation to Li Hung-chang. For a discussion

of the T'ung-wen-kuan, see Wright, 241-248.
41Hua Heng-fang was a native of Wu-hsi, Kiangsu. PCCP, 43:18b; Yii Yu-ti, 36.
42 PCCP, 43:196; Hummel, 540.
43 Hsu Shou, a native of Wu-hsi, Kiangsu, entered Tseng's service in company

with Hua Heng-fang in 1862. PCCP, 43:12b-13a.
44 PCCP, 43:12b-13a, 15b; Hummel, 540.
45 See PCCP, 43:12b.
46 See Gideon Chen, Appendix, for some of these contributions.
47 Jung Hung was a native of Hsiang-shan, Kwangtung. Hummel, 402. See his

autobiography, Yung Wing, My Life in China and America.
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brought him to the attention of Tseng Kuo-fan in 1863. Having entered
Tseng's mu-fu, he was commissioned by Tseng to return to the United
States to purchase machinery for the future Kiangnan Arsenal. As a con
sequence of this service with Tseng he received official rank. Later, as an
outgrowth of his own proposal, he conducted the first Chinese educa
tional mission to the United States in 1872.48

Unlike Chao Lieh-wen, there was no question for Jung Hung of where
the primary attraction lay. Clearly, his modern (and largely Western)
commitment owed very little if anything to the faffing tradition of the
generalist and the old learning. Thus we may take Jung Hung to mark a
point of departure toward a new kind of career with a modern content.
However, it wasnot merelyindividual commitment that was the principal
impetus for the emergence of these new careers for men like Jung Hung.
Jung Hung had already by dint of his own efforts engaged in an unortho
dox "career"; but it was Tseng's private bureaucracy, not the govern
ment's, which offered a place for such experience and made of this start
a real career in China. This was equally true for the other men discussed
above, who found employment first in Tseng's organization andthen only
later with the government.

Without the expanded opportunities provided by organizations like
Tseng Kuo-fan's, related to the suppression of the Taiping Rebellion and
China's modernization in the nineteenth century, the careers of budding
specialists and others with new and unorthodox interests would have
been either greatly discouraged or altogether aborted. In addition to this
kind of opportunity for careers of a new order, there was also an active
new emphasis on the value of specialization. We may detect in the insti
tutional background of themu-fu system, in the form in which it emerged
by the Ch'ing, a latent professionalism and a potential for specialization;
but it was the degree of emphasis that was new. This modern emphasis
was given concrete formulation in Tseng's private bureaucracy.

In hisinstructions to the special functionaries (wei-yuan) in his organi
zation, Tseng explicitly stressed the need for practical specialization in
their work.49 He suggested that the complexities of modern conditions
could be reduced to four essential categories: "military affairs" (chiin-
shih), "civil affairs" (li-shih), "finance" (hsiang-shih), and "communica
tions" (wen-shih). Each person should become thoroughly versed in one
of these areas. Thus military specialization involved attention to battle,
defense, topography, and intelligence; civil specialization involved atten
tion to public welfare, pressing for payment of taxes, hearing lawsuits,
and encouragment of agriculture; financial specialization involved atten
tion to statutory taxes, likin and contributions, and the promotion of
efficiency and economy; communications specialization involved atten-

48 Hummel, 403-404.
4»TWCKCC, "Tsa-chu,"IS. No date is given for these instructions.
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tion to memorials and reports,instructions, public documents, and letters.
Tseng's pragmatic emphasis is quite clear in his explanationof the method
of study required by these prescriptions. Attention to (chiang-chiu) each
subject involved both "study" (hsueh) and "inquiry" (wen). On one hand,
study of the past proceeds through wide reading; study of the present
proceeds through practical examples. On the otherhand, inquiry through
participation (doing) results in correct judgment; inquiry through obser
vation (detachment) results in verification. Diligent practice in this way
leads to a broad and effortless ability.

Tseng's instructions to his personnel come down heavily on the side
of experiential knowledge and practical specialization, rather than on
the side of the orthodox literary tradition and the moral order which
was supposed to be the resource of the generalist in office. The pragmatic
orientation exhibited by these prescriptions was not itself new, but it was
distinctive. Ethical and technical, ideological and practical orientations
coexisted as themes in Chinese institutional history. This was equally true
of the mu-fu system as a special case. Although latent expertise and pro
fessionalism had always existed, the degree of this pragmatic emphasis
depended on the demand for it. From Ming times, in contrast to earlier
periods, the dominance of the formalistic bureaucratic examination sys
tem allowed little scope for development of the technical orientation. By
the Ch'ing, professionalism and expertise were in large part relegated to
the private sector of activity represented by the mu-fu system, while
preparation for public bureaucratic careers emphasized command of the
humanistic literary tradition. The ethical and technical orientations then
were increasingly distinct.

Unlike the government bureaucracy, Tseng's organization was an es
sentially private effort and its personnel were directed not to maintaining
the social and political order, but to more specific purposes related to
restoring that order. Whatever the utility of the rationale of the generalist
for the former objective, the practical orientation of the specialist was
more applicable for the latter objective. Moreover, the recipients of
Tseng's instructions, unlike the officials of the regular bureaucracy who
were constantly rotated in their posts, often acquired considerable tenure
in the various departments and offices of Tseng's organization.50 Tseng
had no reason to shift his personnel about, and possibly a strong counter
vailing interest in maintaining them in the positions in which they had
already accrued experience and developed expertise.

The specialists and functionaries (including those bearing the title
wei-yuan) serving in Tseng's organization can be collectively regarded as
a "new species" of personnel in the late Ch'ing. Not all were experts or
specialistsof the sort presented above, and not all experts belonged exclu-

50 Specifically, we have seen this to be the case among personnel in Tseng's
financial administration. See Chap. VI.
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sively to this class. But, although diverse, they were linked by common
themes, the foremost of whichwere their divergence from the generalist's
ethical ideal, and their professional orientation. What distinguished the
emphasis on practical experience and competence as new or modern in
the nineteenth century was the changed context in which it appeared.
First, it was accentuated by the absence of a pragmatic orientation in the
symbolic ethical qualifications for an official career in the Ming-Ch'ing
period. Second, although problems occasioned by internal disintegration
and institutional paralysis—not the coming of the West to China—were
the impetus for this pragmatic orientation, the presence of the West did
lend to it a new context, and increasingly provided it with a new content
as well. Because it was distinct from the traditional rationale of the gen
eralist, the more significant this pragmatic orientation became, the more
it challengedthe ethical orientation of the generalist. Whilepresiding over
his personal apparatus of specialists, Tseng never ceased himself to be a
generalist. But as his organization swelled, it ceased to be merely a lim
ited personal staff of advisors and secretaries and became a virtual bu
reaucracy. As it so developed, it opened up new opportunities for pro
fessional careers which had very little to do with the predominant but
impractical education of the generalist.51

Innovation and Modernization

It is unclear how conscious Tseng Kuo-fan was of the innovations he was
promoting. This is worth stressing once again. His context limited his
appreciation of his contribution. Chang Chih-tung, the famous advocate
of self-strengthening in the late nineteenth century, developed the slogan
which served as the rationale for the defense of Chinese culture against
the Western incursion: "Chinese learningfor substance, Western learning
for function."52 Ku Hung-ming (one of Chang's secretaries and a strong
partisan of his), comparing Tseng with Chang Chih-tung as two of the
most eminent statesmen of the late nineteenth century, suggested that
Tseng emphasized practical administration at the expense of ideology,
while Chang's practicalmethods werereally a means to preserve ideology
(and therefore Changwasthe greaterman.)53 But if it seemed that Chang
Chih-tung was, while Tseng Kuo-fan was not, a protector of ideology,
the frame of reference for the twowas different and the difference is sig
nificant: Chang was a protector against an external threat, the revolu
tionary cultural and poUtical invasion of the West; Tseng was a protector
against an internal threat, the revolutionary cultural and political chal
lenge of the Taipings. The twomenwerereallyprotecting the samething.

51 Cf. Miao Ch'iian-chi, "Ch'ing-tai mu-fu chih kuan-mu kuan-hsi . . .," 36-37.
52 For a discussion of this slogan and its implications see Levenson, chap. IV.
53 Ku Hung-ming, Ku Hung-ming ti pi-chi [Ku Hung-ming's Notes] (Taipei:

1954), 1, 6, 7. The original name of this work was Chang-wen-hsiang mu-fu chi-
wen [Memoirs from Chang Chih-tung's Mu-fu\.
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For Tseng Kuo-fan (in the 1860's) the main threat and its attendant
problems for China were endogenous—cultural demoralization, political
disintegration, and social malaise. The West was merely a complication,
not an alternative. By Chang Chih-tung's time (the 1890's), the West
had come to occupy a paramount place in the understanding of China's
problems. Evenif Chang himself did not fully understand the problems,
by thelate nineteenth century Western learning was becoming an explicit
alternative to Chinese culture, and Western presence a challenge to Chi
nese autonomy, to which Chang's defensive slogan bore witness.

Chang's frame of reference facilitated his separation of ideological
from practical orientations. In contrast to Tseng, Chang's later role as
protector of thetraditional ideology was accentuated by hiseasy ability to
isolate Chinese ends from the Western means for their protection, or
Chinese ethical learning from Western technical learning. The point of
this question of ideological roles is thattheexplicit differentiation of ideo
logical from technical orientations (or of Chinese substance from West
ern function which emerged later on) was not made by Tseng Kuo-fan.
It has been said of Tseng's protege Li Hung-chang that his "job was to
defend China against the encroachments of the West and internal rebel
lion. In order to do this, he had to work with the tools at hand, and he
would not let considerations of moral character outweigh talent and
ability."64 Such an attitude was impossible for Tseng. The officers of
his army, for instance, constituted a morally diciplined group of scholars
who applied their art of personal self-cultivation to training and battle
alike, with distinguished success.55 Of course, he may have been inter
ested in the recruitment of both indoctrinated generalists and experienced
specialists, but the issue of the compatibility or priority of these types
remained unarticulated in Tseng's mind.

As far as he understood it, Tseng was engaged in a task of restoration,
not modernization. Although he did not intend it to be so, the innova
tions made in the course of restorationled to permanent change and con
tributed to a process of modernization, slight and imperfect though the
results may have been. In fact, that innovations which contributed to in
stitutional transformation were made merely as adjustments within the
traditional framework only reinforces our appreciation of the weakness
of modernization in nineteenth century China.

Although Tseng Kuo-fan was unable to appreciate the consequences
of innovation, the men who emerged under his auspices saw the prob
lems more clearly.56 The specialists he employed in his organization,
though relatively few, directly and consciously promoted China's institu-

<*Folsom, 152.
55 Lo Erh-kang, 81; Teng Ssu-yii, 62.
56Wilhelm, "The Problem of Within and Without," 54.
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tional and cultural transformation. Where did Tseng's employment of
specialists lead?

Among the men Tseng recruited were many who had the most ad
vanced appreciation of China's situation in theirtime. Inevitably the ideas
of thesemen not only contributed to his own views of China's problems
but also inspired his specific measures to deal with these problems. We
noted Chao Lieh-wen'srather advanced views on foreign affairs and self-
strengthening during his service in Tseng's mu-fu in 1862. The spirit of
these ideas was echoed by Tseng a few months later, in a form which
previewed Chang Chih-tung's later explicit formula.57 We also saw that
it was probably Chao who prompted Li Hung-chang to establish a for
eignlanguage andtechnical school in Shanghai in 1863.

Such intellectual affiliations are difficult to substantiate. More con
cretely, the engineers and scientists working in Tseng's early munitions
agencies actively promoted the development of more advanced enter
prises likethe Kiangnan Arsenal.58 Li Shan-Ian and others helped to bring
Jung Hung intoTseng's organization to further these goals. Jung Hung in
turn recommended to Tseng his pet project of an educational mission
abroad.

The process of innovation did not end with these men. As it was even
tually realized in 1872 under the sponsorship of Tseng Kuo-fan and Li
Hung-chang, Jung Hung's educational mission was an important early
step in educational modernization. The manufacturing efforts of Tseng's
engineers spawned numerous similar projects throughout China. Other
arsenals in almost every province either consciously imitated the original
arsenals or were their direct offshoots.59 The translation projects associ
ated with the Kiangnan Arsenal (including Li's foreign language school
whichit incorporated in 1867) were the first stage in a substantial intro
duction of Western learning and Western education into China.60 Trans
lation and the new education were intimately related: initial efforts pro
gressed from language training, through translation of engineering and
technical manuals, to more comprehensive education.61

It was no coincidence that the early translation and technical training
endeavors, and the incipient industrial enterprises, converged. Projects
such as the arsenals represented the principal demand for both trained
personnelandWestern knowledge. Many of the 120 students who studied
abroad under Jung Hung's mission subsequently took up new careers in

57Tseng Kuo-fan, Diary, 1324.
58 Wang Erh-min, Ch'ing-chiping-kung-yeh ti hsing-ch'i, 77-78.
s»Ibid., 28, 105-127, 150-151.
™Ibid., 153; Cheng Ho-sheng, "Pa-shih-nien-lai kuan-pan pien-i shih-yeh chih

chien-t'ao" [An Examination of the Officially Sponsored Translation Enterprises of
the Last Eighty Years], in Pao Tsun-p'eng, et ai, eds. Chung-kuo chin-tai-shih
lun-ts'ung [Collected Articles on Modern Chinese History], Series I, Vol. 7: Wei-
hsin yii pao-shou [Reform and Conservatism] (Taipei: 1967), 17-18, 29-33.

ei Ibid., 17.
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China for which their training had prepared them.62 Although it was a
respectable beginning, this mission itself was abortive. It was also inade
quate to meet the rising demands for specialists and the introduction of
Western knowledge.63 Personnel sufficiently experienced and trained to
work in thenew organizations and enterprises were scarce. Such special
ists were sought with growing urgency by leaders engaged in promoting
self-strengthening.64 What is significant about this new search for vital
personnel is that it sought anew kind of talent. The basis for its recruit
ment bore little resemblance to the traditional criteria for the selection
of talent. Implied inthis change was anew attitude toward the training of
bureaucratic personnel and toward education generally.

Nevertheless there was a painful lag in the fruition of the innovations
originating from Tseng Kuo-fan's time. The industrial and educational
reforms represented by the early arsenals and translation schools had
hardly advanced bythe beginning of the twentieth century.65 As has been
frequently noted, such projects remained institutionally and ideologically
isolated according to the terms of Chang Chih-tung's formula for self-
strengthening. More importantly, the generalists responsible for employ
ing specialists in their organizations held fast in most cases to the same
traditional assumptions they had always held in employing secretaries in
the mu-fu from which their organizations grew. Even Tseng Kuo-fan and
Li Hung-chang were unwilling toundertake radical institutional reform.66

Butif they had been more radical, it would still have made little differ
ence. Their entire class resisted the changes which technical training and
educational reform demanded. The crux of the issue lay in the rationale
of the generalist—his symbolic ethical education. The appreciation of
specialization, and the new attitude toward talent which accompanied it,
attacked the foundation of the generalist's traditional preeminence. Insti
tutional innovations which Tseng Kuo-fan set in motion subverted the
ideological and educational monopoly of the generalist.67

As a response to institutional change, the emergence of this "new spe
cies" of personnel, the specialist, facilitated theprocess of modernization.
To suggest that this development facilitated China's transformation is

62 See Sung Hsi, "Chung-kuo tsao-ch'i liu-Mei-hsueh-sheng shih-lueh" [A Brief
History of Early Chinese Foreign Study in the United States], in PaoTsun-p'eng,
et al., eds., Chung-kuo chin-tai-shih lun-ts'ung, Series II, Vol. 6: Chiao-yii [Educa
tion] (Taipei: 1968), 195-203.

63 Cheng, 29.
64Cf. Liu, 81-82, 86-87, 91.
65 Ralph L. Powell, The Rise of Chinese Military Power, 1895-1912 (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1955), 43, 238-239; Samuel C. Chu, Reformer in
Modern China: Chang Chien, 1853-1926 (New York: Columbia University Press,
1965), 91.

eewilhelm, "The Problem of Within and Without," 51; Chu, 91. Cf. Powell,
45,94-95.

67 Chu, 4, 90-91; Powell, 29, 52-53, 161. Concerning the role of education and
ideology as the basis of the scholar-officials' position, see Balazs, 7, 16, 18-19.
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not, of course, to claim that the process was itself a facile one. Few, if
any, students of modern China have failed to remark on the trauma and
difficulty of its emergence, especially in comparison with modern Japan.
Indeed, this thesis suggests how awkwardly and ponderously China's re
sponses did evolve out of the pre-existing institutional background and
remained affiliated with it. To the extentthat China's transformation pro
ceeded within the context of a bureaucratic polity (a process character
ized above as "accommodable change"), then the sources of its modern
adaptations lay in its institutional past. Among the most important of
these sources was the embryonic professionalism and specialization of
the mu-fu system, which had beenthe practical support of the generalist
in office.
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Glossary

This glossary includes names of persons and terms relating to Tseng
Kuo-fan, his activities, and his organization, cited in the text and foot
notes. It excludes place names, personal names, and terms cited only
peripherally.

Chang Fei 5&
H. Hsiao-p'u

Chang Fu-fan & & ^
T. Han-ch'iu

Chang Hsi-jung

T. Ching-t'ang

Chang Yii-chao

T. Lien-ch'ing

ch'ang-fu "&
Chao Lieh-wen

T. Hui-fu S
H. Neng-ching

Ch'en Ai flfc
T. Hu-ch'en

H.Wu-chai 40 Vt
Ch'en Nai 1* ft

H. Tso-mei f£ #
Ch'en Shih-chieh F& * -&

T. Chun-ch'eng ft *
Chun-ch'en 1& ft

Cheng Te-chi If it &
Ch'eng Hsueh-ch'i & 9k &

T. Fang-chung ij ¥
chia-jen %~ ^
Chiang I-feng #f & *!
chiang-wai liang-t'ai yZ^tfkzi
Chiao-pin-lu k'ang-i
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n
KK

4*.

5* *

« « <ft
£

» «• *]

£1 ft X

fe
X

Ik &

chien-sheng

ch'ien-ku

ch'ien-tien

ch'ien-ya

chih-hsien

chih-shih

chih-tu

%L

m ft

^

chih-ying chii sL J!& •%
chih-ying liang-t'ai &/& H ft
ChinAn-ching £ £ ';t

H. Mei-sheng

ch'in-ping *Jl
Chou Feng-shan

chuan-yun chii

ch'uan-ch'ang

chung *-
c/?/7 ^

chuan-na-fang ^ M4
chiian-sheng $t %-
chi'm-shih W 9
fa-shenso $t % tfl
fa-shu 5% #f
FanT'ai-heng ?l ^ f

T. Yu-min A &

Yun-chi * *
FangPo-t'ang * ffl *

T.Ts'un-chih 4- i

ft 4M



Feng Chun-kuang *J| tk £
T.Chu-ju W 1*

Chu-ytt <rt SJfc
HoYing-ch'i flAflt

T.Ching-hai 4* 5*
Aoh-/h liang-fai 4£ S& # &
hsiang-jen tU A
hsiang-ming f& ^
hsiang-shih 4H %
hsing-ming ff'i &
Hsu Shou fa J£

T. Hsueh-ts'un # 4*
Hsueh Fu-ch'eng $F M $,

T. Shu-yiin ^A |fi
H.Yung-an jft £

hsun-ch'a OH %
hsiin-pu i$L M
hu-li liang-t'ai ft *S H 6
HuLin-i ^ # X

Hu Shao-hsiin iH #3 »fjl

T. Wen-fu X f&
H. Jang-ch'iian oft %

HuTa-jen t& A f£
Hu Wei-chih $ It i
Hua Heng-fang # # ^

T. Jo-t'ing 3x >T
huoshih- *. 4t

* H;
i-chang % -fz
Hu * *H
Jung Hung 4ar St

T. Ch'un-fu *€ it
Kan Chin * #'

k'an-hsiang 4i 4B
ken-pan $$. */£

Kiangnan chi-ch'i chih-tsao-chii
5Ift**X9ii£4

ko-shih-k'a £ ft <&
ku-wen ife X

kuan-fang ftfi R
kuan-kung-tu *ft fc R&
kuan-shu-ch'i '& % &
Kuan-wen ^ 3C
k'uei-shuai jfflt %$
k'ung-pai chih-chao 5? 6 fft Si
Kuo K'un-tao f p & .#.

T.Chung-pi -ft ft

H.l-ch'eng * *ft
Shu-sou <ft S

Kuo Sung-tao fp j| .!?.
T.Yun-hsien $ U

Kuo-tzu-chien S -5" So.

//-crtm ft £
LiHan-chang #" & $

T. Hsiao-ch'iian -ftf. <£-

LiHsii-i # tj %

H. Hsi-an * A
LiHsu-pin % j& f

H. Ti-an *$ /fc
LiHu-sheng £ % £
Li Huan # 4*
Li Jung <#• ^

H. Shen-fu ^ ft
LiMeng-ch'iin ^ %.%%
Li Shan-Ian #" # $1

T. Jen-shu * &
H. Ch'iu-jen & *».

li-shih % %
LiYuan-tu ^ X ft

T.Tz'u-ch'ing #. %
Hu-t'ing ^ A
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H. T'ien-yueh-shan-chiao

Ch'ao-jan-lao-jen ^3$;;£A
liang-t'ai %k a
LiuHsiang f'] J%

T. Tz'u-min & &
H. Tun-sou £t £

Liu Jui-fen #4 «ft '2*
T.Chih-t'ien $- »

Liu Jung #1 H-
T. Meng-jung Jsz- &

H.Hsia-hsien ft 1*
LoHsiian ft 4

T.Po-i <a £
LoPing-chang Jlfr |L ^
Lo Tse-nan $| ;? $J
lun-ch'uan hu-shang-chii

ttf

lii-ying &J ^
men-yin f\ £p

mi-chii & ^J

ming-chiao & $k
MoYu-chih lit

T. Tzu-ssu -5- IS
H.LU-t'ing » -f-

mu-k'o % &
mu-liao % \%
mu-pin % H
mu-yu % %L
nei chiin-hsieh so f\%¥*t$\
neiyin-ch'ien so tfl 4|t4£ Wf
pai-chang ~& %-
PaoCh'ao IS &
pao-hsiao chii %%. 1$ %
P'engYU-lin ^ i #$

T. Hsueh-ch'in * ^
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p'i-chu &i *r
shan-nei liang-t'ai * fl II6
Shao-hsing shih-yeh £3^t#&
ShaoJ-ch'en §P ** *

T. Wei-hsi 1i *
shao-pien *H -ft

shao-yeh *\~ $fc
sheng-chii '& *1
shih-shou pu-chao ff^^PSft
shih-wu i£ %t

shu-ch'i % &
shu-yuan % P/L
so W\

sui-shen }$_ 7i
ta-clxi A $i
T'a-ch'i-pu *& # *
*'*<? 1«9

T'aoShou-yu W ^ £
TengFu-lun * **' ^

T.Mi-chih 3* ^
ti-wenso ^ a n

Ting Shih-fang T # *5

ts'ai-fang chung-i chii %-th %%&
Tseng Chi-tse 9 H- %
Tseng Kuo-ch'uan £ IS £"
Tseng Kuo-hua t^f
Tso Tsung-t'ang & ^ '^

T. Chi-kao # if)
tsung-chii $fi* ^
tsung-pan liang-t'ai %%>f$$k&
fuan-lien 08 &

wai-chiin-hsiehso Z\%%$$\
wai yin-ch'ien so ^£M$'#r



WangJen-shu iAf Yang Wan-chin H %®
wei-yuan # I T.Fang-san ^ ~
w„-an £ £ YangTsai-fu 4* « H
wen-shih X f y//f Ep
Wu Chia-pin * & f ymg-^-c-A'M # #&

H.Tzu-hsii * # 3,w./mV j|. |A
Wu Min-shu # $C #t ),Ha„ £

T. Pen-shen £ '# yWW? j|
H.Nan-p'ing & # ytf_c/H7z gg §

Yii Lin *§• M
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Accounting Office, 74, 109, 110, 112
armaments, 77, 124
armies, regional, 14, 15
Army of the Green Standard, 76
arsenals, 77, 124, 126, 127, 131, 132

barbarian affairs, 39, 58, 59. See also
foreign affairs

biographical writings, 31, 34n, 39,
41n, 125

Board of Revenue, 93, 94, 97, 100, 103
bond servants, 25
budget, of the central government, 94,

98

bureaucracy: characteristics of,
118-120; ideal type, 118; rational
orientation in, 119

bureaucracy, traditional Chinese, 14,16,
18, 24, 26-30, 44, 82, 83, 88, 89,
91-93, 116, 121, 123, 128

bureaucratic society, 120; change
within, 119

bureaucratization, 117, 120

careers, new kind, 17, 27, 29, 31, 91,
123, 126, 127, 128, 131;
alternative area for service, 29, 120,
123, 129

careers, official, 64, 87, 89, 91, 122, 123,
125, 128, 129

centralization: of authority, 92, 93, 117;
in Tseng's organization, 110, 111

Chang Chih-tung, 129-132
Chang Fei, 54n, 55
Chang Fu-fan, 59
Chang Hsi-jung, 38-39
Chang Yii-chao, 52
Chao Lieh-wen, 3In, 39, 53, 56-70,

84-89, 125-127, 131
Ch'en Ai, 38, 39, 42, 82
Ch'en Nai, 50, 51, 55
Ch'en Shih-chieh, 36
Ch'eng Hsueh-ch'i, 37
Cheng Te-chi, 107, 109n
Chiang I-feng, 108n
chiao-pin-lu k'ang-i, 61 n
ch'ien-ku, 22n
Chin An-ch'ing, 88n
Chou Feng-shan, 108n
Chu, 75, 88, 119
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clerks, 23, 25, 45, 59, 71, 76
Commissariat, 74, 76-78, 80,110, 112n;

Disbursement, 113; Inland, 113;
Outer River, 113; Rear, 107

contributions, 100, 102-105, 127;
commissions and certificates for,
103-106, 109

corruption: in military supply and
recruiting, 79. See also mu-fu:
corruption in

customs duties, 60, 101

decentralization: in government, 92-94;
in Tseng's organization, 108, 109

Disbursement Office, 74, 110, 112, 113
District Magistrate, 71, 80
divination, 55, 56

education, 122, 124, 126, 129, 131, 132.
See also Foreign Language
Training School; Educational
Mission to the U.S.

Educational Mission to the U.S., 127,
131

emulation of models, 41-44, 82. See
also Office for the Promotion of

Loyalty and Public Spirit
engineers, 77, 124-126, 131
ethical vs. technical (ideological vs.

practical) orientations, 40, 128, 130
eunuchs, 25
examination system, 23, 24, 27-29, 47,

86, 89, 122, 126, 128
expenditures: by central government, 97,

98; by Tseng, 96-98
expertise, 14, 16, 44, 123, 128; scientific,

124; technical, 14, 22, 44, 70, 82,
122. See also practical experience
and competence; specialization

Fan T'ai-heng, 33, 34, 36
Fang Po-t'ang, 34
Feng Chun-kuang, 124
Feng Kuei-fen, 61
feudalization, 117, 120
financial administration, Tseng

Kuo-fan's, 13, 47, 48, 73, 74,
76-79, 95, 112, 124; accounting by,
97,98,108-110,113,114;
autonomy, 110; evolution of, 105,



108,109,111, 112, 114; fiscal
planning in, 95, 111; personnel in,
104, 107-109, 114, 124; provincial
boundaries in, 106-108, 114

fiscal system, Ch'ing, 92-94, 98,
104-106, 113

Folsom, Kenneth, 16, 46
foreign affairs, 31, 40, 60, 62, 65,

123-125, 131. See also barbarian
affairs

Foreign Language Training School, 62,
131, 132

Forwarding Department, 80, 82

General Staff, 49, 74, 76, 78, 81, 84, 91,
124

generalists, 70, 128, 132, 133; ethical
orientation, 40, 44, 129; tradition
of, 14, 126, 127, 129; traditional
preeminence, 121-123; in Tseng's
organization, 57

gentry, 71, 77, 107; local gentry, 81

Ho Ying-ch'i, 52, 53
Hsiang Army, 80, 84n, 85, 120
hsing-ming, 22n
Hsu Shou, 126
Hsueh Fu-ch'eng, 37, 46, 90
Hu Lin-i, 34, 54n, 55
Hu Shao-hsiin, 82
Hu Ta-jen, 107, 109n
Hu Tse-shun, 42n
Hu Wei-chih, 80n
Hua Heng-fang, 126

ideology, 40n, 43,44, 121,125,129,130
indoctrination, 42, 44, 81, 99. See also

Office for the Promotion of Loyalty
and Public Spirit

industrial enterprises, 131
inland waterways, 59, 60
innovation. See modernization
institutional changes, 13, 14, 16, 26,

116, 121, 123

Judicial Department, 77
Jung Hung, 115, 126, 127, 131

Kan Chin, 107, 109n
Kiangnan Arsenal, 124, 126, 127, 131
Kiangsi: as economic base, 110, 112,

114; provincial military forces, 113;
Tseng's office in, 107

Ku Hung-ming, 129
ku-wen, 35, 52
kuan, 88
kuan-fang, 88
Kuan-wen, 54n, 59

Kuo K'un-tao, 36, 47-50, 79, 124
Kuo Sung-tao, 47, 60, 61

laws, 30, 71, 121
legal secretary, 30. See also hsing-ming
Li Han-chang, 78, 107, 108n, 109, 110,

113, 114
li Hsiu-ch'eng, 68, 69n
Li Hsu-pin, 54n, 108n
Li Hu-sheng, 56, 77n
Li Huan, 113
Li Hung-chang, 16, 21, 34, 37, 38, 46,

49, 62, 67, 68, 78, 84, 90n, 117n,
126, 130-132

Li Jung, 49, 50, 76
Li Meng-ch'un, 108n
Li Shan-Ian, 125, 126, 131
Li Yuan-tu, 34, 37, 50, 51, 55, 76, 108n
likin, 79, 101, 102, 104, 105, 109,

111-114, 120, 127
literati. See scholars
Liu Hsiang, 34
Liu Jui-fen, 36, 37, 82
Liu Jung, 36, 47, 48, 79, 84, 124
Lo Hsiian, 34, 35
Lo Ping-chang, 46-48, 54n
Lo Tse-nan, 108n
local administration, 19, 24, 71-73, 77,

80; complexities and burdens, 23,
24. See also provincial
administration

loyalty, 41, 42. See also Office for the
Promotion of Loyalty and
Public Spirit

marine forces, 110, 113
militarization, 14, 15n
military organization,Tseng Kuo-fan's,

13, 48, 74; detachments under
Tseng, 108, 110; discipline within
army, 67-69, 81, 99; expansion of
operations, 104, 105; pay, 95,
97-99, 104; planning, 37, 47, 49,
76, 111, 124; recruitment, 79, 114;
size, 95-97

militia forces, 13, 15, 31, 36, 37, 39, 48,
49, 94, 95, 99, 105

Mo Yu-chih, 35
mobilization, 92-94; 120; financial,

95-105; personnel, 44
modernization in China, 15, 16, 60, 62,

116, 121, 126, 127, 129-133;
institutional, 26; problems, 14, 31;
themes, 17.
See also self-strengthening

monarchy, response to crisis, 13,14, 120
money changers, 81, 82
moral order, 30, 122, 123, 128
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mu-fu, 15, 20, 24, 30, 34, 35, 37, 38, 45,
71, 73, 75, 82, 83, 88, 89, 91, 119,
124-127, 131, 133; basic definition,
20; career, 20, 23, 28, 47, 57, 64,
66; cliques among secretaries, 39;
corruption, 27, 28, 45; historical
evolution, 22, 23, 27, 29; ideal, 83;
mystique, 49, 50, 58, 69; nineteenth
century practice, 19, 20, 28;
obscure nature, 18, 75; personal
character, 15, 18, 53; personal
relations, 21, 22, 25, 29, 33, 35, 39,
40, 45, 48-52, 58, 61, 65, 66, 70,
122; remonstrance, 21, 50, 65, 68;
significance, 16, 26; study of, 16,
18n, 19, 46; subordination, 21, 22,
25, 33, 35, 48, 49, 58, 65, 66, 75,
82, 83, 122; system, 15, 17, 18, 20,
38, 46, 65, 70, 122, 123, 127, 128;
technical competence, 21, 29, 70;
terminology, 20, 21. See also
"Public" and "Private"

mu-k*o, 20
mu-liao, 20, 22, 64, 83, 85
mu-pin, 20
mu-yu, 20, 22, 25, 27, 46, 48,49, 51, 55,

57, 58, 73, 75, 76, 78, 80, 83, 87
Munitions Department, 74, 77,124,125

Nanking: massacre at, 69; siege of, 61,
62, 65-67, 69

Office for the Promotion of Loyalty and
Public Spirit, 42-44, 81, 82, 86

official communications, 80
Opium War, 92
orderlies, 76n

Pao Ch'ao, 55
personnel: competition for, 90;

liberalization in the employment of,
90; promotion of, 60, 73, 83, 85,
87-91; training, 73, 83, 84, 87, 91,
124

physiognomy, 84, 85, 87
p'i-chu system, 87, 89n
P'ing Yu-lin, 54n, 66, 108n
practicalexperience and competence, 40,

44, 62, 91, 123, 124, 128, 129; as
bureaucratic characteristic, 119;
See also expertise

private bureaucracy, 14, 15, 17, 46, 75,
87, 88, 91, 120, 123, 124, 127;
correspondence with idea type, 118

professionalism, 16, 17, 27-29,121-123,
125, 127, 128, 133. See also
careers, new kind

provincial administration, 20, 78, 79,
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107; of Kiangsi, 108, 110. See also
local administration

provincial subsidies, 100-102, 105
"Public" and "Private," 24-26, 114, 116,

123; as mode of political activity
120; private means 121, 123, 128

public spirit, 41-43. See also Office for
the Promotion of Loyalty and
Public Spirit

recommendation: to court, 63, 64,
88-91, 126; personal, 38, 39, 58.
See also p'i-chii system

recruitment of talent, 30, 132; official
recruitment, 25, 82, 89; by Tseng,
30, 44, 64, 87, 88; Tseng's methods,
36-40. See also examination
system; recommendation;
interviews

regionalization, 13, 117, 120
Rice Office, 81, 82

salt monopoly, 100, 104
scholars, 34-36, 41, 43, 51, 52, 56, 57,

116, 121, 123, 125. See also Tseng
Kuo-fan's organization: scholars in

scientists, 125, 126, 131
self-strengthening, 60, 129, 131, 132
Shanghai, 61-63, 67,125, 131; as source

of revenue, 104
Shao I-ch'en, 55
Shen Pao-chen, 54n
shipyard, 74, 124
shu-ch% 22n
5^,75,88,119
specialists, 21, 40, 44, 57, 70, 121-123,

127, 130, 132; financial, 114;
foreign affairs, 58, 61, 84;
recruitment of, 35. See also
engineers; legal secretary,scientists

specialization, 14, 17, 29, 57, 70, 82, 91,
121, 127, 132, 133; as bureaucratic
characteristic, 119. See also
expertise; professionalism

Steamship Convoy Office, 81n
steamships, 61, 126
Supply Office, 107, 110

Taiping Rebellion: defectors, 37;
Heavenly King of the Taipings, 62,
68, 69; plunder by, 99; suppression
of, 13, 14, 32, 40, 56, 83, 92, 93,
95, 97, 98, 111, 127; as watershed,
13

talent, 31; cultivation of, 32, 33, 84, 85,
87; recalcitrant, 33-35

T'ao Shou-yu, 107, 109n
taxation, 71, 92, 93, 104, 113, 121



Teng Fu-lun, 56
Ting Shih-fang, 80n
trade, 59, 60
translation projects, 124-126, 131
Treasury Department, 74, 76, 78
treaty settlements with foreign powers,

59,60
Tseng Chi-tse, 61n
Tseng Kuo-ch'iian, 37, 56, 62-69, 88,

108, 113; mu-fu, 63
Tseng Kuo-fan: accompUshment, 112;

ambiguous official position, 105,
106, 108, 110, 113; appreciation of
his position, 112, 129, 130;
autonomy, 114-117, 120;
character, 32, 33,50, 53-58, 81, 86,
112, 115; concern for morality, 43;
contribution to China's

transformation, 15, 83,116; control
of finances, 120; control of
personnel, 53, 83, 88, 120;
ideological commitments, 40, 43;
correspondence, 45, 48, 54; as
Governor-General, 38, 55, 58, 65,
78; as innovator, 13, 15, 16, 83, 90,
121, 129, 130; leadership, 53-57;
literary activity, 56; loyalty, 116,
117; personal daily routine, 54-56;
retirement, 47, 95, 108, 110;
students, 52; suspicion of the
monarchy toward, 116; use of men,
31-33

Tseng Kuo-fan's organization:
character, 75, 76, 78, 79, 83, 89, 92,
98, 105, 108, 115, 117; compared
to conventional mu-fu, 71, 73, 75,
83, 88, 91; examinations in mu-fu,
85-87; friction with local society,
77, 81; genesis, 14, 15, 71, 73, 105,
107; headquarters, 38, 56, 58, 79
80, 107,110, 113; inner mu-fu, 45,
46, 57, 73, 75; instructions to
special functionaries, 127, 128;
interviewing personnel, 36-40, 57,
84; Kiangsi Provincial Office, 107;
lesser staff, 45; mobility, 39, 71;

mu-fu, 34, 35, 37, 38, 45-70, 73,
75, 76, 82-88, 91, 119, 124-127,
131; opposition of local officials,
95, 100, 105, 106; outer mu-fu, 46,
76; political implications, 34, 115;
private messenger service, 81;
reorganization, 47, 73, 108, 109;
retinue, 45, 52, 53, 76, 78-80;
routine secretarial work in mu-fu9
48, 59, 84; scholars in, 13, 34-36,
38, 51, 52, 56, 57, 125; semi-official
status, 14, 88, 119; size, 79, 80;
supra provincial orientation, 13,
110, 111, 114. See also financial
administration, Tseng Kuo-fan's;
military organization, Tseng
Kuo-fan's

Tseng Kuo-hua, 108
Tso Shu-te, 41n
Tso Tsung-t'ang, 46-47, 54n, 58
Tsungli Yamen, 60
T'ung-wen-kuan, 126

Wan Yiin-kuan, 107, 109n
Wang Hsin, 48
Wang Hui-tsu, 19, 22, 26, 27
Wang Jen-jui, 47
Wang Jen-shu, 8In
Weber, Max, 118
wei-yuan, 75, 119, 127
Western learning, 129-132
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